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Abstract
This thesis describes techniques for the generation of ultrashort optical pulses using 
semiconductor lasers. Active modelocking tiu'ough gain modulation is applied to 1.5p,m InGaAsP 
semiconductor lasers which utilise microlensed optical fibres as external-cavity components, and 
tunable optical pulses of -'5ps duration have been generated. Particular attention has been given to 
suppression of the noisy subpulse features associated with low-frequency modelocked 
semiconductor lasers. This has led to two suppression methods applicable to symmetiic (or 
balanced) and asymmetric cavity configurations, allowing the generation of clean, single feature 
short pulses of 7-lOps duration with peak powers in excess of 300mW. The physical phenomena 
relating to such processes will be outlined. Further amplification of these pulses using an erbium- 
doped fibre amplifier has resulted in output peak powers in tlie 5W range.
A study of the phase-noise chaiacteristics of these modelocked laser systems was 
undertaken using a high-speed photodetector and wide-band spectrum analyser arrangement. This 
characterisation allowed improvements in the rms pulse timing jitter from >2ps to below 300fs in 
the fiequency range 50-5000Hz.
Novel modelocked laser configurations were also constructed where the cavity 
components included both a semiconductor amplifier and an erbium-doped fibre amplifier. Linear 
and ring hybrid lasers were investigated with resultant pulse durations as short as 3ps with high 
peak power and excellent stability.
CW and mechanical Q-switched doped fibre lasers were configured in diffraction grating 
tuned cavities with high output coupling (R=4%). Unprecedented output powers of up to 700mW 
tunable over -lOOnm around 1.55p-m, and 800mW tunable around 1.08p,m were obtained. Also 
the value of 800W peak power for the 80ns output pulses from the Q-switched erbium-doped 
fibre laser amounts to the most intense pulse created thus far from any fibre laser device. 
Optimisation of the total tuning range attainable from erbium-doped fibre lasers via length tuning 
resulted in a variety of nonlinear phenomena, namely self Q-switching and optical bistability at 
the long wavelength tail of the tunable range.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The main accent of this thesis is the generation of ultrashort pulses from semiconductor 
lasers for use in single-mode, silica-optical fibre telecommunications systems. This introductory 
chapter has therefore been devoted to the principles of laser oscillation in semiconductor 
materials, and the major developments in device structure designs that are implemented to provide 
optimised performance. The basic principles and techniques of laser modelocking and the 
diagnostic systems used to evaluate such sources will also be outlined.
1.2 Semiconductor theory
1.2.1 Band structure of solids
The nearly-free electron modell of matter in the solid state leads to the introduction of 
energy gaps in the continuum of electronic en er^  states implied by simpler theories in which the 
periodic potential of the ion cores in the lattice has been neglected. The electron population of 
such allowed bands determine the electrical and optical properties of solids. All the low-lying 
energy bands have fully occupied states and hence do not play a major role in the physical 
properties of the material. Such properties are essentially deteimined by the two highest bands 
which are designated the valence and conduction bands. A general consideration of the 
populations of these two highest energy bands allows categorisation of the elements of the 
periodic table, in their solid state, into one of four types. These classes are denoted metals, semi­
metals, semiconductors, and insulators. In a metal the conduction band is highly populated with 
elections (somewhere between 10 and 90%), whereas an insulator has a completely full valence 
band and an empty conduction band, thus the electi ons of the insulator aie immobile, resulting in 
high values of electrical resistivity. At absolute zero pure semiconductors will noirnally behave as 
insulators, their distinctive properties^ being revealed in the main by thermal excitation and the 
addition of impuiities into the crystal lattice. The energy band diagram of a semiconductor at a 
given temperature will show either small, but significant, population of the conduction band, or
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alternatively a small proportion of unoccupied states at the top of the valence band.
The parabolic band approximation can be used to understand the essential physics of laser 
operation in semiconductors, and from this the energy versus wavevector and density of states 
cui*ves of figure 1.1 are obtained. The electron, and hole, distributions within the energy bands 
are defined by Fermi-Dirac statistics, which give the occupation probability of an allowed electron 
state of energy E as;
1fe(E) = (E-Fe) + 1GXp-
where Fg is the Fermi energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature. Figure 1.1b 
shows the conduction band electron distribution at OK and at some finite temperature T.
conductionband
valence\band
(b)
D(E) m
E####=eleclrons
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of (a) energy versus wavevector and (b) the density of 
states for a semiconducting medium
The Femti energy, Fg, is located at an energy where the electron (or hole) occupation
probability equals 0.5, Also the concept of a quasi-Fermi level is frequently used in reference to
the principles of semiconductor lasers, and is defined in the same manner as the Fermi level but
relates to the distributions in each band rather than for the system as a whole.
1.2.2 Basic semiconductor laser theory
It is believed that Johann Von Neumann was the first person to treat the idea of a
semiconductor light amplifier essentially correctly in 1953^. Several individuals were working
independently on the concept of the semiconductor laser during the middle and late 1950's and 
early 1960's, prior to the first demonstration of the semiconductor injection laser. This occurred 
almost simultaneously by four research groups^ in late 1962 and historical reports by the leaders 
of the four groups can be found in reference 3.
The details pertinent to laser action in semiconductor materials can be understood from 
consideration of simplified energy band diagrams. Figure 1.2 represents the energy band 
populations for three extreme cases of semiconductor, that is (a) with no doping, and with high 
concentrations of n and p type dopants (b and c). A semiconductor with such a high doping level 
is termed degenerate.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2 Energy band diagrams for (a) an intiinsic (b) an n-type degenerate (c) and a p-type degenerate semiconductor, For T=OK, Ef is the Fermi level and k the propagation vector
By incorporating the latter two election distributions a situation which can only exist 
under non-thermal equilibrium conditions can be produced, and this is known as a doubly 
degenerate semiconductor (see figure 1.3). In this special case Bernard and Duraffourg^ 
established that if an incident photon satisfies the condition;
Eg < hv < Ep(] - Epy
where Epc and Epy are the quasi-Fermi levels of the conduction and valence bands respectively, 
and hv is the photon energy, then it can induce stimulated radiative recombination of conduction 
band electrons with valence band holes. Thus optical gain can occur for all transitions with 
energies less than the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels. Within this gain medium it is only
required that a suitable resonator be provided for laser oscillation to be possible. Figure 1.3 also 
indicates that the semiconductor laser can be represented as a four-level laser system. The Fermi 
levels exist well into the bands so the resultant optical gain is exhibited over an extended 
wavelength range.
cairiers thermalise through empty states in -O.lps
E(fc) metastable 
state T -In s
PUMPlasertransition
ground state
Figure 1.3 The doubly degenerate semiconductor as a four-level laser system. Note thatthe laser states are not the discrete states indicated but are smeared in energy.
The doubly degenerate semiconductor gain medium can be prepared in various ways, the 
most simple being by optical pumping. In this case incident short wavelength light can promote 
valence band electrons high into the conduction band, where they relax to the band minimum via 
lattice scattering. Holes also accumulate at the top of the valence band through similar scattering 
processes. With sufficient pumping the doubly degenerate case can be created and further 
pumping will allow a significant degree of population inversion by which the laser oscillation 
threshold can be established. This laser oscillation threshold being a function of the reflectivities 
of the resonator miirors used. Optically pumped semiconductor lasers have been successfully 
demonstrated^ but the most convenient method of creating the situation of figure 1.3 is by 
forward biasing a pn junction as shown in figure 1.4. Such a laser is commonly referred to as a 
semiconductor diode laser, or alternatively an injection laser' .^
(a) V= 0
Conduction Band (CB)
Valence 
Band (VB)
(b)V-EJq
p-type
-I?!™?-.. J^ermi level
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(c)
depletion region 
electrons
hco—E g
holes
Figure 1.4 Energy diagram of a pn junction with (a) zero bias, and (b) forward-biased, (c) With the coirect bias applied a doubly degenerate region, exhibiting optical gain can be produced.
Of the many semiconductors available, it is only in direct bandgap materials that laser
action is possible. This is because in an indirect bandgap semiconductor the transition probability
is small due to the requirement that the crystal momentum should be conserved. Therefore
phonon involvement is necessary for interband recombination in indhect semiconductors and this
can be regarded as parasitic. Additionally, reabsorption of the laser radiation would be
approximately as strong as the induced emission^. The direct bandgap semiconductor GaAs was
used for the first injection lasers'*. However, these early lasers had very high threshold current
densities and hence could only operate continuously at cryogenic temperatures, and were thus
impractical devices.
1.2.3 Heterojuiiction semiconductor lasers
The semiconductor diode laser came of age when heterojunctions^ and stripe geometry 
contacts^® were employed to confine the current flow and the subsequent optical radiation 
produced to a small active region. By employing such confinement techniques the current density
necessary for laser operation was reduced and continuous-wave operation at room temperature 
was achieved!f. The energy-hand diagram of a double heterojunction (DH) laser is illustrated in 
figure 1.5.
(a) V= 0
VB
(b) V-Eg/q
-type
•Fermi level
E.
CB
VB %
Lpermi level
(c) activeregion lectrons
I hco~Eg 
holesFigure 1.5 Energy-band diagram of a DH laser at (a) zero bias, and (b) forward bias.(c) Heterobarriers confine the cai'riers to the active region where they can recombine radiatively .
With forward biasing, electrons and holes are injected into, and confined between the
heterojunctions such that optical gain can be exhibited within a localised region (the active
region). Prepared in this way the device can act as a laser amphfier, or a broadband spontaneous
emission source (LED). To form a laser oscillator positive optical feedback must be introduced to
the system. Although for most lasers this is normally achieved using highly reflective cavity
mirrors, in the case of the semiconductor material another resonator option is available. By
cleaving the semiconductor along the (110) crystal plane a perfectly parallel resonator can be
formed, and owing to the lar ge refiactive index of GaAs, the facet has a reflectivity of;
R = [ (n - l) / (n + l) ]2  -30%
for 11=3.5, with a similar value being obtained for In? system lasers. This degree of facet
reflectivity is sufficient for oscillation in most semiconductor lasers since the material gain can be
very high and thus the large output coupling can be accommodated.
Since the refractive index of a semiconductor is inversely proportional to the magnitude of 
the energy gap, the refractive index profile in the direction perpendicular to the junction (see 
figures 1.6(a) and (b)) gives the DH laser the optical features of a slab waveguide. The difference 
in refractive indices of the active region and the cladding regions is usually ~5% and so the 
confinement of the optical field to the active region can be very good (see figure 1.6(c)).
(a) activeregion
I h o y - E j
(b)
(c) intensity
Figm'e 1.6 Optical confinement in DH laser structures.
Thus by sandwiching a semiconductor material between two layers of material with a 
larger bandgap, a three-layered structure with both canier and optical confinement in a thin plane 
can be produced. [If the active layer thickness is less than the diffusion length of the injected 
carriers, then the active layer is effectively uniformly excited throughout its thickness.] The 
materials used to form such a structure have to be chosen caiefully to ensure that the crystalline 
lattice parameter is constant across the heterojunction. This lattice matching prevents production 
and propagation of dislocations that result from the stress and strain in the crystal which would 
cause non-radiative recombination of injected carriers. In mismatched DH structures tlie radiative 
quantum efficiency is reduced and the threshold current density is increased. For acceptable laser
media a mismatch of 0.1% is acceptable. This lattice matching condition places a restriction on the 
materials from which good heterojunction lasers can be produced, and Table 1 gives details of 
two alloy semiconductors from which room temperature CW lasers have been made.
ActiveRegion CladdingRegion Useful Wavelength Range (|xm)
Minimum Threshold Current Density, %  
(kA/cm^)
Substrate
GayAl^.yAs Ga^Al^.^As 0.65 - 0.9 0.5 GaAs
^^ l-xG&xASyP%_y InP 1.1 - 1.6 0.5 InP
Table 1.1 Two alloy semiconductor lasers. For Ini_xGaxAsyPi_y the lattice matching condition 
to InP is y=2.197x. Ga^Al^.^As is lattice matched to GaAs for all x values (although it 
only has a direct gap for 0<x<0.38).
1.2.4 Stripe-geometry DH lasers
To further improve device efficiency stripe-geometry contacts!^ can be employed to 
provide carrier confinement in the plane parallel to the junction. A stripe contact is etched into an 
insulating layer of Si02, so that the injected carriers are restricted to a narrow path through the 
laser structure. The stripe widths vary from 2 -3 0  pm, where the narrower stripes are preferred 
to allow oscillation on a single transverse resonator mode. It is the narrow strip through the laser 
structure where the electron path intersects the confinement plane defined by the heterojunctions 
which constitutes the active laser volume. The area outwith this region sees no gain, and so the 
optical field is attenuated in this region, such that the light is confined to the stripe region where 
gain is available. This condition is normally referred to as gain guiding.
By using a stripe-geometry, double heterojunction structure the threshold current density 
necessary for laser oscillation is reduced. In addition the small rectangular aperture thus created is 
more suitable for efficient coupling of the radiation into external cavities and optical fibres, single 
filamentary laser action occurs, and single transverse mode operation can be achieved. One 
disadvantage due to diffraction from the very different dimensions of the exit aperture (typically 
2pm X 0.2 pm) is that the beam can be highly elliptical.
The features outlined above ai e the basic characteristics of most semiconductor lasers, and
in the next two sections a description of the key fundamental characteristics utilised to optimise
the perfoiTnance of modem semiconductor lasers is given,
1.2.5 Quantum well lasers
The predominant dependence of threshold current on active layer thickness is found to be 
, where d is the active layer thickness, and F(d) is the confinement factor. For a tliick activer(d)
layer, F~1 and the threshold is linearly dependent on d, because of the dependence of the gain on 
carrier density rather than the total number of caniers. It therefore follows that the active layer 
should be made as thin as possible to minimise the threshold current. However, for very thin 
active regions the threshold current begins to increase very rapidly because the confinement factor 
decreases as d .^ Thus for any DH laser there is a specific layer thickness which wUl minimise the 
threshold cunent. To affect further improvements in threshold current a set of separate 
confinement heterostructuresl^ can be used such that the carriers and photons have separate 
means of confinement, and a constant confinement factor can be maintained whilst allowing the 
active layer thickness to be fur ther reduced.
The technique of separate confinement heterostmctures allows fabrication of active layers 
sufficiently thin that they give rise to quantum size effects In these so called * quantum well’ 
lasers the confinement of electrons in one dimension results in a quantisation of the allowed 
energy levels. The density of states is changed from the usual parabolic dependence to a step-like 
function, as illustrated in figure 1.7. The threshold current density of ‘state of the art’ QW 
lasers^^ can be as low as O.lkA/cm^, which is equivalent to threshold currents of the order of a 
milliampere.
D(E)
EFigiu*e 1.7 Density of states function for a quantum well laser. The dotted line indicates the density of states for a bulk semiconductor.
Quantum well lasers have now become the standard type of commercial GaAs/AlGaAs 
laser where usually a multiple quantum well active region is employed. Quantum well lasers have 
also been demonstrated in InGaAsP/InP^^. It is clear that these technologies will become 
increasingly widespread and are being implemented in the development of quantum wire and 
quantum box devices. For these structures threshold currents in the region of microamps have 
been projected^'^.
1.2.6 Lateral confinement-index guided lasers
The simplest practical semiconductor laser structure is the double heterostructure laser 
utilising stripe-geometry contacts as mentioned previously. In this ‘archetype’ laser structure 
current diffusion from under the contact defines the active region and gain guiding of the optical 
field in the plane parallel to the junction plays a crucial role. As a consequence these lasers have 
high threshold cunents and are prone to excitation of multiple transverse modes in the plane of 
the junction. Also astigmatism, self-pulsations, and restricted high temperature performance ar e 
problems associated with gain guided lasers.
All of the detrimental features of stripe geometry lasers can be substantially reduced by the 
introduction of some form of imposed refractive index variation in the lateral structure of the 
device. Such index guided lasers are usually classified, dependent on the method inducing the 
index step, as weak or strong index guided lasers. Weak index guiding is achieved by 
introducing lateral variations of refractive index in the confinement, or cladding layers whereas 
sti'ongly index guided lasers have an active volume which is completely buried in wide band-gap, 
low index material (hence the term buried-heterostructure laser). Many examples of such 
structures are detailed in the literature^^ so only the two structures used in this work will be 
described here.
1.2.6.1 The ridge waveguide laser = weak index guiding
The structure of a 1.5|im InGaAsP/InP ridge waveguide laser^^ is shown in figure 
1.8(a). In this structure the ridge provides the loading for weak index guiding and also acts as a 
narrow cunent confining stripe. Due to coupling of the optical field generated in the active region 
to the ridge the effective lateral refractive index profile across the active region exhibits a step 
index profile. Although the induced effective index variation is small it has been shown that an
10
index step of >5xl0'3 is sufficient for complete index guiding^®, figure 1.8(b). This device is 
popular since it requires no regrowth and hence gives good layer quality and reproducibility in 
production.
p-InGaAsR 
p-InP
optical mode
dielectric
-InGaAsP
-  InGaAsP active region
n-InP
3S0
100300
“  250
o  200
40 z
100 20
50
LATERAL INDEX STEP (xlO"^>
(a) (b)
Figui’e 1.8 (a) The ridge waveguide laser stmcture (b) onset of index guiding with an increase in the lateral refractive index step. (After reference 20).
The ridge waveguide structure has been used extensively in this work since the ridge can 
be oriented at an angle to the cleaved facets thereby permitting the facet reflectivity to be 
significantly suppressed. This cannot, in general, be done on strong index lasers since the etching 
of mesas is crystal axis dependant and angled facets have to be polished rather than cleaved.
1.2.6.2 The double-channel planar buried heterostructure laser (DCPBH) - 
strong index guiding
In general, index guiding and current confinement aie provided by separate parts of the 
structure in weakly guided lasers, and so they have a larger mode volume, a weaker mode 
confinement, and also appreciable cunent spreading can take place. This results in a higher 
threshold than in their strong index guided counterpaits. A representative example of a strong 
index laser is the double channel planar buried heterostructure (DCPBH) laser^l as shown in 
figure 1.9. Here two channels are etched to foim a mesa which constitutes the active region. A 
current confining p-n-p-n structure is then grown and the capping layers are subsequently 
applied. The reduced carrier leakage current and the enhanced optical confinement result in a low 
threshold current (of typically less than 20mA), high output power (>10mW), and high 
temperature operation.
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Figure 1.9 Structuie of a double channel planar buried heterostucture laser.
The output from buried heterostructure lasers is typically more symmetrical than in 
weakly guide lasers since the lateral active region dimension is much reduced, hence allowing for 
efficient coupling (>50%) to lensed single-mode optical fibres.
1.3 InGaAsP semiconductor lasers and optical fibre communications
1 _xGa^ASyP 2 _y/InP semiconductor lasers are preferred for optical fibre communications 
due to the wavelength range of the emission that can be accessed by varying the composition of 
the active region. By this means In^.^Ga^ASyP^.y lasers can be made to emit from 1.1pm to 
1.6]J,m. This range includes the highly desirable wavelengths of 1.3|i.m and 1.5jim which 
correspond to the lowest attenuation windows in the loss spectrum of silica-based optical fibre, 
fig 10(a). Propagation loss at 1.5pm can be as low as 0.2dB/km22.
The broadening of an optical pulse, on propagating a length L of optical fibre, due to 
material dispersion can be expressed as,
The variation of the dispersion parameter ( ) with wavelength for pure silica^^ ig
shown in figure 1.10(b). It can be seen from this giaph that at wavelengths around 1.3|im the
value of becomes zero and and so in this spectral region the material dispersion term dX^
12
becomes very small indeed. Thus an optical pulse at 1.3|im will have the minimum pulse 
broadening during propagation along the fibre such that higher bit rates could be transmitted over 
longer distances before the pulses start to overlap with each other. Although material dispersion 
of silica becomes zero at 1.27|im the total dispersion will now be dominated by other dispersive 
effects such as waveguide dispersion, and higher order dispersion effects.
100
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Figure 1.10 (a) Loss spectium and (b) dispersion characteristics of silica optical fibre. (After 
reference 22)
An alternative approach to fibre telecommunications systems is to operate at the
wavelength region of lowest loss around 1.5pm. Here the sign of is negative and this can bedA^
favourable when combined with the self-phase modulation which arises from the intensity- 
dependent refractive index effects in the fibre, and under suitable conditions solitonic pulse 
shaping can to be exploited to dramatically extend the possible transmission distance^"*. Much 
effort has been dedicated to this subject with the conclusion that to maximise the bandwidth- 
length product of the communications system then soliton propagation is necessary, and becomes 
more so the longer the dansmission span.
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1.4 Modelocking
The following simple analysis will show that by controlling the relative phases of the 
oscillating axial modes of a laser resonator that a well ordered periodic sequence of ultrashoit 
pulses can be produced. The subject of laser modelocking is based on producing such an output 
from practical laser sources, and a wide variety of techniques been developed to achieve this 
objective^^.
1.4.1 Modelocking theory
Consider a laser oscillating on many longitudinal cavity modes. The electric field E(t) as a 
function of time is then,
M -1
E(t)=A ^  e  K^j^mt+Sm) 
m=0
where M is the the number of oscillating modes, cOm is the angular frequency of the m^ b mode, 
and ôm is the phase of the m ^ mode. For simplicity all modes are assumed to have the same 
amplitude A. The axial cavity modes differ in frequency by Aco, where
Aco =  Cûm - COm-l =  2tc 2^
n is the refractive index, and L is the length of the resonator.
In the case of a free-running laser the relative phases of all the oscillating modes are
random thus tlie total intensity is found by adding all the individual modal intensities,
I = MA2
If we can insert some device into tlie cavity to make the laser modes interact such that they
all have the same relative phase then the laser is said to be modelocked. The total intensity must
now be found by adding the individual electric fields of all the oscillating modes and then taking
its squaie. The total intracavity electric field is therefore,
M -1
E(t)=A e^  ^ ^  e  ioimt 
n=0
By writing Gûm= CO -  mAco, where CO is the angulai' frequency of the highest frequency mode,
tlien this equation can be restated as,
E(t)= A ei(wt+0) [1+ e-i* + e"^4 +.........4- ]
ctwhere (() = Acot =jc ^ . The term in brackets is a sine function, and thus the total field intensity
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may be expressed as;
I(t) = E(t)2 = A2-
S i n
sin2 Ï
2ndThis function is the description of a train of pulses separated by (the round-trip time
of the laser resonator), and of peak intensity Im = (see figure 1.11). The duration of the
pulses is , or equivalent to the reciprocal of tlie oscillating bandwidth of the laser.
This description of modelocked lasers is directly applicable to the case where initially 
many cavity modes are oscillating, and so it is only satisfactory for inhomogeneously broadened 
laser media. In the case of a homogeneously broadened laser medium the picture is substantially 
different, and the significant differences will be outlined after some brief definitions concerning 
tlie broadening mechanism of the laser medium.
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Figure 1.11 Plot of the derived total field intensity of a modelocked laser, where A=l, M=20. 
The ordinates represent intensity and the abscissae represent (j) (which corresponds to time).
1.4,2 Homogeneous and Inhomogeneously broadened laser transitions
In a homogeneously broadened laser, neglecting the effects of spatial hole burning, the 
output consists of only one longitudinal cavity mode^^. This situation arises due to two 
phenomena, firstly in an oscillating laser the gain is clamped at a value which is equal to the 
cavity losses. Secondly, the gain spectrum of any individual atom residing in the upper laser level 
is the same as the gain spectrum of tlie total inverted ensemble. Thus when the pumping is such
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that the laser oscillates at the peak of the gain, the total upper state population is clamped, at the 
threshold value, and oscillation elsewhere is inhibited since the population inversion is not 
sufficient to satisfy the threshold condition.
In an inhomogeneously broadened laser there exist different groups of inverted atoms 
each with different gain spectra. Thus this laser can be thought of as a group of homogeneously 
broadened lasers with slightly different emission frequencies. Hence the laser can emit a highly 
multimode spectrum the width increasing with higher pumping.
As aheady mentioned modelocking is the process whereby the longitudinal cavity modes 
of the laser are made to oscillate with a definite phase relationship. Therefore in the 
inhomogeneously broadened laser since many modes will normally be oscillating the only 
requirement for modelocking is that they be forced into possessing a definite phase relation. In 
the perfect homogeneously broadened laser the initially oscillating mode is modulated at a 
frequency coincident with the intermode spacing, and induces energy transfer to its nearest 
neighbour modes which can then oscillate. These can then promote further mode generation and 
the process continues until some steady state evolves where the pulse-duration remains constant. 
The duration of the pulse is limited, for example, by low modulation depth of the modulator or by 
the available laser gain spectrum. Hence in this case in the pulse build-up period (typically a few 
tens or hundreds of round trip times) a dramatic spectral broadening will be seen. Since the mode 
generation arises, albeit indirectly, from an applied modulation signal the ‘new’ modes must, in 
principle, possess a definite phase relationship.
In conclusion it can be said that modelocking is obtained by phase locking oscillating 
modes in inhomogeneously broadened lasers and by mode generation in homogeneously 
broadened lasers. In practice, homogeneously broadened lasers are never usually single mode, 
lai'gely due to spatial hole burning, hence these modes must firstly be phase locked before the 
furtlier mode generation can take place.
1.4.3 Active and passive modelocking
There are two basic types of modelocking, namely active and passive. The passively 
modelocked system involves a saturable absorber (nomially a dye solution) for which absorption 
decreases with higher incident light intensity^^. Passively modelocked lasers generate the
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shortest pulses due to their efficient use of the available bandwidth, the pulsewidth being 
proportional to the inverse linewidth of the laser. Table 1.2 gives the functional dependence of 
some pulse shapes; the Gaussian and hyperbolic secant squaied shapes are frequently assumed to 
describe those emitted from modelocked lasers. The bandwidth-duration product values 
corresponding to Fourier transform limited pulses are also included in Table 1.2.
Pulse shape Intensity profile AvAt
square 1 t<  tp/2 
0 t > tp/2
0.866
Gaussian ,41n2t\ ( , 2 ) 0.441
sech^ sech2( - i ^ ) 0.315
Table 1.2 Ultrashort pulse shapes
In an actively modelocked system a periodic change in the gain (or loss) is applied in 
synchronism with the cavity round-trip time. For a sinusoidal modulation of a homogeneously 
broadened gain media, Haus^* derived that the pulses produced are Gaussian with durations 
given by;
A t~[M 4(f jnA v) l /2 ]T  
Where M is the modulation depth, Av is the gain bandwidth and f^  ^is the modulation frequency. 
Active modelocking cannot fully utilise the potential gain bandwidth and so broader pulses are 
produced than for its passive modelocking counterpart. The reason for this can be seen from the 
dependence of the pulse duration on the modulation frequency. Because the modulation in the 
passively modelocked laser is induced by the intracavity flux the fm term is essentially the gain 
bandwidth (Av). ie. the modulation created is unlimited (except by that imposed by the gain 
bandwidth). Thus the two techniques, at least theoretically, are the same, the passive case 
reducing to active due to the modulation frequency limitation. In practice, for active modelocking 
modulation frequencies around lOOMHz are used, due mainly to cavity length and electronics 
considerations in large-frame laser systems. This limitation on the modulation frequency is not as 
severe for semiconductor lasers for which the practicalities of modelocking will be considered in 
section 1.4.4.
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1.4.4 Modelocking of semiconductor lasers
A convenient and popular method of modelocking a semiconductor laser in an external 
cavity is to superimpose a radio frequency (RF) signal on a subthreshold DC bias. The RF signal 
is chosen to be equal to (or a multiple of) the external cavity mode spacing. The first successful 
modelocked operation of a semiconductor laser was in 1978^^, where an uncoated AlGaAs laser 
chip was combined with a spherical mirror in an external cavity configuration. A similar cavity 
configiuation was used for the first modelocked InGaAsP laser^®. The pulse durations recorded 
for these experiments were 20ps and ISps respectively. Since then semiconductor lasers have 
been modelocked in more refined cavities, and pulse durations of ~5ps have been recorded^^.
Semiconductor lasers have also been passively modelocked using aged^^ and proton 
bombarded^^ laser diodes, and more importantly by utilising the saturable absorption properties 
of a multiple quantum well structure^^ (MQWS). Passive modelocking using aged or proton 
bombarded lasers has produced the shortest pulse durations, although this method is unattiactive 
since the laser is intentionally damaged and thus its lifetime is severely reduced.
The main problem encountered in the optimisation of modelocked semiconductor lasers is 
the suppression of the diode facet reflectivity. This is important since in an external cavity 
configuration the external cavity modes tend to lock together with a definite phase relation, but 
there is no phase relation between each cluster of external cavity modes defined by the Fabry 
Perot modes of the diode resonator (see figure 1.12). This is known as modelocking in clusters, 
and has been treated theoretically by Haus^S, who concluded that for bandwidtli-limited pulse 
production with durations less than 20ps then the internal Fabry-Perot effect must be eliminated, 
or at least significantly reduced.
P.P. modes of diode lase r  cavity
External cavity modes
Figure 1.12 Mode structure of a laser diode in an external cavity, where there is no suppression 
of the facet reflectivity.
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If the facet reflectivity is not satisfactorily frustrated then a pulse exhibiting temporal 
substructure is produced, and a second-harmonic generation (SHG) intensity autocorrelation trace 
for such pulses^O is illustrated in figure 1,13. Facet reflectivity suppression can be achieved by 
using either anti-reflection coatings^^ or angled-stripe^? amplifier structures and in chapter 2 
these techniques will be detailed and contrasted.
A*B
A+B
r=o
Figure 1.13 SHG autocorrelation function of pulse produced from a laser exhibiting appreciable internal facet reflectivity. (After reference 30),
1.5 Ultrashort pulse diagnostics
Investigations into the operating characteristics of ultrashort pulse lasers have closely 
followed the developments leading to increased temporal resolution in the measurement 
diagnostics. Direct linear-response detection systems have given way to nonlinear* measurement 
techniques which have substantially better temporal resolution. In this section the most practical 
and useful (and most frequently used) ultrashort pulse detection systems will be described and 
their relative advantages and disadvantages will be highlighted.
1.5.1 Direct detection using photodiode/oscilloscope combinations.
The most convenient method for the detection of laser pulses is to use photodiodes and 
ultrafast oscilloscopes. In most circumstances it is the oscilloscope bandwidth which places the 
main limitation on this measurement technique because ultrafast photodiodes have been
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demonstrated with bandwidths in excess of lOOGHz^^» and devices with bandwidths of 
~20GHz are now comifionplace. High speed oscilloscopes with up to 500MHz bandwidth are 
both expensive and bulky, but can be replaced with a sampling oscilloscope (with effective 
detection bandwidths of many gigahertz) if a periodic laser signal is used. A state-of-the-art 
sampling unit will be capable of a temporal resolution of '-20ps39. When combined with ultrafast 
photodiodes the typical cuiTent state-of-the-art performance is '-25ps where cable and connector 
bandwidth limitations must be considered.
The modelocked laser sources that are presently available produce optical pulses with 
typical durations from lOps down to several tens of femtoseconds cannot be adequately 
monitored with photodiode/oscilloscope detection systems. Therefore such diagnostics are only 
used in a qualitative capacity in the modelocked laser output optimisation procedure, and as a 
monitor of the long-term stability of the pulse sequence.
1.5.2 Linear-response electron-optical streak camera
Streak cameras^® were designed to improve the time resolution of ultrashort pulse 
diagnostics over that available from photodiode/oscilloscope systems. A schematic of an electron- 
optical streak image tube is shown in the figure 1.14. The incident laser pulse liberates a packet of 
photoelectrons at the photocathode of the streak camera and the temporal distribution of the 
electron packet essentially follows that of the laser pulse temporal intensity distribution. The 
electrons are then accelerated by the voltage applied to the mesh electrode and enter the main drift 
region of the streak tube at a relatively high velocity. Electron lenses focus the electron packet 
onto the phosphor screen of the image tube. The electron packet is deflected by a linear ramp 
voltage which is applied to the deflection plates. When the electrons strike the phosphor coated 
screen the luminosity is proportional to the number of electrons present. By ramping the voltage 
applied to the deflection plates the electron packet is streaked; that is the electrons are deflected at 
an angle that is directly related to the time at which they enter the deflection zone. The temporal 
distribution of the electrons (and hence the incident optical pulse) is thus transformed into a 
spatial distribution which can be detected from the phosphor screen by subsequent imaging onto a 
detector such as an optical multichannel analyser. The detection sensitivity of the streak camera
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can be very high and can be enhanced with a microchannel plate intensification stage which 
provides electron gain.
A particularly relevant design of streak camera is the synchronously operating"*! (or 
Synchroscan) system which is used for repetitive input signals and is ideal for monitoring pulses 
from modelocked lasers. In this camera an RF voltage signal is applied to the deflection plates in 
synchronism with the incident laser pulse sequence. The sinewave deflection signal is adjusted to 
ensure that the electron packet is deflected when the scan is linear (the deflection signal deviates 
less than 5% from linear over the centre l /6th of the sinewave period), fri this way the streaked 
image of each pulse is superposed so that the output signal can accumulate over many incident 
pulses giving an enhanced sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio. By using an optical multichannel 
analyser (OMA) a quasi-real-time output can be obtained.
anodephotocathodez fibre-opticfaceplate
mesh deflectors
7 /
nnel /
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screen
Figure 1.14 Photocliron IIA streak image tube.
The limit of temporal resolution of streak camera systems has been reduced to ~300fs in 
the single-shot mode of operation"*^, whereas in the synchroscan mode Ips represents the best 
resolution to date"*^ . In synchroscan cameras the measured pulse duration is also exaggerated by 
any pulse-to-pulse timing jitter present on the incident pulse train. Thus observation of the 
recorded pulse duration versus integration time will reveal the frequehcy dependence of inherent 
phase noise and this will be discussed later in chapter 6. Such information is especially relevant if 
the laser is to be used for timing and electro-optic sampling applications for example. This is 
because with low phase noise laser sources longer data acquisition periods can be used leading to 
enhanced measurement sensitivity.
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1.5.3 Nonlinear detection by SHG autocorrelation
Pulse duration measurement techniques of the linear-response type described above, 
although attractive for certain applications, are not capable of resolving timescales sufficiently less 
than a picosecond. Therefore nonlinear techniques must be utilised. The most widely used 
nonlinear pulse measurement technique utilises second harmonic generation (SHG) to obtain the 
second-order autocorrelation function"*"* of the ultrashort pulse train. There are a various ways of 
experimentally obtaining this function such as non-colinear (or background free), single pulse 
autocorrelators, or the more common colinear approach (shown in figure 1.15). All these 
methods give the desired correlation function from which information about the pulse duration 
can be extracted after an assumption is made regarding the specific input pulse shape. The 
detailed pulse shape cannot, however, be inferred due to the symmetry of the intensity 
autocorrelation function. By using detection electronics of sufficient bandwidth the fringe- 
resolved, second-order autocorrelation function can be obtained and this approach provides 
additional useful, although qualitative, information with regard to the frequency chirp of the 
pulse. For more comprehensive duration, shape and phase analysis crosscorrelation techniques'^ 
are required which are considerably more complex and are not widely used as yet.
The standard, colinear, ‘real-time’ autocorrelator of figure 1.15 comprises a Michelson 
interferometer to split the input pulse into two components, which are retroreflected by corner 
cube mirrors and recombined. These signals are focussed onto a nonlinear optical crystal and the 
second harmonic signal thus generated is detected by a photomultiplier tube. A variable delay is 
introduced into one beam (in this real-time case by a speaker mounted mirror) so that one pulse 
can 'walk through' the other such that the autocorrelation function can be derived. For perfectly 
modelocked pulses the autocorrelation function is bell-shaped with a 3:1 contrast ratio. When the 
pulses are not overlapped the background signal (level 1) is obtained whereas when the pulses are 
overlapped an enhanced SHG signal is produced (since the SHG signal is quadratically related to 
the peak intensity). When the pulses are fully overlapped the SHG signal is a maximum and this 
level is 3 times the background level if the two beams are of equal intensity. When the mirror is 
scanned the autocorrelation can be observed in quasi-real time on an oscilloscope, and the entire
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autocorrelation trace can be obtained for each sweep of the moving mirror which is tr anslated at a 
typical frequency of ~25Hz,
Speaker-Mounted
To oscil ioscopeAdjustable delay
SHGcrystal
PMtube
50/50 V ^  beamsplitter Lens Fundamental 
Cut off Filter
Input pulseto correlator 
Figure 1.15 SHG intensity autocorrelator
1.5.4 Spectral measurements
Another useful source of information indicating the quality of the pulses produced from 
modelocked lasers is by monitoring the oscillating spectral output. Traditionally scanning grating 
monochromators have been utilised for such measurements due to the large bandwidths normally 
encountered, but present day needs are for spectral analysis on a timescale similar to the 
integration time that applies to the temporal measurement schemes. For example, the acquisition 
of an autocoiTeladon trace typically takes around 20ms. One method of fast spectral analysis is to 
employ a CCD aiTay detector at the exit of a monochromator thus allowing a constantly updated 
monitor of the spectral characteristics of the laser. This technique can be expensive and requires 
quite elaborate electronic control circuitry for data acquisition. Also, the limited availability of 
acceptable quality germanium-based CCD arrays has limited this technique to wavelengths 
detectable using silicon devices (<1.1 pm).
The scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer^^ (SFPI) normally associated with narrow 
wavelength features (it is more usual to quote bandwidth in terms of frequency when using a 
SFPI) can be easily converted to record relatively broad spectral features from modelocked laser 
sources. A full scan across a few free-spectral ranges of the SFPI can be acquired in a time
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comparable to, or much less than, any of the previously discussed temporal measurement 
techniques. Moreover the necessary component parts of the SFPI are readily available and 
reasonably cheap and in-house designed and built interferometers have been used in this project 
work.
1.6 Summary
In this chapter a description of laser oscillation in semiconductor materials has been given. 
Details of the operating principles and characteristics of two types laser structure, the ridge 
waveguide and the DCPBH, were also outlined. These efficient laser structures have been used 
extensively throughout this work.
By applying the technique of active modelocking to semiconductor lasers the potential 
exists for highly efficient digital optical sources applicable to silica-based optical fibre 
telecommunications systems. Chaiacterisation of these ultrashort pulse laser sources require 
diagnostics capable of resolving events on a picosecond timescale. Both linear and nonlinear 
response measurement techniques have been developed to achieve this, and have been extensively 
applied to ultrashort pulse semiconductor lasers in the subsequent chapters of this work. The 
relative merits of these systems have been contrasted here.
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CHAPTER 2
EXTERNAL-CAVITY SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
2.1 Introduction
In chapter 1 the principles of laser oscillation in semiconductor media were outlined. The 
semiconductor laser exhibits features such as small physical dimensions, high efficiency, low 
power electrical pump, single transverse mode operation, laige gain bandwidth, and high speed 
modulation capability. These features are attractive in any laser system and for some of the noted 
features the semiconductor laser is unrivalled. However, as will now be discussed, the 
semiconductor laser is fai* from the ideal source for many applications. In this chapter the 
problematic chaiacteristics of the output from standard semiconductor lasers will be outlined 
along with some proposed solutions.
2.1.1 Output beam profile
The most obvious problem with semiconductor lasers is the astigmatic, elliptical output 
beam which is the result of diffraction from the rectangular cross-section of the active region 
(figure 2.1). The degree of ellipticity can be very high in some laser structures, but it is 
minimised in the strongly index-guided buried heterostructuie lasers. Fortunately the elliptical 
output beam can be readily transformed into one of chcular symmetry by using suitable lensed 
optical fibre pigtails and this particular topic will be considered later in section 2.8.1.
Figure 2.1 Diffraction at the rectangular exit aperture giving an elliptical output beam
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2.1.2 Multi-axial mode output
Another major deficiency in the output is that the spectrum of almost all semiconductor 
lasers is highly multimode^^, 18, Even though the resonator length is short (<500}im), and 
hence the axial mode spacing is large, the gain bandwidth is large enough (>50nm for InGaAsP 
lasers) that multiple longitudinal mode emission is inevitable as evidenced in figure 2.2 for a 
1.5pm ridge waveguide laser oscillating at a drive current of 1.2x1^ .^ Moreover, due to the 
integiated nature of this solid laser bandwidth limiting elements cannot be used.
lL
1440 1520 ^  (nm)
Figure 2.2 Spectrum recorded for 1.5pm ridge waveguide laser at 1.2x%.
One novel solution to this problem tenned distributed feedback, first developed for single 
longitudinal mode dye lasers'*^, has been successfully applied to semiconductor lasers'*^. These 
lasers utilise a corrugated region close enough to the active region to affect the propagating optical 
field (see figure 2.3(a)). At each corrugation a small portion of the field is backscattered. Each 
reflection can only add in phase with all other reflections at one precise wavelength, the Bragg 
wavelength, which is defined by the corrugation period. No mirrors are required for oscillation, 
and DFB lasers can give a single longitudinal mode output with line widths of typically lOMHz 
under strong pumping conditions. A spectrum obtained from a 1.5pm InGaAsP phase-shifted 
DFB laser^^ is shown in figure 2.3(c) where the excellent mode selectivity can be clearly seen. 
Further linewidth reduction is not possible in DFB lasers, and only short range wavelength 
tunability can be achieved (through current or temperature changes). Another narrow linewidth
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integrated laser configuration is the distributed Bragg reflector^l (DBR). This device is similar to 
the DFB but here the gain region and the distributed reflector are separate (see figure 2.3(b)).
cormgations
(a)
gain region
(b)
AVR 1013(c)
dBm
-S3:
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Figure 2.3 Lasers with integral mode control; (a) Distributed feedback laser, (b) Distributed Bragg reflector laser, (c) Spectrum of 1.5pm DFB laser.
2.2 The simple external-cavity semiconductor laser
By selecting specific values of x (and hence y) mole fractions in the active In^Ga^.^Asi. 
yPy layer using laser design curves^^ such as that in figure 2.4, the laser output can be 
compositionally tuned to the desired operational wavelength regime. This coarse tuning allows 
laser oscillation to be achieved over the wavelength range of 1.1 - 1.6pm for InGaAsP active 
regions lattice-matched to InP. Any single laser chip has a potential tuning range on the order of 
~50nm for 1.3pm devices and >70nm for 1.5pm lasers.
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Figure 2.4 Compositional tuning of laser oscillation wavelength. (After reference 52).
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Some degiee of tunability can be achieved by varying the injection current level or the 
device temperature. Both of these tuning mechanisms are undesirable since the laser output, and 
hence the injection current would normally be used as a control parameter in most applications. 
Although temperature is acceptable between room temperature and O^C, outside this range the 
problems of accelerated device degradation and condensation exist respectively. Hermetically 
sealed laser packages allow significant extension of the temperature tuning range but at the 
expense of design flexibility. Thus, if long-range wavelength tunability and improved mode 
control could be added to the characteristics already mentioned then semiconductor laser 
applications would be dramatically increased. To this end the semiconductor laser can be 
combined with a passive resonator to form a composite-cavity laser^^. In the remainder of this 
chapter will discuss the operational and necessary conditions for optimal perfoimance of such 
external cavity semiconductor laser configurations will be discussed. Various forms of integrated 
fibre resonators will also be described.
The basic format of an external-cavity semiconductor laser^^ is shown in figure 2.5. In 
general a lens is used to collect and collimate the divergent beam from the semiconductor laser, 
and a mirror to reflect the beam back into the active region of the diode. Hence a three-mirror 
compound resonator is formed which is typically about two orders of magnitude longer than the 
diode chip length. Elements such as Fabry-Perot étalons, biréfringent plates, and prisms can 
therefore be included between the mirror and the lens to control the spectral characteristics of the 
output laser beam. The output beam is derived from either the external diode facet (Ml in the 
figure) which has a reflectivity determined by the coating applied during chip manufacture. This 
can range from R(AR)<0.01 to R(uncoated)=0.35 to R(HR)>0.95. Alternatively the output beam 
can be taken as the intensity transmitted through tlie external cavity bulk mirror.
Lens
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Se/CLaser
R2 R1 ' ‘ Tuning Element
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ÊÈÊÈII
Highly Reflecting 
Mirror
Figure 2.5 The basic components of an external-cavity semiconductor laser
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The internal diode facet (M2) usually has some form of reflectivity suppression in an 
attempt to eliminate the subcavity fonned between the two reflective surfaces of the diode (gain 
media). These subcavity effects serve to modulate the laser gain spectrum such that a larger 
internal reflectivity gives rise to a larger gain ripple. This has deleterious effects in tunable narrow 
linewidth54 and modelocked operation of external-cavity semiconductor lasers^^. In the fomier 
the output power versus wavelength is modulated and its continuous tuning range is limited, and 
in the latter, pulse substructure is evident. Experimental continuous-wave external-cavity lasers 
will be discussed in section 2.6, and modelocked versions will be detailed in chapter 3. The key 
topic of residual internal facet reflectivity wül be addressed here since in the external cavity laser, 
and also for semiconductor amplifiers, performance is closely related to the degree of facet 
reflectivity suppression.
2.3 Anti-reflection coated semiconductor amplifiers
The optical field in the semiconductor laser is not a plane wave but an allowed mode of 
the waveguide so the facet reflectivity is not exactly the value calculated from the simple Fresnel 
formula (previously quoted in section 1.2.3). The modal reflectivity of the guided mode is 
considerably more complicated, and has been treated theoretically by Reinhart et al^^ and 
Ikegami^^. The main results of this treatment were that the reflectivity is higher for the TE modes 
(hence these aie the normal laser modes), and increases with an increased dielectric constant step 
(in the plane perpendicular to the junction for the case of the DH laser). In some particular cases 
the reflectivity was found to increase by as much as 20% over the plane wave value.
Numerous attempts to frustrate diode facet reflectivity have been undertaken with varying 
degrees of success. The most popular technique is to deposit a single-layer anti-reflection (AR) 
coatingSS directly onto the diode laser facets. With antireflection coatings exceptionally low facet 
reflectivities are achievable although complete suppression has not yet been demonstrated. Lasers 
with single-layer coatings of SiO^^^ and SigN/i.^^ ^^ve been reported to have modal facet
reflectivities of approximately lO"^ (0.01%) although such low reflectivities are only exhibited 
over a nairow bandwidth. Broadband low-reflectivity characteristics have been achieved using 
multi-layer AR coatings^^, although optimised design of such coatings is an extremely complex 
task. It can be concluded that although very low modal facet reflectivities can be produced by AR
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coatings it will be some time yet before a perfect coating can be demonstrated because of the 
design difficulties and tight deposition tolerances required.
Many indirect techniques'^ have been devised to measure tlie facet reflectivity of diode 
amplifiers but then' efficiencies have been variable. It is only by measuring the gain spectrum that 
the modal facet reflectivity of good (ie low R) semiconductor amplifiers can be properly 
determined. Some idea of the quality of the coating can be given by a knowledge of the tlireshold 
current increase after the coating process, and also from the cuixent for the onset of spectral 
modulation observed on the fluorescence spectrum of the diode chip.
2.4 Angled-stripe semiconductor amplifiers
Another increasingly popular approach to facet reflectivity suppression of semiconductor 
amplifiers is to use an 'angled-stripe' geometry^^, 64 The term 'angled-stripe' is defined in 
figure 2.7. The angled-stiipe diode structure is more difficult to fabricate because for good facet 
quality the bai'S of devices sawn from the wafer are cleaved along the (100) crystal plane. 
Therefore the active region of diodes with complicated index guiding structures (eg. BH, 
DCPBH) which exhibit more attractive properties than simpler designs (eg. ridge waveguide) are 
difficult to make at an angle to the cleaved facet. This is because the techniques used in their 
construction (etching in particular) are crystal axis dependent. Facets of diodes with complex 
structures can be polished to produce an angled-stripe amplifier, but this process is difficult, 
wasteful and laborious, and facet quality will always be suspect^^.
beam direction
stripedirection
facet
normalstripe
laser chip (as viewed from top)
Figure 2.7 An angled-stripe semiconductor amplifier; the stripe angle is defined as tlie angle between the stripe direction and the facet normal.
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To produce angled-stripe diode amplifiers with any reproducibility a simpler diode 
structure must be used. Fortunately, the previously developed ridge waveguide laser structure is 
an ideal candidate for angled-stripe amplifier production. For this reason angled-stripe ridge 
waveguide semiconductor amplifiers were used in this work, and these will be referred to as 
angled-ridge amplifiers'^. The ridge waveguide laser is similar to the stripe geometry laser 
discussed earlier in the respect that the epitaxial layers forming the active and cladding regions are 
grown in one stage. A ridge is then etched on the top layer at a preselected angle, the wafer is 
then metallised, sawn into bars and finally cleaved into individual devices. The device thus 
produced, unlike stripe-geometry lasers exhibits index guiding in the plane of the active region. 
This is due to the influence of the ridge on the refiactive index as seen with respect to the optical 
mode in the active region (see section 1.2.6.1 in chapter 1). One residual production problem 
with this device is that the wet chemical etch used to foim the ridge is crystal axis dependent and 
tends to undercut the top layer causing difficulties in achieving good metalisation on the side 
walls of the ridge^'^. The result of this can be degradation of the thermal contact between the 
diode and the heatsink. However, dry chemical etching techniques have been identified to 
overcome this failing. It follows therefore that it should be possible to produce an angled-ridge 
amplifier with little extra effort than in the production of standard Fabry-Perot laser devices 
without any compromise in device quality.
The facet reflectivity of ridge amplifiers is suppressed with respect to the guided mode in 
the active region and not for the beam incident on the facet from the coupling lens. Therefore it is 
commonplace to deposit a low quality (R~l%) antireflection coating onto the angled facet. The 
effect of this coating is twofold, since apart from minimising the coupling losses it has been 
shown to further reduce the facet modal reflectivity^®.
2.5 A comparison of AR-coated and angled-ridge semiconductor amplifiers
There are a few characteristics which differ from AR-coated and angled-ridge amplifiers. 
The first and most obvious difference is evident on examination of the fluorescence spectrum of 
the diode amplifiers (see figure 2,8). The large period modulation on the fluorescence spectrum 
of the AR-coated diode is due to feedback from either the microlens surface or the cleaved end 
(R=-14dB) of the output coupling microlensed fibre-pigtail. This modulation is a purely feedback
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dependent effect^^. The retroreflected beam is focussed onto the active region of the diode where 
a portion of the beam propagates within the suiTounding cladding region which has a different 
refractive index from that of the active region. Consequently, there is an interferometric 
interaction between the two optical components that propagate in the diode structuie and gives 
rise to the spectral modulation observed on the fluorescence specCrum.
(a) 20, 30, 40mA
(b) 20, 50, 70, 80mA
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Figure 2.8 Fluorescence spectra of (a) an AR-coated [spectra have been displaced vertically for clarity], and (b) an angled-ridge semiconductor amplifier '
The modulation period was measured to be -1 Inm which is in good agreement with the
period observed with Brewster-angled AlGaAs amplifiers (~3.5nm) when the oscillation
wavelength is taken into account (850nm to 1500nm). The absence of this modulation on the
angled-ridge amplifier spectrum is probably due to the reduced facet reflectivity. Hence any
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feedback entering the amplifier is not reflected off the other facet and so cannot influence the 
output fluorescence (gain) spectrum. When angled-ridge amplifiers are used as the gain media in 
external fibre resonators the feedback induced modulation is present on sub-threshold 
fluorescence spectra (see figure 3.11). Therefore this phenomenon is present in all semiconductor 
laser systems where feedback reflections are focussed onto the active region.
The spectral modulation associated with the Fabry-Perot resonances due to the residual 
facet reflectivity are clearly displayed on the spectra of the AR coated amplifier. The threshold 
cunent of similar uncoated devices are in the range of 15-20mA, and the modulation evident at 
cunents as low as 30mA would indicate the poor quality of the antireflection coatings. From 
higher resolution measurements, and a knowledge of the gain levels present a value for the facet 
reflectivity of -0.1% was calculated. However, in the case of the angled-ridge amplifiers the 
spectral modulation cannot be resolved for currents greater than 2.5 times that of a standard 
Fabry-Perot device of the same stmcture. This indicates an improvement in the facet reflectivity 
suppression, although since no ripple is evident the reflectivity cannot be obtained from these 
measurements. For a similar device Zah et al measured the gain ripple to be -5dB at 25dB small- 
signal gain which amounts to a facet reflectivity of -lO'^, More recently^^, reflectivities of less 
than 10^  have been obtained from angled-ridge waveguide structures where a narrow ridge was 
used to eliminate the effect of higher order modes.
The best value of gain ripple for AR-coated amplifiers'^ was 0.2dB (ie. a few percent) 
for a peak gain of 27.5dB which translated into a reflectivity of 3x10-5. This was observed for a 
single layer AR coated InGaAsP amplifier, but the spectral region over which this extremely low 
value was obtained was very nanow. Over the rest of the bandwidth the gain ripple increased to 
2-3dB. This result should be typical for all high quality single layer AR-coated amplifiers because 
there will be a wavelength band, albeit narrow, where the facet reflectivity is dramatically 
reduced. This wavelength of 'zero' reflectivity is not easily controllable since the required layer 
thickness and its refractive index can only be approximated. Through the added complication of 
multilayer coatings the bandwidth of the antireflection coating can be extended. However, the 
reflectivity of angled-ridge amplifiers does not suffer this sensitivity with wavelength^'^.
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2.6 External-cavity InGaAsP lasers
2.6.1 Description and cavity optimisation
In this section the operational parameters of a simple grating-tuned, external-cavity 
InGaAsP laser are described. The external cavity laser shown in figure 2.9 was constructed. The 
semiconductor laser was an InGaAsP ridge-waveguide device which had one cleaved facet and 
one anti-reflection coated facet. The threshold current for the solitary diode chip was 105mA. The 
output from the AR coated facet was coupled onto a 1.6jim blazed diffraction grating using a x20 
microscope objective. The grating was oriented in the Littrow configuration such that the 
diffracted beam was directed back along the incident beam and focussed onto the active region of 
the laser chip. In figure 2.9(b) the relative power efficiency curve for the diffraction grating used 
is illustrated"^!.
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Figure 2.9 (a) Grating-tuned, external-cavity semiconductor laser, (b) Relative power efficiency curve for a typical 1.6pm blazed grating.
The output from the cleaved facet (R=35%) was directed onto a germanium photodiode to 
record the L/I chaiacteristic of the external-cavity laser. The output was also coupled into a length 
of multimode fibre which served as the input to an optical multichannel analyser (the resolution 
limit for 50 micron core input fibre was 0.2nm).
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The L/I characteristic for the external-cavity laser when the system was optimised for 
minimum threshold current is shown in fig 2.10. The condition of minimum threshold current 
was met by ensuring that the intracavity beam between the objective and the grating was 
collimated. This criterion was met by using an IR phosphor card^^ placed directly in front of the 
grating and adjusting the microscope objective until the diode chip emission was focussed. The 
diffracted beam from the grating was then aligned back into the microscope objective, and the 
cavity was optimised for maximum output power without altering significantly the distance 
between the objective and the diode facet. This configuration (focussed beam operation) does not 
give minimum threshold current, but is particularly stable. To achieve the collimated beam 
condition the objective was then moved towards the diode facet until a maximum in output power 
was found, where further small re-alignments were generally requiied to fully optimise the 
cavity. The collimated beam configuration is the configuration of minimum threshold current, but 
is more sensitive to alignment than the focussed beam cavity.
with external cavity
f solitarydiode
0 120 X(mA)
Figure 2.10 Light-current characteristics for the grating-tuned, external-cavity laser.
2.6.2 Tuning performance
The output from the laser consists of a narrow band of wavelength defined by the 
wavelength of the diffracted beam from the grating which are focussed onto the active region of 
the diode chip. Hence, by rotating the gr ating about an axis perpendicular to the optical axis of the
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laser, the output can be tuned. In this way the external-cavity laser was tuned over a wavelength 
range of 65nm whilst oscillating on a single resolution limited line (see figure 2.11).
The fundamental limit on the tunability is governed by the bandwidth of the diode chip 
over which the gain can exceed the cavity losses. This value is larger than the FWHM of the 
fluorescence bandwidth which can exceed 70nmS4. The limit on the tunability in the case of the 
external-cavity laser is determined by the quality of the antireflection coating on the diode facet 
and the quality factor of the composite resonator in the following manner. If the threshold current 
for an external-cavity mode is lower than the solitary diode threshold current then this mode can 
oscillate and will be the only oscillating mode. If the threshold cunent of an external-cavity mode 
is greater than that of the solitary diode then this mode cannot oscillate and the output spectrum 
will jump back to that obtained from the solitary diode (see figure 2.12). Therefore the criterion 
for maximising the tunable range is to maximise the difference between the solitary diode laser 
threshold and the composite-cavity minimum threshold. In experiments using diodes with 
extremely good AR coatings tuning ranges of up to 90nm have been demonstrated^"*.
300 n
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Figure 2.11 Tuning range of the external-cavity laser configuration. (Not continuous, see text).
The wavelength tuning across the tunable range of the laser is discontinuous, since no 
oscillation can be sustained in the troughs of the Fabry-Perot mode structure of the solitary diode 
spectmm. This does not imply that the laser stops oscillating when tuned to such a trough, but 
instead would jump to the next Fabry-Perot mode or oscillate simultaneously on both adjacent
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modes (see figure 2.13). 
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Figure 2.12 External-cavity laser tunability.
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Figure 2.13 Discontinuous tuning.
Witliin each Fabry-Perot mode of the solitar y laser chip the tuning can be continuous and 
can exhibit a very narrow linewidth^^. The width of the Fabry-Perot mode wül to some extent be 
a function by the residual reflectivity of the coated facet because this determines the gain 
modulation. Since the resolution of the spectrum analyser used was not sufficient to resolve the
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individual external cavity modes no study of intramode tuning could be attempted. Intramode 
oscillation on narrow linewidths with continuous tuning has been reported by various authors^^. 
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the linewidth of the external-cavity laser configuration 
is sensitive to the effective power reflectivity of the external cavity and the reflectivity of the 
internal diode facet^S, The condition for narrow linewidth operation of <100kHz can be 
expressed as^6,
where % is the extended-cavity coupling parameter, T2 is the residual facet reflectivity, T] is the 
coupling efficiency to the external cavity, and R is the power reflectivity of the external feedback 
element. For the case studied here the value of Ç was found to be between 6 and 11. The 
linewidth of the external-cavity laser will be reduced by the square of the ratio of the total 
external-cavity length to that of the diode chip' '^ .^ Oscillation linewidths of ~10kHz have been 
demonsti'ated for similar grating loaded external-cavity lasers’^"*. Coupling parameters of less than
4.6 can result in one of four distinct situations ranging from stable naiTow line operation with 
very small feedback levels (<40dB), to a region of coherence collapse with moderate degiees of 
feedback. Such regimes are defined and detailed in reference 78. Side-mode suppression ratios of 
greater than 30dB were readily recorded for the external-cavity laser (see figure 2.14) and this 
demonstrated the exceptional wavelength selectivity of this simple laser configuration.
SPECTRUM FAST10dB/div—20 
dBm
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Figure 2.14 Spectrum of the output from the external cavity laser.
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2.6.4 Limit to single-mode operation
If an external-cavity mode satisfies the oscillation condition previously discussed then the 
available power in the mode is limited only by the maximum output power of the diode and not 
by the solitary diode threshold current. It was observed that the L/I characteristic for the external- 
cavity laser exhibited a shange oscillatory behaviour close to the turning point of the solitary 
diode L/I characteristic (see figure 2.10). However no change in the spectrum was observed at 
least to the resolution limit of the optical multichannel analyser. This strange behaviour has been 
attributed elsewhere to the onset of chaotic emission^^. (Since tliis does not occur in all external 
cavity systems further investigation was not attempted, although details can be found in, for 
example, reference 79). Thus although the quality of the anti-reflection coating deteimines the 
tuning range of the laser it does not limit the power available in narrow line operation.
A further example of the wavelength selectivity of the giating-loaded cavity is indicated in 
figure 2.15. Here the laser was tuned to one extreme of the tuning range, and the current was 
increased to above that of the solitary diode threshold. On blocking and unblocking the external 
cavity the following behaviom was observed. With the cavity blocked the emission was that of 
the solitary diode laser. On unblocking the cavity the output immediately jumped back to the 
preselected external cavity mode, and the modes of the solitary diode disappeared. This 
represents an excellent demonstration of the influence of the external cavity on the output of the 
laser, and further confirms the homogeneous nature of the semiconductor laser gain*®.
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Figure 2.15 Transition from (a) multimode oscillation of the solitary diode laser to (b) narrow 
band oscillation under tiie influence of the external cavity.
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2.6.5 Applications
The gi'ating-tuned, external-cavity semiconductor laser provides a useful and cheap 
alternative to the KChTl and NaChOH" colour-centre lasers for low power tunable laser 
applications at wavelengths around 1500nm. The system requkes few components and can in 
principle be extremely compact and stable, with the major advantage of electrical excitation. The 
potential lifetime of an external-cavity laser is in principle only a function of the longevity of the 
laser chip employed. For quality InGaAsP telecommunications lasers continuous lifetimes of 
greater than 25 years have been demonstrated*^. Potential applications would include for 
instance, a signal source for silica-based optical fibre systems, gain versus wavelength 
measurements of fibre amplifiers, and as a pump/signal source for Brillouin fibre amplifiers. 
Additionally a simpler external-cavity configuration consisting of a lensed fibre directional 
coupler can be employed to reduce the linewidth of DFB diode lasers through weak optical 
feedback*^ to the more acceptable kHz regime. Thus the external-cavity laser could also provide 
a broadly-tunable, narrow-linewidth local oscillator for coherent communications systems. High- 
power GaAlAs external cavity lasers can be exploited around 800nm for applications ranging 
from, for example, spectroscopy to probing nonlinear and other optoelectronic devices.
The only compromise in external cavity lasers is the inevitable increase in total system 
size. Nevertheless, through dedicated engineering endeavour, a miniaturised external-cavity laser 
package*^ has been developed at BTRL where the end product measured only 30mm x 30mm x 
50mm (approximately the size of a matchbox). This package, which is not much bigger than a 
hermetically sealed, pigtailed semiconductor laser, retained mechanically-controlled long-range 
wavelength tuning and piezoelectric transducers for shoit-range scanning. Although the study of 
more advanced external cavity lasers will continue, these lasers can already meet most of the 
demands for commercial applications.
2.7 Tuning range attainable
As shown previously, the typical tuning range of a 1.5p.m InGaAsP external-cavity laser 
featuring a single-layer, anti-reflection coating is about 65nm, and similar results are also 
obtained with angled-ridge devices. Although large, this figure is by no means the maximum that 
can be obtained from semiconductor lasers. The first route to an enhanced tuning range is to use
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multi-layer AR coatings and in figure 2.16 the details of the 120nm tuning range obtained from a 
three-layer coated buried heterostiucture device when configured in the grating-loaded cavity 
geometry are shown^^. Two-layer coated devices^^ with 90-100nm tuning ranges have also 
been demonstrated^^. Therefore it is evident that the enhanced tunability of multilayer-coated 
lasers is due to a “flatter” facet modal reflectivity across the gain spectrum, albeit the minimum 
reflectivity is usually not as low as for single-layer coatings.
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Figuie 2.16 (a) Tuning range of the external cavity configuration utilising a multilayer AR coated 
diode chip, (b) L/I characteristic at X=1540nm.
The 110-120nm tuning ranges obtained from conventional laser structures by using triple­
layer coatings is not expected to increase significantly by further refinement to tlie coating because 
the range becomes limited by the available gain bandwidth. However, remarkable improvements 
on this figure have been obtained recently by optimisation of the gain spectrum of quantum-well 
semiconductor lasers. An unprecedented llOnm tuning range around BOOnm has been 
demonstrated from a grating-tuned uncoated AlGaAs lasei^ * .^ In a similar fashion, tuning from 
1320 to 1562nm was shown for an InGaAsP quantum-well laser systemic. This single laser is 
therefore capable of operation within the second and third telecommunications windows of silica- 
based optical fibres. This feature has not been achieved with any other laser source to date. It is
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expected that both these figures will increase to some degree, and that the quantum-well 
technology which has replaced almost all AlGaAs semiconductor lasers will be the dominant 
sti ncture for future InGaAsP lasers.
2.8 Integrated fibre components
The external cavity configurations considered thus fax' have all utilised bulk optic 
components for beam collimation, wavelength selectivity and retroreflection. In this section some 
integrated fibre-based components will be considered for use with semiconductor lasers in 
external-cavity geometries.
2.8.1 Drawn-tapered, microlensed fibre
Coupling to and from semiconductor lasers and amplifiers is now normally achieved 
using microlensed optical fibre pigtails. The lenses can be fabricated using a variety of methods^S 
with one such technique producing the so called ‘the drawn-tapered microlensed fibre'89. This 
type of lensed fibre was used extensively in this work. The lens is produced by pulling a length 
of fibre within an electrical ai*c formed between two electrodes where an applied force results in 
the fibre tapering before snapping occurs. The fibre end is then heated again in the arc to allow a 
meniscus of predetermined curvature to form. A schematic of such a lensed fibre is shown in 
figure 2.17. The tapeiing of the fibre core region allows the guided mode to fill the aperture of the 
lens thus giving a spot size diminution of '-2:1, The coupling efficiency to a standard laser 
sti'ucture is normally higher than 50%, and so can successfully replace microscope objectives as 
coupling elements to semiconductor lasers.
CoreTapered lens
Figure 2.17 Schematic of a drawn-tapered, microlensed fibre.
The positional tolerances of a typical microlensed fibre were measured by optimally 
coupling to a 1.5)im DCPBH laser and noting the misalignment to reduce the output signal by 
one half. The values found were; Ijim in the horizontal (x) plane, 0.6jim for tlie vertical (y), and
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was oscillatory with a period of ~0,8|Xm along the optic axis (z axis). (These values had an 
estimated error of 0.1 |im.) The oscillation of the coupling in the z direction is due to interference 
between the fields within the facet/fibre subcavity, and the value obtained agrees well with the 
expected À/2 dependence. The ripple in the output power was <1/6 of the maximum output, and 
the average coupling was a slow function of position and hence was beyond the range of the 
piezo-electric transducer used. A crude estimate of the optimum fibre/facet distance of '-50jim 
was determined by comparison with the known length of the laser chip by using an eyepiece giid 
on the microscope.
Finally, the coupling coefficient of the microlensed fibre was compared to that obtained 
using xlO and x20 microscope objectives. Efficiencies around 50% were obtained for both the 
fibre lens and the x20 objective, the only significant difference between these two coupling lenses 
is that the fibre lens suppresses the amount of spontaneous emission output.
2.8.2 The fibre grating
The fibre giadng^O is a wavelength selective reflection filter suitable for incorporation as a 
bandwidth-limiting mirror in extemal-cavity semiconductor lasers (see figure 2.18). The device is 
produced by etching a periodic Bragg grating onto the core of the fibre which has been exposed 
by polishing. A thin (80nm) AI2O3 layer is deposited onto the grating which distorts the fibre 
mode profile to increase the overlap of the field to the coiTugations hence promoting efficient 
coupling. A cladding layer of oil of specified refractive index is then placed on top of these 
experimental devices. (A production device would of course use a more robust cladding layer, 
such as silica, rather than the oil drop.)
oil cladding layer538nm
«
fibre corefused silica block
Figure 2.18 Schematic of a polished, fibre-grating reflector
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The incident light undergoes partial reflection at each period of the grating and these 
subreflections can add in phase to give a large reflection at only one wavelength defined by the 
first-order Bragg condition,
A,r  = 2n^A
where Uq is the effective index of the fibre mode, and A is the corrugation period.
The reflection and transmission functions of the grating reflector used in this work (kindly 
provided by C.J. Rowe of Plessey Research (Caswell) Ltd) are shown in figure 2.19. The 
reflectivity was 60% with a bandwidth of 1.2nm at 1.53|Lim. In producing these devices the 
reflectivity and bandwidth are determined by the interaction length of the gi*ating. The peak of the 
reflection function could be altered to a degree by changing the refractive index of the capping oil. 
A tuning range of greater than Inm was obtained for a change in index from 1.448-1.454. 
Tunable fibre gratings have been demonstrated^^ with tunable ranges in excess of 60nm around 
l.Sjim, but these devices are delicate and prone to damage. The transmission function of the 
device was >30% within the reflection band (see figure 2.19(b)).
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Figure 2.19 (a) Reflection and (b) transmission chaiacteristics of a fibre grating. The
transmission characteristics are shown for a range of capping oil refractive indices
Fibre gratings have been used to promote single-mode oscillation in external-cavity
semiconductor lasers^^, and have also been employed in fibre-Raman oscillators^^ and high-
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power CW fibre lasers (see chapter 8). The CW characteristics of the external cavity InGaAsP 
semiconductor laser configuration of figure 2.20 incorporating a fibre grating reflector will now 
be detailed. (The modelocked performance of this laser will be assessed in chapter 3.)
O -
Figure 2.20 Fibre-grating, extemal-cavity laser.
One fibre pigtail of the grating reflector was spliced onto a length of microlensed fibre 
thus forming one arm of the external cavity laser. The other arm utilised a similar lensed fibre, a 
collimating microscope objective and a highly reflecting plane miiTor. The cavity alignment was 
optimised using piezo-electrically controlled micropositioners and the resulting L/I characteristic 
is presented in figure 2.21(a). The transmitted light from the grating was directed via a 
mechanical chopper onto a scanning monochromator. The output was detected by a large-area 
germanium photodiode and a lock-in amplifier. Laser spectra corresponding to the crosses on the 
L/I curve were recorded (see figure 2.21(b)). It should be noted that the oscillating laser peak is 
suppressed relative to the fluorescence background because the oscillating bandwidth was small. 
Also, due to the large sctuis involved, a fast scanning speed was used to minimise the recording 
time, thereby reducing stability effects. The detection time constant was also kept relatively high 
to increase the sensitivity.
At low injection currents the fluorescence spectra are simply the convolution of the grating 
transmission function and the amplifier fluorescence spectrum. With increasing current the laser 
begins to oscillate and this is characterised by the emergence, and subsequent domination, of the 
narrow peak centred at the wavelength of maximum reflectivity. The oscillating bandwidth was 
measured to be 0.18nm using a Im monochromator, which was resolution limit of the 
measurement system.
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Figure 2.21 CW characteristics of a fibre-grating loaded, extemal-cavity laser (a) L/I 
characteristics and (b) spectra.
The laser exhibited good output power stability on a timescale of the order of a few 
minutes, with small adjustments of the fibre lenses being required to restore the power loss. The 
main source of the power loss was the temperature instability of the laboratory environment 
which resulted in misalignment due to the difference in thermal expansion of the diode header and 
lens positioners. Creep in the piezo-electiic elements also contiibutes to this problem. This was 
more of a nuisance rather than a serious problem because previously developed thermally- 
compensated diode-to-fibre coupling headers which are both static and mechanically stable could 
be used^^. In this case, to maximise the laser stability a box enclosure was placed over the 
diode/fibre coupling arrangement. This relatively primative measure did indeed reduce the 
problem without imposing any restrictions on the flexibility of the experimental configurations.
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2.8.3 The fibre directional coupler
An attractive degree of flexibility in design of fibre cavities can be introduced by 
incorporating fibre directional couplers. Indeed, for active fibre devices (see chapter 5,8, and 9) 
their use is essential. The couplers used in this work were produced at STL using the fused 
tapering technique's. A schematic of a fused coupler is shown in figure 2.22(a). In the coupler 
the zero-order symmetric mode and the first-order antisymmetric mode ar e excited. The power in 
one arm of the device is given by,
I = Iq sin2(Po-Pi)z
where z is the coupling length and Pq and Pi are the propagation constants of the two modes. The 
term (Po“Pi) results in power transfer between the two fibres, with complete power transfer 
occurring every beat length. Through careful fabrication the desired cross-coupling coefficient 
can be obtained at the required operating wavelength. By this means 3dB splitters or low-tap 
monitors can be produced with excess losses below O.ldB. A typical spectral response of a 
l.Sjim, 3dB coupler is shown in figure 2.22(b). Multiplexors and polarisation beamsplitters can 
also be made by increasing the interaction length, and various NxN and IxN devices have also 
been demonstrated^^.
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(b)Figure 2.22. (a) Schematic representation of a fused-tapered, fibre directional coupler, and (b) the spectral response of a 1.5|J,ni, 3dB coupler.
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2.8.4 The fibre loop mirror
The fibre loop miiTor is fabricated by splicing together the two output ports of a standard 
fibre directional coupler^^ (gee figure 2.23). The resulting device has the power reflectivity and 
ti'ansmission functions,
T = (1-2K)2 (1-y)2 exp[-2aL]
R = 4K(1-K) (1-7)2 exp[-2aL]
K is the coupling coefficient, y is the excess loss of the dir ectional coupler, a  is the propagation 
loss in the loop and L is the loop circumference. Therefore the total loss in the loop mirror is,
A = 1 - (T+R)
These equations are obtained from a simple superposition of the counterpropagating 
optical fields in the device, noting that there is a 7t phase change on crossing from one fibre to the 
other in the coupling region. The reflected component has a n il phase change with respect to the 
incident field for all values of K, whereas the transmitted signal is in phase with the input for 
K<0.5, or in antiphase for K>0.5.
fused coupler output
input
Figure 2.23 The all-fibre mirror configuration.
For this device complete reflection is obtained for K=0.5 for a lossless coupler. This 
cannot be achieved in practice but reflectivities of ~98% have been demonstrated. Loop mirrors 
have been used as integrated mirrors for doped-fibre lasers, where the wavelength dependence of 
the coupler was used to allow high transmission of the pump radiation. The device can thus 
effectively act as a dichroic mirror. Alternatively by using long asymmetric loops the intrinsic 
nonlinearity of the fibre can be accessed to enable switching of short optical pulses. This latter 
feature may also have ramifications in modelocked laser studies as a noise suppressor or indeed 
as a passive modelocking element^*.
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2.8 Summary
In tliis chapter the continuous wave behaviour of extemal-cavity semiconductor lasers has 
been outlined. Emphasis has been placed on the importance of the suppression of the facet 
reflectivity to enhance the available tuning range obtained from these laser sources. In chapter 3 it 
will be shown that the effect of residual facet reflectivity plays just as important a role in the 
output chai acteristics of modelocked extemal-cavity lasers. Through the use of optimised anti­
reflection coatings and quantum well structures the tuning ranges from external-cavity 
semiconductor lasers have reached unprecedented values. Various fibre components have also 
been outlined which will allow for additional, interesting flexibilities to be introduced into cavity 
design for specific systems. Therefore in general terms this type of laser anangement can be seen 
to offer veiy considerable potential for future implementations.
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CHAPTER 3
ACTIVE MODELOCKING OF InGaAsP SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
3.1 Gain modulation
Modelocking of semiconductor lasers^^ can be achieved in a variety of ways of which the 
most convenient involves gain modulation!®^. In this case a radio frequency signal that is 
synchronous with the external-cavity mode separation is superposed onto the direct current 
injection level. This combination of drive signals is applied to the laser chip via a conventional 
microwave bias tee, which effectively isolates the DC supply from the RF signal generator. The 
practical aspects of impedance matching radio frequency signals to semiconductor lasers will be 
described together with the response of semiconductor lasers to radio frequency signals and then 
the modelocking peifomiance will be addressed
3.2 RF power matching
To allow for maximum flexibility the laser submount (which was designed to allow 
optical access to both facets) was fixed to the connectorised mount illustrated in figure 3.1. The 
diode chip exhibits a low series electrical resistance along with significant shunt capacitance!®! 
and the bond whes add an appreciable inductance. Because the output impedance of the signal 
generator was 50o, the load presented by the laser header is far from ideal so power matching 
circuitry is a necessity. A simple matching network has been developed by assuming reasonable 
values for the load impedance. Frequency agility was built into the matching network thereby 
allowing for correction of reasonable enors in the assumed impedance of the package.
The experimental configuration was assumed to be composed of a temiinal load (the diode 
amplifier) exhibiting a series resistance of 8D in parallel with a capacitance of 20pf. The operating 
frequency was chosen to be 900MHz (%=33.3cm in standard coaxial cable). The inductance 
introduced by the bond wires was calculated to be ~ 6 .5 n E [ ! ® 2 ,  as indicated in figure 3.2(a). This 
load was transformed into that of figure 3.2(b) using a straightforward series-to-parallel 
conversion. The complete system can then be represented as shown in figure 3.2(c). At this stage 
it is more helpful to derive the necessary matching components with the use of a Smith’s chart. 
Figure 3.3 shows the solution plotted on such a chart, and the details are described in the
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following points 1-5.
RF+DC
SMB connector
Bondwires
Diode chip1mm diameter 
wire
Bonding pad Brass mount
Au-plated Cu heatsink
12mm diameter base
Figure 3.1 Connectorised mount for semiconductor devices used in this work. The long 12mm brass base allows the mount to be securely fixed to the fibre coupling jig.
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8.8 0  (20pF)
- m
36.80
80
4 0
4 .4 0
32.8 0
4 .4 ^
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2 Terminal load diagrams representing (a) the connectorised laser package, (b) and (c) 
are obtained after a series-to-parallel conversion
(1) Initial condition as illustrated in figure 3.2(c). Note that the chart uses units normalised to the
characteristic impedance of the transmission line which in this case was 500.
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(2) A clockwise rotation about the centre point to the R=1 (50Q) contour. To achieve this requires 
the addition of 3.95cm of cable, and the load is now represented by (50+j 195)0. The series 
inductance can be cancelled by insertion of a series capacitor with an impedance of 1950, but this 
is undesirable since the load requires to be DC biased.
(3) A line is drawn from point 2 through the centre point to intersect the previously drawn large 
circle. This amounts to a series to parallel conversion, and the load is now 60 (resistive) in 
parallel with 130 (inductive).
(4) A further clockwise rotation of again gives a 500 match but with an excess parallel 
inductance of 2000.
(5) A capacitor of the order of Ipf is then required in parallel to cancel the reactive impedance. 
This amounts to moving along the R=1 contour to the centre point. The load now lies on the 
centre point which represents a perfect 50O resistive match.
Figure 3.3 Smith’s chart solution of the impedance matching problem.
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The complete impedance matching network is detailed in figure 3.4(a). The delay line 
enabled the cable length to be adjusted, and the trimming capacitor had a range of 0-20pf. This 
network acts as an RF resonator in which the quality factor, Q, is maximised by adjusting the 
variable elements. The resonator extends from the trimming capacitor to the laser diode. The 
resonating RF field can reach high values and excess cable lengths (that is any extra half 
wavelengths) which cause power loss implies that high quality cabling is required. It is useful to 
consider this system as the RF analogue of a resonant optical Fabry-Perot interferometer (see 
figure 3.4(b)). For a lossless resonator on resonance there is no reflected wave and the output 
equals the input. In this arrangement the power transmitted to the laser diode is compromised due 
to loss in the network even if a perfect impedance match is obtained.
(a) DC
Bias teeDelay line
RFAmp
Se/C laser Variable ' capacitor
(b)
Input
Resonating 
optical field
Figure 3.4 (a) Impedance matching network, and (b) Fabry-Perot interferometer optical analogue 
With such an impedance matching network large-modulation active modelocking of 
semiconductor lasers can be achieved. Before a discussion of modelocking is presented the 
response of the semiconductor laser to a modulated cuiTent will be outlined. This will also serve 
as an introduction to the important topic of pulse production by gain-switching since the 
frequency dependence of the gain-switching process is important in the description of the initial 
transient stages of semiconductor laser modelocking.
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3.3 Direct modulation of semiconductor lasers
The most direct way of modulating the output of a laser is to vary the strength of the laser 
excitation. This is useful in the case of semiconductor lasers because the light output is directly 
proportional to the injection current over a large current range, hence the conversion of the current 
modulation to light modulation is also linear. Very high repetition rates can be achieved since the 
photon lifetime within the laser cavity is on the order of picoseconds. Following analysis of the 
rate equations pertinent to semiconductor lasers the relaxation oscillation resonance can be 
determinedl03_ The photon number within the laser responds to a step-like current excitation by 
exhibiting damped relaxation oscillations, or ‘sphdng’ at an angular frequency,
where y = ^
-  ( 2)^
'^ sp
where Tgp is the spontaneous emission lifetime, is the cavity (or photon) lifetime, and 
CÙQ is the relaxation oscillation frequency. For continuous excitation, the presence of the 
relaxation oscillation resonance affects the modulation depth of the output laser signal. The 
modulation depth remains constant for frequencies well below the resonance, increases 
significantly in the vicinity of the resonance, then falls markedly at frequencies above the 
resonance. The resonant enhancement of modulation index can be ~10 times that of low 
frequency modulation indices, although electrical parasitics lead to a flatter small-signal 
modulation response and a smaller enhancement at resonancel04^ The relaxation oscillation 
fr equency of typical semiconductor lasers is normally several gigahertz, and can be increased, for 
example, by reducing the photon lifetime by decreasing the laser length or by frustrating the facet 
reflectivity. Modulation at frequencies of up to 66GHz has been previously demonstrated 
experimentally!®^ although only small modulation deptlis were obtained.
By applying a strong sinusoidal or short cuiTent pulse to the semiconductor laser the first 
‘spike’ of the relaxation oscillation can be isolated!®*». This behaviour in semiconductor lasers is 
termed gain-switching and can generate pulses shorter than other laser systems due to the smaller 
time constants involved. In fact the output pulses can be significantly shorter than the applied 
drive waveform. The operating principle is considered in figure 3.5. The excitation pulse 
increases the gain above threshold where the laser turns on and the light builds up in the cavity.
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The rapidly increasing light signal can saturate the gain through stimulated emission thus turning 
the laser off. Depending on the details of the excitation waveform (and hence the gain) the output 
can consist of multiple pulses due to gain recovery.
Unsaturatedexcitation pulse GI
Thresholdgain
light intensity
TimeTime
Figure 3.5 Pulse generation through gain switching.
In the case of single pulse outputs a rough estimate of the pulse duration can be made 
from the usual rate equations. Perturbation of the steady state laser emission^®’^ shows that the 
ringing period is,
At~(x<-i:sp/Ti)i/2
where T| is the fractional excess gain above threshold. Since the width of the pulse in the isolated 
spike regime is much less than one period, then At is an overestimate of the pulse duration. For 
the case of Tl~l, Tc=3ps, and TQ=lns, then At ~60ps.
Another theory l^l® predicts that.
1/2
where fj^ is the modulation frequency (which can be replaced by the inverse duration of the 
excitation pulse). From this a value of At of around 50-60ps is found for a modulation frequency 
of IGHz. Therefore both these approaches imply that the resultant gain-switched pulse duration 
should be of the order of a few tens of picoseconds.
Gain switching has the advantage of short pulse generation without any other optical 
components, and experimentally gain-switched pulses of ~20ps duration have been obtained, at 
multi-gigahertz repetition rates^®*. Analysis has indicated that for an inversion ratio, r, of 2 the 
pulsewidth is -5  times the photon lifetime (tc-2-3ps), but in practice typical lasers can only be 
driven to r~l,5 resulting in pulse durations in the range 20-30ps. Short cavity lasers can further
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reduce the duration of the gain-switched pulses due to a decrease in the photon lifetime. Because 
the build-up starts from spontaneous emission noise, many axial modes are excited with random 
phases, and the output is essentially a noise burst. Therefore gain-switched pulses suffer from 
lai'ge amounts of amplitude and timing jitter, and the pulse duration and wavelength are normally 
ill-defined. In principle, relaxation oscillations can be a single mode event, and this situation can 
be promoted by injection seeding the pulsing laser^®^, or alternatively by using a laser with 
inherent mode control such as a distributed feedback (DFB) laserf f®.
Gain-switched laser pulses have a substantial frequency chirp across the pulse envelope 
originating through gain saturation produced by the strong optical field. Transmission through 
long lengths of dispersive optical fibre has been used to dechirp and reduce the duration of gain- 
switched laser p u lses^ . Such techniques tend to defeat the basic simplicity of these lasers and 
so the shorter, cleaner pulses produced by modelocking become a more attractive option. In the 
following section the active modelocking of semiconductor lasers will be described with 
particular emphasis being placed on quaternary InGaAsP devices that operate at wavelengths 
around 1.5p.m.
3.4 Actively modelocked semiconductor lasers
A distinction can be made in the current-modulated active modelocking techniques as 
applied to semiconductor lasers between the high-frequency modulation and low-frequency 
modulation techniques. The high-frequency technique can be thought of essentially as a delayed, 
but synchronised, injection seeding of a gain-switched laser chip. Figure 3.6 shows the response 
of a semiconductor laser to a cunent waveform consisting of a strong sinusoidal component 
superimposed on a DC injection currentH^. As the modulation frequency increases the number 
of spikes decrease, and eventually a single pulse is generated around IGHz. This can be 
considered as the initial conditions present in the high frequency modelocked semiconductor laser 
although the details of this situation will vary according to the particular semiconductor laser 
used. Subsequent filtering and re-injection of the pulse by the external cavity acts as a seeding 
signal, with the resulting pulse being more coherent, and also enhanced gain saturation promotes 
pulse shortening. This process continues to a steady state where coherent, although chirped, 
pulses of durations as short as ~5ps are produced^I.
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Figure 3.6 Response of a semiconductor laser to strong sinusoidal modulation [After reference 112]. The output from a low-frequency (~300MHz) modelocked laser is included as (d).
Low-frequency modulation is significantly different and is characterised by attendant 
noisy subpulses^^ trailing an essentially identical pulse as that produced by the former technique. 
The initial conditions being somewhat similar to that of figure 3.6(b). To illustrate this the 
oscillogram of figure 3.6(d) was obtained from a modelocked InGaAsP semiconductor laser 
operating at 300MHz. The degree of subpulsing was observed to diminish with increasing 
modulation frequency and this topic will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4. The remainder 
of this chapter will be devoted to the operational properties of low-frequency modelocked 
semiconductor lasers because these offer the attractive features of higher peak pulse powers.
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3.5 Symmetrical linear external-cavity lasers
When angled-stiipe semiconductor amplifiers are used as gain media in external-cavity 
laser configurations the amplifier must be coupled to two external cavity sections to allow laser 
oscillation. AR coated diodes require only one such section as do chips produced with only one 
angled facet^^. The diode amplifier is highly absorbing to its own radiation when unpumped 
and a requirement for modelocking with this cavity type is that the diode is placed centrally 
between the two external-cavity mirrors. That is, the cavity should be symmetrical or balanced 
(see figure 3.8). The tuning element allows the laser output to be tuned over the large gain 
bandwidtli of the amplifier, and also acts to restrict the oscillation bandwidth which is desirable 
for good modelocked performance. Possible tuning elements can be étalons, prisms and 
diffraction gratings. For modelocking the total cavity length is normally in the range of a few 
centimetres to -Im . For experimental configurations, long cavity lengths are normally chosen to 
aid flexibility and harmonic modelocking is utilised to keep the repetition rate within acceptable 
limits.
Total cavity length, L
Tuning element
^ Output  ►
R -100^ Amplifier Couplingoptics
Figure 3.8 Symmetrical extemal-cavity semiconductor laser.
Outputcoupler
The standard modelocking technique for low frequency systems is to apply a
subthreshold DC bias and superimpose onto this an RF signal of frequency equal to the external 
cavity mode spacing (or some multiple thereof). For a Im long laser the cavity mode spacing
( ^ ) ,  where L is the optical path length) is 150MHz. However, in the case of a balanced cavity,
modulation at 150MHz would mean that the intracavity pulse would experience gain only on 
alternate passes through the diode amplifier and hence the output pulses would be seriously 
degraded. For this reason the modelocking frequency of the balanced cavity is chosen using 
the relation,
f nL
where n is an integer indicating the harmonic number. It should be noted that this is the same
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resonance criterion as for modelocked ring lasers (L in this case defines the optical path length of 
the perimeter) where the pulses also collide in the gain medium.
3.5.1 Lensed fibre cavities
The laser configurations studied here utilised microlensed fibre external-cavitiesl^'^ 
instead of the more conventional microscope objective/bulk mirror (or diffraction grating) free- 
space external cavities. The reason for this is twofold; firstly the small dimensions of the fibre 
microlenses can allow access to the output from angled-ridge amplifiers without resorting to 
complicated heat-sink headers, and secondly, the fibre medium is more compact than free-space 
cavity sections because it can be wound into a reasonably tight coil (diameter >50mm) without 
affecting its transmission. M inors can be directly buttedü^ onto the end of a cleaved fibre 
without the introduction of significant loss or alternatively some type of integrated fibre 
minor/filter may be used. An integrated fibre-grating reflector was used in part of this work (see 
section 3,8) but in general the cavities incorporated a bulk-optics cavity section to facilitate 
tunability and more importantly bandwidth control (see figure 3,9). Prism and étalon tuned 
configurations will feature in this chapter along with the fibre grating cavity. The more attractive 
bulk diffraction-grating loaded external-cavity laser was also extensively used and will be 
described in chapter 4.
(a)
(b)
(c) '' I ...........
MO
Output
MG! Drawn tapered 
microlensed fibre
M
y . ..........
0 (d)
^specular , Y reflection
Figure 3.9 Experimental realisations of balanced external-cavity lasers incorporating (a) étalons, (b) prism, (c) diffraction grating, and (d) an integrated fibre grating reflector.
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3.5.2 CW operating characteristics of symmetrical external-cavity lasers 
incorporating angled-ridge semiconductor amplifiers.
The laser cavity as illustrated in figure 3.9(a) was configured using an angled-ridge (10°) 
waveguide InGaAsP amplifier. The light/current char acteristics measured for the laser is shown 
in figure 3.10, where curve (a) was recorded with the external cavity blocked and curve (b) 
obtained for the unblocked cavity. The solitary angled-ridge amplifier could not sustain laser 
oscillation for current levels in excess of 6-7 times the threshold cunent of an identical Fabry- 
Perot device (~40mA). The fluorescence intensity as a function of injection current was typical of 
an ASE laser, but single-sided feedback was observed to affect the features of the fluorescence 
spectrum. Figure 3.11 shows such a fluorescence spectrum which is characterised by a large 
period spectral modulation which only appears when significant optical feedback is present as 
was described in section 2.5. This modulation influenced the ftee-running oscillation spectrum of 
the laser (see figure 3.12(a)) where oscillation on several peaks of the modulated gain spectrum 
were observed with finer detail being evident within each cluster.
P h
0 80, I(mA)
Figure 3.10 Light/current characteristics of the symmetrical fibre extemal-cavity laser for (a) the 
free-space section blocked, and (b) unblocked.
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I=80mA
1418 1628 X (nm)
Figure 3,11 Fluorescence specti'um of angled-ridge amplifier with single-sided external-cavity feedback
1564 15241509 ► 1556X (nm)
Figui-e 3.12 (a) Free-running spectrum of symmetrical external cavity laser, and (b) after insertion 
of two étalons (0.5 and 0.2mm)
The total emission spectrum can be viewed as a superposition of a series of spectral
modulations on the essentially bell-shaped material gain spectrum of the semiconductor amplifier.
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These are (i) the ~1 Inm period feedback induced modulation, (ii) the Fabry-Perot modulation due i
to eitiier the semiconductor amplifier and/or reflections from the fibre microlenses [The measured |
period was 0.66nm and the expected periodicity for the amplifier cavity and the cavity formed 
between the two fibre lenses was 0.67 and 0.65nm respectively therefore the measurement 
resolution was insufficient to provide an unambiguous source for this modulation], and (iii) the 
modulation due to the external cavity itself which would be '-150MHz and hence was 
unresolvable in these measurements.
By inserting two étalons into the free-space cavity section a single Fabry-Perot mode 
defined by the amplifier/fibre lens subcavity could be isolated (see figure 3.12(b)). The most 
suitable étalons were found to have thicknesses of 0.5 and 0.2mm, and by rotating the étalons 
some degree of wavelength tunability was provided.
3.6 Modelocked symmetrical external cavity semiconductor lasers
3.6.1 Modelocked etalon-tuned semiconductor laser
On application of a '-600MHz RF component (which relates to the second harmonic 
modelocking frequency for the Im long cavity) onto a subthreshold DC current the position of the 
bulk cavity mÜTor and the modulation frequency were iteratively adjusted such that a pulsed 
output was observed on a PIN photodetector/sampling oscilloscope arrangement. The resolution- 
limited pulse durations observed demanded employment of a synchronously operating streak 
camera for further pulse characterisation. To achieve this a frequency multiplying network had to 
be constructed because the frequency of the streak camera deflection sinusoid was selected to be 
-'150MHz. [A frequency divider was initially used but the introduction of spmious timing jitter in 
the detection system warranted the use of a higher fidelity multiplier circuit.] The frequency 
multiplier circuit is detailed in figure 3.13, and the accompanying oscillograms indicate its 
peifoimance characteristics.
The signal generator output of OdBm at 150MHz (figure 3.13(b)) was transfoimed to the 
desired 600MHz output signal (figure 3.13(c)) with a harmonic gain of '-IdB [ie. from 150 to 
600MHz]. The output signal power could be varied by adjusting the gain of the two in-line 
amplifiers, and the second harmonic suppression of the output signal was below 50dB for all 
outputs up to a power of '-3dBm. [The RF amplifiers used had a maximum output of lOmW, a
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gain of 20dB and a 3dB gain compression frequency of ~850MHzH^. Figure 3.13(d) illustrates 
amplification of broadband noise (generated from a reverse biased diode) using such an 
amplifier]. The bandpass filters had a bandwidth of a few megaHertz which effectively 
suppressed the harmonics created in the multiplication process but allowed for reasonable 
tunability of the output signal frequency. The resultant ~600MHz signal was then amplified to 
~1W and applied to the laser through the impedance matching network described previously.
generator Frequencydoubler
300MHzfilter Amplifier 300MHzfilter
Frequencydoubler
150 600MHz frequency multiplier network 600MHzfilter
Spectrumanalyser
IGHz IGHz
IGHz IGHz
Figure 3.13 Details of (a) frequency multiplier network, (b) Input synthesiser signal, and 
(c) output from network. Input (d) and output (b) of hybrid RF amplifiers.
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Using the frequency multiplier network the modelocked laser could be driven by the 
signal applied to the deflection circuitry of the streak camera. Thus the relative timing jitter of the 
diagnostic system was minimised so that of the temporal resolution of the camera was not 
severely compromising. A typical optimised streak intensity profile obtained from the laser is 
shown in figure 3.14(a). The measured FWHM pulse duration of 5.1ps corresponds to 3.7ps 
after the deconvolution of the temporal resolution (~3.5ps) of the measurement system. This 
implied that the main pulse peak power was approximately ~180mW.
66ps(a) 5nm
(b)
Figure 3.14 (a) Streak intensity profile of modelocked pulses from the etalon-tuned laser, and (b) corresponding output spectrum.
The spectral bandwidth of the modelocked pulses was obtained using a scanning Fabry- 
Perot interferometer and was 1.3nm (see figure 3.14(b)). It was evident that significant spectral 
broadening accompanied the modelocking process which is consistent with the concept of mode 
generation through the nonlinear interaction of the pulses with the semiconductor gain medium 
(see section 1.4.2). Moreover, the existence of frequency chirp across the pulse envelope further 
extends the bandwidth, and the AvAt product of 0.64 for these pulses indicates that significant 
frequency chirp is present.
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3.6.2 Frequency chirp
One problem that is frequently discussed and is especially relevant to modelocked 
semiconductor lasers is the existence of frequency chirpH^ Frequency chirp is defined as the 
rate of change of the instantaneous frequency of the optical pulse. The presence of chirp can be 
established quite simply by calculating the duration-bandwidth product of the pulse and 
comparing the result with those obtained for bandwidth limited pulses of particular shape. The 
most commonly assumed pulse shapes are the bell-shaped Gaussian and sech^, although it is 
reasonable to expect that pulses from most modelocked lasers would be assymetric. This is 
because the pulse shaping mechanisms acting on the leading and trailing edges of the pulse are 
usually different in origin.
There are also a variety of techniques which can give extra information about frequency 
chii’p and these vary from strictly qualitative (eg. interferometric autocorrelation^^) i q  quantitative 
measurements (eg. cross correlation'*^ and spectro-temporal analysis^l^). Of these techniques 
the spectro-temporal analysis requires no ambiguous assumptions, is linear and is highly visual. 
Basically a calibrated dispersive element (usually a monochromator with the exit slit removed) 
followed by a streak camera with a two dimensional readout system (eg. a CCD array or a 
photographic plate) is used. The data is then represented by a two-dimensional streaked image 
where one axis defines the temporal extent of the pulse, and the other the instantaneous spectrum. 
The temporal data is therefore limited by tlie resolution of the streak camera (and also any delay 
introduced by the dispersive element), but the spectral data can usually be adequately resolved 
using most spectrographs.
Measurements of the chirp content of modelocked semiconductor laser pulses have been 
obtained in the above mannerfl^. The chirp has been shown to be largely linear, with nonlinear 
components at the extremes of the pulses. This suggests that a simple linearly dispersive delay 
line could be employed to compensate for the main chirp content leading to the generation of 
shorter pulse durations. However, the peak wavelength of the instantaneous spectrum of 
modelocked semiconductor lasers shifts from shorter to longer wavelengths across the pulse 
envelope, and so positive group velocity dispersion is required for chirp compensation. This 
presents a problem at 1.5)am since most pulse compressors*^2,0 introduce negative group velocity
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dispersion (GVD) as is the case for standard optical fibres. Optical fibres can be produced which 
exhibit positive GVDf^^ at 1.5jam although these usually introduce substantial propagation loss 
since the magnitude of the dispersion is low and so long lengths are required (a few kilometres). 
The Treacy diffraction grating pair can be adapted to introduce large degrees of positive GVD^^^ 
but this configuration is very lossy with, at best, 10-20% throughput efficiencies.
The primary source of frequency chirp in semiconductor lasers arises due to gain 
saturation across the duration of the pulse. It is also known that the refractive index of the active 
region of the semiconductor laser is dependent upon the carrier density, Olsson and Agrawal^^^ 
showed that for a travelling-wave laser amplifier that changes in the carrier density resulting from 
gain saturation due to picosecond pulses directly affected the refractive index of the material. 
Their analysis also examined the spectral distortion produced by this gain saturation induced self­
phase modulation, and showed that large spectral shifts and broadening were possible. 
Consideration can also be given to the quasi-Fermi levels of the carrier distribution during the 
passage of tlie optical pulse. Initially these levels extend far into the conduction and valance bands 
hence amplification over a broad spectral region is possible. On amplification, and subsequent 
saturation the carrier density is significantly reduced resulting in a smaller separation of the Fermi 
levels. This then restricts amplification to the red spectral region of the propagating pulse and so a 
redistribution of the instantaneous spectral content of the pulse would indeed be expected.
3.6.3 Pulse substructure
During the process of optimising the modelocked laser distinct types of substructure have 
been observed on the output pulses, as illustrated in figure 3.15, The first (figure 3.15(a)) is the 
primary subpulse that arises due to gain recovery within the pumping cycle. The second level’ of 
substructure indicated by figure 3.15(b) is revealed by careful adjustment of the cavity length and 
the modulation frequency such that the gain medium is at the centre of the external cavity. This 
implies that for this effect the timing of the pulses with respect to their collision in the gain 
medium has to be very precise. A frequency detuning of lOkHz or a cavity arm imbalance of a 
few microns serves to destroy this timing. The period of the structure was consistently measured 
to be ~12ps when using tlie AR coated amplifier (L=350jim) and ~18ps for the longer angled- 
ridge amplifier (L=500|im), These figures do not relate in a simple way to the length of the
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subcavity, but in both cases are almost exactly three times longer than the transit time of the 
pulses witliin the amplifier. Although the origin of such features is not clear tlie records imply that 
energy transfer takes place between the counterpropagating pulses.
(b)
66psI--------1
(c) 66ps
Figure 3.15 Modelocked pulse substructure, (a) details two pulses overlaid with a 66ps delay for calibration purposes, whereas (b), (c), and (d) ate single output pulse profiles. In d l cases the direction of propagation is from left to right.
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When the streak camera resolution was cai'efully optimised (200 pixels of scan for a 66ps 
time delay) a further level of substructure could be observed (see figure 3.15(c)). The phase 
stability of this -4.3ps period substr ucture for the AR coated amplifier was poor and could only 
be recorded using the fastest available accumulation time of the camera system, which was 33ms 
and coiTcsponds to integration of about 20 million pulses. Each subpeak had a duration of -3ps 
which was the absolute limit of the temporal resolution of the streak camera. In some 
measurements the total pulse duration (FWHM) would contain one such subpulse such that the 
pulse durations could be as short as 3.5ps (as reproduced in figure 3.15(d)) although in most 
cases (-90%) this was not so.
The origin of this substructure is believed to be due to the effect of the residual reflectivity 
of either the diode facets or reflections from the surface of the fibre microlenses. Hence this is 
then the fundamental substructure aiising from the diode subcavity. The -4.3ps periodicity relates 
to the optical path length of the 350pm long laser amplifier since the external cavity is ‘double­
armed’. Again there is energy transfer between the two pulses and it is obvious that the cavity 
balance condition will be very stringent for this transfer to produce an observable effect, as was 
evidenced during the experiment. By dephasing the arrival of the two counter-propagating pulses 
the subreflections cannot build-up to form appreciable structuie on the output pulses, so smooth 
pulses are detected. This is normally the case in external cavities that have been configured with 
two arms since the balance must be maintained to within a few microns (which corresponds to a 
temporal delay of tens of femtoseconds).
The substructure observed here is similar in nature to that obtained by Morton et for 
their high-frequency, modelocked asymmetric-cavity laser where the measured -lOps pulse 
exhibited substiucture. In their case, under conditions of stiong microwave modulation, very 
short (0.5ps) component pulses each separated by the round-trip time of the diode subcavity were 
observed. Their analysis revealed that even for very small residual facet reflectivities the 
subcavity effect can produce large changes in the pulse stmcture because the process can build-up 
over many round trips of the external cavity.
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3.6.4 Initial conditions of semiconductor laser mo delocking
It was suggested previously that the steady-state modelocked performance of the 
semiconductor laser was influenced by the initial conditions of the pulse build-up, and these were 
likened to that of a gain-switched laser. Using the modelocked laser described here [except that an 
AR coated amplifier was used] it was found that small changes in the initial gain conditions 
(affected by altering the fibre/facet distance) could significantly alter the output pulse features. 
Figure 3.16 illustrates two such output pulses, pulse (a) was obtained from an optimised cavity 
whereas pulse (b) was generated by increasing the laser threshold.
66ps
Direction of 
propagation
Figure 3.16 Variation of modelocked laser output pulse profiles.
It is believed that the reduced curvature of the gain present in case (b) promotes an initial 
gain-switching condition similar to that shown in figure 3.6(a) and case (a) to that of figure 
3.6(b). Therefore to produce discrete pulses the slope and the temporal extent of the modulation 
signal must be reduced. This can be brought about by using a reduced DC current and increasing 
the RF signal component of the laser modulation signal. [An explanation of the details of this 
technique will be dealt with in section 4.3.3.] The etalon-tuned laser was modelocked under 
these conditions and it was found that subpulse-free pulse generation was indeed accessible (see 
figure 3.17). In fact the best output pulses were obtained when no DC current was applied to the 
laser, although rectification of the RF signal led to ~9mA being registered on the milliammeter 
used to monitor the DC current flowing through the laser. The deconvolved pulse duration
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obtained under conditions of zero DC bias was 8.2ps and so in discrete pulse production 
increased pulse durations were observed. [The peak power was 140mW in this case.]
66ps
Direction of 
propagation T =9.3ps
Figure 3.17 Subpulse-free modelocked pulses generated through the zero DC bias technique obtained over accumulation times of (a) 33ms, and (b) 3.3s. [Double pulses are shown to provide temporal calibration].
3.6.5 Prism-tuned modelocked laser
The etalon-tuned cavity allows sufficient bandwidth limitation such that good modelocked 
pulses can be obtained, but it has limitations in that wavelength tuning although possible is 
tedious when more than one étalon is required (as is usually the case). This procedure is made 
easier by using either intiacavity prism tuning or by employing a diffraction-grating retroreflector. 
However, the bandwidth limitation is less stringent with prism tuning due to the low dispersion 
of silica at 1.5jim. The laser cavity of figure 3.9(b) incorporating a prism as the tuning element, 
was modelocked using the zero DC biasing technique described previously. The laser was tuned 
to obtain the maximum output power by rotating the highly reflecting minor. The modelocked 
pulse properties were observed not to vary significantly across the tuning range of the laser, 
although the drive currents required some re-optimisation as the laser was tuned. The output 
pulse profiles were monitored as a function of modulation frequency around the optimum 
modelocking frequency. Where a long integration time of 3.3s was used for each streak camera 
record to ensure that any statistical fluctuations in either the pulse duration or the measurement 
apparatus was averaged out.
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3.6.6 Detuning characteristics
Figure 3.18 summarises the detuning characteristics of the prism-tuned laser operated 
using the zero DC bias technique.
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Figure 3.18 Modulation frequency detuning characteristics of the prism-tuned laser
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At high frequencies the output consists of single pulses of >15ps duration, and the 
duration decreases slowly with decreasing modulation frequency until a minimum of ~9ps is 
reached at the optimum modelocking frequency (which was 599.9MHz). Further small 
reductions in frequency resulted in a marked increase in pulse duration, which was due mainly to 
the increasing energy content of the trailing edge of the pulse. The pulse broadening on negative 
frequency detuning is due to the same process of gain recovery which is involved in subpulse 
generation but here the ‘subpulse’ is not as well defined. Figure 3.18(c) illustrates an optimised, 
calibrated streak record for this laser (delay=60ps) and the corresponding output spectrum (where 
the spectral modulation due to the amplifier subcavity can be clearly seen). The broad spectral 
bandwidth of ~2.4nm indicates the limited bandwidth restriction imposed by the silica prism. 
However, this situation could be improved by using a prism possessing higher dispersion at the 
1.5qm spectral region.
3.6.7 Modelocked fibre-grating, externai-cavity laser
In this section a fully fibre-integrated, modelocked, extemal-cavity InGaAsP laser will be 
described. The cavity configuration is shown schematically in figure 3.9(d) and utilises a fibre- 
grating reflector^® as both a cavity retroreflector and bandwidth-limiting filter. The amplifier used 
was a SOOjim long, 1.55|im InGaAsP angled-ridge waveguide device where the ridge angle was 
~10®. The CW perfoimance characteristics of this laser were detailed previously in section 2.8.2.
For optimum modelocking performance the DC bias level was set in the 60-65mA range, 
and the RF signal was adjusted so that its frequency was harmonically related to the cavity mode 
sepaiation. The laser output as monitored on an InGaAs PIN photodetector and sampling 
oscilloscope was optimised to determine the modulation frequency most suitable for the streak 
camera system. This was found to be ~650MHz which was the 12th harmonic of the fundamental 
modelocking frequency of 54MHz (the optical path lengtli of the cavity was 2.76m). The pulses 
were then monitored using the streak camera and over an accumulation time of 33ms more than 
20 million pulses were integrated to give a single stieak record of which figure 3.19(a) is typical. 
The pulse duration was found to be 8.5ps but the energy contained within the main pulse is only 
approximately half of the total pulse energy. Therefore the main pulse peak power was calculated 
as 60mW. Although, as has been seen, modelocking was successful with this cavity
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configuration the relatively long pulse durations produced would suggest that the distributed 
nature of the fibre-grating reflector restricts the minimum pulse dmation.
(a)
T=9.6ps 0.52 nm
1530.2 1531,01529.4
Wavelength (nm)
-------------------
Figure 3.19 (a) Typical streak record of modelocked pulses from the fibre-giating external cavity 
laser, and (b) the associated output spectrum.
Spectra of the modelocked laser were observed to be very stable and exhibited typical
bandwidths of up to 0.5nm (see figure 3.19(b)). [The duration-bandwidth product was therefore
0.54.] As described in section 2.8.2 the centre wavelength of the output could be tuned by
varying the refractive index of the oil capping layer, and a shift of approximately Inm was
achieved for the available index range of 1.448-1.454. This fine tuning mechanism combined
with the selective wavelength tunability arising from the choice of optical fibre grating
characteristics could be used to exploit the large gain bandwidth of the InGaAsP amplifier. Thus
an aiTay of these lasers operating at slightly shifted centre wavelengths could provide a compact
source for a wavelength division optical communications network.
3.7 F ibre ring laser
Many advantages can be gained by selecting a ring cavity configuration for modelocked
lasersl^^. The requirement, for example in balanced linear cavities, of ensuring a centrally
positioned gain medium is automatically achieved in ring lasers, since the counterpropagating
pulses travel the same path, albeit in opposite directions. Ring configurations have been
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frequently employed in modelocked semiconductor lasers, where a sequence of m i r r o r s o r  
optical fibres^^^ have been used to define the resonator (see figure 3.20).
Microlensed Fibres
OutputCouplerGainMedium
Fibre V. Directional Coupler
Figure 3.20 Bulk optics and integrated fibre ring lasers
In this work an integrated fibre ring cavity was constructed using a fibre directional 
coupler. Microlensed fibres allowed coupling to the angled-ridge semiconductor amplifier. The 
coupler exhibited a ~10dB coupling coefficient, so that 10% of the circulating energy was 
coupled out of both outputs. A fibre polarisation r o t a t o r ^ w a s  used to optimise the L/I 
characteristics of the CW laser (see figure 3.21(a)) thus enabling the feedback to be launched into 
the highest gain mode (TE) of the amplifier. The perimeter of the ring laser was measured to be 
approximately 2.3m, hence the corresponding fundamental modelocking frequency was 
~40MHz. The modulation frequency was chosen to be in the useful working range of the streak 
camera diagnostic which corresponded to the 10^ harmonic (~600MHz) of the cavity mode 
separation. The output modelocked pulses (see figure 3.21(b)) were very similar to those 
obtained in the balanced-cavity configurations although the laser stability was noticeably 
improved.
The ring laser did not include any bandwidth limitation other than that imposed by the 
gain medium and was therefore not tunable. A novel technique using the birefringence of a 
polarisation preserving directional coupler has been demonstrated^^^ to allow tuning of a similar 
ring laser. The polarisation axes of the fibre and the amplifier were oriented at 45° to each other, 
thus the fibre cavity acted as a Lyot filter. Wavelength division multiplexors or tunable fibre 
couplers could also be used to solve this problem. Such devices are essential for the optimisation
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of the modelocked ring laser but were not available during the course of this work.
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Figure 3.21 (a) CW, and (b) modelocked output from the fibre ring laser 
3.8 Dynam ic detuning
It has been suggested^^® that the limit to the pulse duration from modelocked 
semiconductor lasers is imposed by an effect termed dynamic detuning. This is best described in 
a time-frame travelling with the intracavity pulse. As the pulse undergoes multiple transits of the 
laser cavity the pulse duration is steadily reduced, and the peak power increases accordingly. As 
the peak power mcreases the pulse can saturate the gain at an earlier time, and the result of this is 
to push the peak of the pulse forward in local time, or in other words the pulse travels faster 
through the gain medium. This pulse shortening process cannot go on indefinitely because the 
pulse will eventually become dephased from the modulation signal so that tlie available gain is 
reduced. This leads to a decrease in the pulse energy such that the gain is then saturated at a later 
time and the pulse pulled backwards towards the higher gain region. A steady state is then 
approached where the motion of the pulse due to the two counteracting processes is balanced. As 
a result the pulse duration is stabilised through the gain saturation process and limited by the form 
of the gain modulation signal present.
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3.9 Summary
The emphases of this chapter have been placed on the production of ultrashort optical 
pulses from semiconductor lasers. Practical consideration was given to impedance matching high 
frequency modulation signals to semiconductor lasers, and this led dhectly to an appraisal of the 
large modulation response of these lasers. A variety of modelocked symmetrical extemal-cavity 
InGaAsP lasers were detailed and the concept of modelocking as a form of synchronous 
injection-seeded gain-switching has been suggested. The problems of frequency chirp and 
subpulsing were also described and it is the latter problem which will be the centre of discussion 
in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
SUBPULSE SUPPRESSION IN MODELOCKED InGaAsP SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERS
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the technique of low-frequency gain modulation was applied in 
modelocking InGaAsP semiconductor lasers. In this chapter the long term properties of the 
temporal envelope of mode-locked pulses from InGaAsP semiconductor laser systems will be 
addressed. As aheady shown the main problem associated with ultrashort pulse generation from 
semiconductor lasers is the emergence of a noisy trailing subpulse when the system is tuned for 
optimum pulse duration. At the outset the origin and properties of this subpulsing must be 
investigated with a view to its subsequent elimination. Several techniques that have been 
developed to enable discrete, single feature ultrashort pulse sequences to be produced from these 
systems will be described.
4.2 Origin of subpulse
By considering the streak camera intensity record of figure 4.1 subpulse detail is clear ly in 
evidence. These features were fir st observed by Chen during an extensive study of mode-locked, 
Brewster-angled GaAlAs laser systems in 1985^^. The probable origin for the trailing subpulse 
features is suggested using figure 4.2. It is assumed that a short optical pulse is incident on the 
gain medium at a time t^. At this point the carrier density (or gain) is substantial although it has 
not reached its peak value. Stimulated emission leads to a reduction of the mverted population of 
carriers, and this gain saturation performs the primary pulse shaping function. The pulse then 
exits the gain medium leaving a markedly reduced carrier density behind. Because the modulation 
applied to the semiconductor gain medium is in the form of a slow sinusoid, the carrier density 
can recover after the passage of the first pulse to a value capable of supporting a secondary pulse. 
The temporal extent of the overall pulse eirvelope (including the subpulse) therefore indicates the 
gain window produced by the applied modulation signal.
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66ps
Direction of propagation
Figure 4.1 Stieak intensity record of the output from a modelocked symmetrical extemal-
cavity semiconductor laser. fi^=600MHz. The dotted line indicates the mean noise level.
I
Gain Modulation signal
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t Timeo
Figure 4.2 Origin of subpulsing in modelocked semiconductor lasers. [The shaded region 
ndicates the output pulse intensity spectrum.]
This indicates that there is sufficient gain recovery following the gain saturation due to the
main pulse to support a secondary pulse although it does not imply how this pulse is formed. It
could be due to the emission of spontaneous noise (and its subsequent amplification) during this
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time window which becomes the source of the subpulse. Alternatively, and more probably the 
initial long burst of noise created when the laser is turned on actually determines the detail of the 
modelocked pulse profile (see section 3.4). The leading part of the noise burst (or gain switched 
pulse) is amplified and shaped by gain saturation to form the main ultrashort pulse created by the 
laser. The trailing part is sustained due to the presence of residual gain but is not significantly 
shaped because both the light intensity and the available gain are low.
Another source (which will be described further in section 4.4) has been identified where 
a substantial subpulse is created on a single-pass through the semiconductor gain medium. This 
latter phenomenon can only occur however under the particular conditions of very high pumping.
4.3 Gain window reduction
It follows, therefore, that it is necessary to reduce the temporal extent of the gain window 
to eliminate the deleterious effects of gain recovery during the pump cycle. There are several 
methods in which this can be affected and these will be described in the following three 
subsections.
4.3.1 Short-pulse electrical drive
The most straightforward technique to provide a reduced gain window is to use a short- 
pulse electrical drive for the laserl^l. This can be achieved quite easily by using a commercially 
available step recovery diode (also known as a comb generator) which can produce short 
electrical pulses of ~100ps duration. These devices are unfortunately limited in operating 
frequency range and require broadband power matching into the diode package to avoid 
degradation of the short pulse characteristics of the electrical drive signal. The diode packages 
used in this work did not feature broadband power matching and so effort was made to achieve 
features equivalent to those of comb generators using single frequency RF signals.
4.3.2 H igh-frequency m odulation
An alternative approach using sinusoidal modulation to reduce the gain window is based 
along similar lines to that of the comb generator, and this is to increase the modulation frequency 
to such an extent that the gain window can be reduced to any value desired, eg a lOGHz RF 
signal is equivalent to a 50ps pulsed signal. Figure 4.3 shows three sinusoidal modulation signals 
representing modulation frequencies of 300,600 and 900MHz respectively. And the extent of the
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gain window reduction by increasing the modulation frequency in such a manner can be clearly 
seen. Using an InGaAs PIN photodiode as the detector, sampling oscilloscope traces of pulse 
profiles from the modelocked InGaAsP semiconductor laser with modulation frequencies of 300, 
600 and 900MHz as shown in figure 4.4 were recorded for comparison purposes.
I.OW
300MHz
900MHz
600MHz
l.too ].I00 I.lOO l.JOO 1.400 .«00 1.700 .100
Figure 4.3 Gain window reduction by increasing the modulation frequency
fm = 300MHz fm = 600MHz fm = 900MHz
Figure 4.4 Subpulse suppression by increased modulation frequency. The time base is 
500ps in all cases.
As expected, for increased modulation frequency the proportion of total pulse energy in 
the main pulse becomes greater and the duration of the subpulse is reduced in accordance with the 
gain window constriction. The drawback with increasing the modulation frequency to affect 
subpulse suppression is that it becomes difficult to couple sufficient RF power into the diode
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amplifier and the associated electronics become both bulky and expensive. Also, and more 
importantly, the peak pulse power is significantly reduced as the modulation frequency is 
increased. The peak power can be found from the expression; -
Peak power = Duty factor x Average power
~  T j/T p  X P^Y
= Pay/
where the modulation frequency fm=l/Tp, and Tp is the pulse duration.
The pulse durations from semiconductor lasers have been shown to be a weak function of 
frequency, tending to become constant at sufficiently high frequencies!^^. This is because the 
modulation depth decreases with frequency due to the bandwidth limitations imposed by the laser 
and its package. Moreover, the average output power is essentially constant as a function of 
frequency. This then leads to an approximately linear decrease in peak pulse power with 
increasing modulation frequency;
Ph ~ P i/H
where Pjj is the peak power at the H^ h harmonic of the fundamental frequency f^.
It may therefore be concluded that for optimum peak power pulse generation the 
modulation frequency must not be be excessively high, but the chosen frequency must be 
sufficiently high to limit the effect of subpulse generation. To this end it is attractive to develop a 
technique for eliminating subpulsing at relatively low modulation frequencies (eg 300-600MHz). 
4.3.3 Zero DC bias operation
In this section a technique is described where the mode-locked pulse temporal envelope 
could be cleaned up to the extent tliat it consists of a single picosecond feature while employing 
relatively low-frequency modulation (see also section 3.6.4). This technique has been termed 
here as zero DC bias level operation or ZBO.
Consider the modulation signal of figure 4.5(a) which is comprised of a sinusoidal RF 
frequency modulation superposed on a subthreshold DC bias current level as is normally used for 
the mode-locking of semiconductor lasers. The gain window produced by this combination of 
bias signals as indicated in the figure can be seen to be quite long compared to the pulse durations 
expected (<10ps). It is therefore not surprising that gain recovery is significant and a large
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subpulse is generated following the desired ultrashort pulse. Figure 4.5(b) and (c) shows how 
the gain window behaves on reducing the DC bias current level used and at the same time 
increasing the RF signal intensity to give the same peak drive signal. Therefore the shortest 
possible gain window at any modulation frequency occurs when the DC current level is at a 
minimum. In practice tlie minimum DC bias level possible for the semiconductor laser is not in 
fact zero because no current is drawn on the negative part of the drive signal (the diode rectifies 
the signal). Hence the DC Fourier component of the drive signal is always positive. A DC cunent 
level which maintained a positive resultant modulation signal has always been traditionally 
applied because it was thought that biasing the diode amplifier negative would lead to damage or 
at least lifetime degradation. This has not been observed in this work where the InGaAsP 
semiconductor amplifiers have been operated under zero DC bias and large modulation signals for 
many hours with no failures and no observable decrease in perfoimance.
I(th)
t
Figure 4.5 Subpulse suppression by reducing the DC component of the laser drive 
signal.
This technique was applied to the balanced, grating-tuned cavity configuration illustrated 
in figure 4.6(a). The pulse profiles recorded using a synchroscan streak camera anangement are 
reproduced in figures 4.6(b) and (c) where figure 4.6(b) indicates the temporal calibration of the 
recorded data (obtained over an integration time of 3.3s). The single pulse profiles of figure 
4.6(c) show that clean, single-feature pulses can readily be obtained using the ZBO technique. 
Although it is noted that the traihng edge of the pulse has a slower gradient than the leading edge.
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Figure 4.6 (a) Balanced, grating-tuned, semiconductor laser configuration,
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Figure 4.6 Modelocked output puises using the ZBO technique (b) time calibration, and(c) single output puises. The direction of propagation is from left to right in all cases
4.4 Asymmetric modelocked laser configurations
Another approach to modelocking semiconductor lasers where discrete ultrashort pulses 
are produced will now be outlined. The cavity configuration used here is shown schematically in 
figure 4.7. This asymmetric cavity consists of an anti-reflection coated semiconductor amplifier 
which is coupled onto a bulk diffraction-grating tuning element via a short ('-10cm) length of 
microlensed fibre and a collimating x20 microscope objective. As is evident there are two output 
coupling ports, namely the collimated output taken directly from the semiconductor laser facet, 
and the zeroth-order specular reflection from the diffraction grating. In what follows these 
outputs are termed ‘output V  and ‘output 2* respectively.
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Anti-reflection coated 
Diffraction grating InGaAsP semiconductor
Output 1
Microlensed x20 fibre MO
Output 2
Figure 4.7 Asymmetric external cavity semiconductor laser
As before, the composite RF and DC modulation signal was applied to the diode chip and 
the laser output was continuously monitored using a synchroscan streak camera. For low DC bias 
levels the output, in terms of pulse duration and minimal subpulsing at output 1, was optimised. 
Increasing the DC bias led to an increase in the amplitude and duration of the noisy subpulse at 
output 1 without significant change in the main pulse duration and intensity. The main pulse 
simply shifts forward in time relative to the modulation signal and thus experiences essentially no 
change in the condition of the gain (this follows directly from the discussion of dynamic detuning 
presented in section 3.8). Such features are again closely related to the temporal envelope of the 
initial gain-switched transient. The pulse duration is slightly longer (~8ps) in this case than for the 
balanced-cavity configuration, and this is attributed to the absence of the enhanced gain saturation 
of the coherent interaction obtained in the active medium within symmetrical cavities. Despite the 
slightly longer pulses there is an increase in the laser output power, and the simplicity of the 
cavity configuration is an attractive advantage.
The grating efficiency was ~70-80% at the laser operating wavelength and significant 
output coupling in the zeroth-order diffracted beam could be obtained. To obtain more 
information about the pulse-shaping processes involved in the diode chip this output was also 
monitored by the streak camera. Hence with this laser system pulses emerging from both facets 
of the amplifier could be simultaneously monitored. One pulse has experienced a single pass 
through the amphfier (ie output 1), whereas the other is the reflected component of the first pulse 
and hence experiences a second transit of the amplifier. With the output optimised with respect to
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the pulses emitted from output 1 the other output pulse sequence was found to be almost identical 
(see figure 4.8(a)) which implies that the pulse-shaping processes for both pulses are essentially 
equivalent. On increasing the DC bias component of the electrical drive signal applied to the 
amplifier a marked difference in the profiles of the output pulses was observed, and these are 
included as figures 4.8(b) and (c). The main difference related to the formation features of the 
trailing subpulse because in one case an intensity increase was seen, but in the other a decrease. 
At sufficiently high cunent levels complete elimination of the subpulses attending the pulses 
emitted from output 2 was observed.
(a)
Dhection of 
propagation ^ ----------------
(b)
lOOps
(c)
Figure 4.8 Pulse intensity profiles at (a) 70mA (b) 80mA, and (c) 127mA DC bias. Pulses from output 1 are shown on the right, and output 2 on the left.
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This intriguing situation implied that the gross (or in other words, the pulse envelope) 
shaping processes were dependent upon the number of passes tliat the pulse made through the 
gain medium. In the case of optimised, subpulse-free emission from output 2 the large, long 
subpulses on output 1 aie generated on a single tiansit of the discrete pulse through the amplifier. 
The question that aiises here is, why is the reflected component of the subpulse not preserved on 
the pulses emitted from output 2? A series of experiments will now be described which were 
undertaken to gain some insight into the phenomena involved in producing the effects explained 
above.
4.4.1 Output pulse properties of asymmetric externai-cavity laser configurations
The first measurements recorded were the dependence of the output pulse profile from 
output 2 with DC bias current. With the laser tuned to 1.5jJ.m, data for the pulse evolution on 
increasing the DC bias current were obtained and are shown in figure 4.9(a). The measured 
FWHM pulse durations of this sequence of streaks was also plotted in figure 4.9(b). At low 
injection current levels the output consists of an intense short leading feature followed by a lower 
intensity subpulse. [It should be noted that the streak camera measurements were all obtained 
using a long accumulation time of 3.3s therefore the pulse durations are overestimated (by 
inherent pulse timing jitter) by up to 3-4ps.] On increasing the DC component of the drive signal 
the subpulse moves towards the main pulse and is eventually eliminated at approximately 110mA. 
[Note that the CW laser threshold was '-80mA]. During this process the pulse duration is roughly 
constant at '-14ps. Further increments of the DC cunent leads to both a reduction in the intensity 
and duration of the clean output pulse until at a cunent around 145mA the output pulse is 
quenched. The shortest pulse durations obtained were '-8ps at 135mA, but tliis was balanced by a 
reduction in the peak output power by about half. The location of the subpulse relative to the main 
pulse peak was also plotted with increasing DC cunent (see figure 4.10) and it was evident that 
the pulse envelope compression process was linear with increasing current.
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Figure 4,10 Subpulse delay as a function of DC current
Similai' measurements were taken at the longer wavelength of 1536nm (see figure 4.11). 
Again the details of the pulse sequence were as before, although the intensity of the subpulse at 
low currents was markedly reduced. Complete subpulse elimination occurred at a current of 
-60mA, where this reduced value reflects the smaller magnitude of the initial subpulse. The 
maximum in pulse peak power was obtained at a current 10-20mA higher than that required for 
complete subpulse suppression, and also the pulse quenching at yet higher currents is 
substantiated.
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Figure 4.11 Pulse profiles from output 2 as a function of the DC current at l=1536nm
To investigate the effect of externai-cavity feedback on this subpulse suppression 
mechanism an optical attenuator was inserted into the laser cavity when the applied cuixeiit to the 
amplifier chip was 90mA. Figure 4.12(a) shows that on insertion of the attenuator the output 
pulse is ti'ansfoimed from a single-feature pulse to one having a substantial subpulse. In figure 
4.12(b) the DC current applied has been increased to 125mA such that the single-featured pulse
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output is restored. This tlten suggests that the maximisation of the feedback fraction from the 
external cavity will serve to minimise the current required to generate subpulse-free ultrashort 
pulses.
(b)
Figure 4.12 (a) Output pulse profile at 90mA after insertion of an optical attenuator, and
(b) the recovery of a subpulse-free output by increasing the DC cuixent to 125mA
The DC current component of the modulation signal required to achieve subpulse-free
generation was recorded across the available tuning range of the laser system (see figure 4.13).
These results clearly show that the DC current required decreases with increasing wavelength,
and further there is a distinct modulation superimposed onto this characteristic. [Also included in
figure 4.13 is a data set obtained when the RF component of the drive signal was increased. The
effect of this was to increase the required DC current without significantly changing the
previously detailed tiends.]
The higher DC currents necessary at short wavelengths is most probably due to the lower
efficiency of the diffraction grating, and as has been shown this leads to an increased DC current
requirement. The spectral modulation can be linked directly to the gain modulation induced
through externai-cavity feedback into both cladding and active regions of the semiconductor
waveguide. The period was measured to be -lOnm and increases significantly witli wavelength,
and botli of these features agree well with the measurements obtained for this phenomenon which
was described in section 3.5.2..
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Figuie 4.13 Subpulse elimination as a function of laser wavelength
4.4.2 Subpulse suppression mechanism in the asymmetric laser
The collated experimental details presented in the previous section provide the necessary 
evidence required to describe the pulse-shaping process present in the asymmetrical extemal- 
cavity laser system. The following mechanism is proposed to be that which determines the large- 
scale pulse envelope of this modelocked laser configuration. Since the only difference in the 
pulses emerging from outputs 1 and 2 is that one does not have an attendant subpulse then it 
suffices to explain how on a second passage through the semiconductor laser the subpulse is 
eliminated. Therefore this situation can be represented by figure 4,14 where the input pulse to the 
amplifier has a trailing subpulse which is eliminated after one transit through the device.
It appears that the main feature of pulse 3 can become sufficiently intense to saturate the 
gain of the amplifier to such an extent that a region of relatively large attenuation is created at tlie 
output facet (RHS facet in figure 4.14) of the amplifier. At low DC currents the gain is 
insufficient to amplify the pulse that is retroreflected from the facet of output 1 to the required 
intensity such tliat an attentuating region can be formed. By raising the current, and hence the 
gain, the pulse can begin to create the attenuating region which will increase with yet higher 
pumping levels. Therefore this picture can adequately explain the current-induced subpulse 
suppression mechanism. Furthemiore, it is clear that if the feedback fraction from the external
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cavity is reduced then a higher DC level is required to amplify the pulse intensity to a degree 
sufficient to establish the attenuating region. Also the externai-cavity feedback induced spectral 
modulation of the laser gain profile will affect the laser performance since higher DC currents will 
be required at the troughs of the gain spectrum to provide the pulse intensity necessary for the 
suppression process. The pulse is eventually quenched since the attenuating region becomes so 
extensive that most of the pulse evolution is frustrated. The laser then produces rather longer 
pulses of low intensity because the effective cavity gain is substantially reduced.
(a)
LsJîv.w.X*^
(b)
Figure 4.14 (a) Schematic of the pulse profiles around the laser chip in the asymmetric cavity
configuration, and (b) how the subpulse suppression process requhes consideration of only a single transit of the amplifier.
A similar effect has been demonstrated by Lomax et al^^^ by using a gain switched pulse
(with an attendant subpulse) incident on a travelling-wave semiconductor amplifier. This situation
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is analogous to that shown in figure 4.14(b) and indeed it was found that significant subpulse 
suppression was obtained when the amplifier was operated under high current conditions.
4.5 Summary
Low-frequency (<lGHz) modelocked semiconductor lasers are attractive since they 
provide a convenient source of wavelength tunable ultrashort pulses of moderately high peak 
power. The problem of subpulse generation from sinusoidally modulated semiconductor lasers 
has been addressed in this work, where the synchronously operating streak camera was 
extensively used to monitor and record these low optical intensity features. Various methods have 
been described which allow subpulse-free pulse production from these systems, and two useful 
techniques have been described in this chapter. The first technique utilises a minimal DC 
component to the driving signal to effectively reduce the applied ‘gain window’ thus eliminating 
subpulse generation.
Asymmetric laser configurations prove to possess theii’ own particular pulse-envelope 
shaping processes, and data has been presented where clean, single-feature pulse generation from 
these sources has been confirmed. A simple, explanatory phenomenological model was proposed 
for the main long-term, pulse-shaping mechanism.
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CHAPTER 5
PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON AN ACTIVELY MODELOCKED 
InGaAsP SEMICONDUCTOR LASER SYSTEM
5.1 Phase noise in modelocked lasers
Phase noise on modelocked pulse sequences is manifest as variations in the pulse-to-pulse 
temporal separation, or in other words fluctuations of the pulse repetition rate, A quantitative 
chai'acterisation of phase noise can therefore identify where improvements should be made to 
modelocked laser sources, and can lead to better specifications for particular laser systems that 
should be capable of meeting the demands of selected applications. Such applications may 
involve rather stringent laser timing prerequisites with high-resolution, electro-optic sampling of 
integrated optical components'^'* being an important example.
In passively modelocked lasers the pulse repetition rate is determined principally by the 
cavity round-trip time, and so a measurement of the phase noise will indicate the stability of the 
laser cavity length. In this case amplitude (or intensity) noise on the intra-cavity pulse may induce 
phase noise through associated refractive index changes. These are most likely to arise in the gain 
medium through gain saturation and also in the saturable absorber material where saturable 
absorption is involved. Instantaneous nonlinear effects such as self-phase-modulation (SPM) 
occuring from the optical Kerr effect will not affect the relative pulse positions. Although SPM 
will aid in modifying the pulse duration and this could in turn magnify the amplitude noise 
present. Hence for passively modelocked lasers either passive or active cavity stabilisation^^S 
essential to ensure good phase noise characteristics. And also a high quality, ‘quiet’ pump laser is 
needed so that amplitude-to-phase noise conversion can be minimised. The situation is somewhat 
different in actively modelocked lasers where the output pulse repetition rate largely follows that 
of the modulation signal used to induce modelocking. Here cavity length perturbations will result 
in fluctuations of the pulse duration and these may of course couple through gain saturation 
effects to exacerbate the phase noise content in the output pulse sequence. Assessment of 
synchronously pumped colour centre lasers^^^ and, as will be discussed here, modelocked 
semiconductor lasers tend to indicate that the latter source of phase noise can be ignored.
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In the discussion that follows a sensitive technique for the measurement of phase noise of 
modelocked laser output will be described. Its application to the actively modelocked InGaAsP 
semiconductor laser source will be especially highlighted within the context of this thesis.
5.2 Technique for the measurement of phase noise
The phase-noise measurement technique used here was developed by von der Linde^^? 
and Rodwell et al^^S and utilises a frequency domain analysis of the Fourier components of the 
optical pulse train as recorded by a fast photodetector/spectrum analyser configuration. The key 
points of the theoretical development of this approach will now be outlined, but for a more 
comprehensive treatment of this topic the reader should see references 137 and 138.
The intensity of a periodic train of short Guassian optical pulses can be described by the 
expression,
n = -o o
P(t) = PavT.(l+N(t)). ,exp(- (  ^ ) ]n=+oo
where P^v is the average intensity of the beam, T^  is the repetition period, is the rms pulse 
duiation, N(t) is the normalised pulse intensity variation, J(t) is the timing fluctuation of the pulse 
tiain, and Tq is the static timing offset of the pulse train. Taking the Fourier transform of this 
function the power spectral density (approximated to second order in terms of ncojat) is,
n = -o o
Sp(co) = Pav  ^ ^  [(1  -n^coi^cj^) 2ti 0(0) -no)i) +(1 -n^ Oj^ ^Oj^ ) S]x[(o)-no)|) +n2o)i^Sj(o)n=+oo
-ncoi)]
27t0)1 = , Gj is the standard deviation of J(t), 8^(0)) is the power spectral density of N(t), and
Sj(o)) is the power spectral density of J(t). The three components of the spectral intensity function 
represent; (i) a sequence of delta functions at frequencies harmonically related to the pulse 
repetition rate, (ii) amplitude-noise sidebands which accompany each delta function. The 
amplitude noise at each harmonic is directly proportional to the intensity of the delta function 
defining each Fourier component, (iii) phase-noise sidebands which attend each Fourier 
component. Note that the phase-noise intensity increases as the square of the haimonic number n. 
It follows that by measuring S(a)) the attendant noise on the pulse tr ain can be completely
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defined. Amplitude noise can be obtained by examination of low-frequency harmonics, because 
the phase-noise term here is negligible. At high harmonics phase noise dominates, and so for a 
full description of pulse sequence noise a photodetector/spectrum analyser measurement system 
with a large bandwidth must be employed. It should be noted that each Fourier component has a 
constant intensity, therefore on increasing n the increase in phase noise results in a decrease in tlie 
intensity of the delta function component of S(co) (and hence a proportionate decrease in the 
amplitude-noise sidebands). The approximations used in the above analysis become weak when 
applied to pulse tr ains with a large degree of phase noise. A common criterion used to define the 
small deviation regime is that the integrated deviation over each frequency decade, (ie. Ac|)(f,10f)) 
is less than 0.2 rads^^^.
In the experimental measurements the spectrum analyser displays the spectral power 
density integrated over the resolution bandwidth (B). Within a specific frequency range the rms 
amplitude fluctuation is given by:
nfo+fh 
where Psb= J  
nfo+fi
The factor of 1.2 in this expression is included to normalise the filter response of the spectrum 
analyser to a rectangular function. The phase-noise content is found in a similar way and is given 
by:
'0
Since the noise spectrum of modelocked lasers varies with the frequency offset from the carrier 
then it is useful to plot the single-sideband noise power spectrum which is given by:
L f -  lOlogioEj 2xBxPc]
On linearising this curve the phase-noise spectral density function can then be plotted;
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Ln(0 Lj(f)
r i o  10 - 10  10 1
Lj(f) = 101ogioL n2- l  J
Finally the pulse timing jitter can be obtained by direct integration under this cuive, and recasting 
the result into the following expression;
fh
1 ^  , r  , L;(f)
\ l  I  J  10 10 df_
VZTtfo
By using these expressions the noise content of the laser source can be determined by 
examining the frequency-domain data for a range of Fourier components using the 
photodiode/specti'um analyser arrangement. This technique has been applied to investigate the 
phase-noise characteristics of modelocked InGaAsP semiconductor lasers,
5.3 Phase noise in an actively modelocked semiconductor laser system
The pulse sequence from an actively modelocked InGaAsP semiconductor laser was 
focussed onto an InGaAs PIN photodiode with a 3dB bandwidth in excess of 22GHz. The 
output signal was recorded using either a Hewlett-Packard HP8562B spectrum analyser with a 
frequency range of 0.1-22GHz and a minimum resolution bandwidth of lOOHz, or a higher 
resolution (lOHz) type HP70900 analyser with a frequency range of 2.7GHz. The phase noise 
content was initially studied when the RF drive source to the laser was a tunable Marconi 2019 
frequency synthesiser. The data represented in figure 5.1 show the close-in sidebands attending 
the 1®^  20^, and 50^ harmonics of the pulse train Fourier comb.
Indeed, the noise sidebands are seen to increase with the harmonic number n. This is 
indicative of a substantial amount of timing jitter in the optical pulse train. Also shown in figure 
5.1 is the spectrum of the RF drive signal. It can be seen that the noise of the drive signal has 
been transferred directly onto the laser pulse train and no other noise components are evident in 
this case. The data obtained from these spectrum analyser records were plotted in figure 5.2 in 
terms of single-sideband noise power (relative to the power of the cairier). The data thus obtained 
violate the small deviation regime, on which the theoretical development was based, at 
frequencies below IkHz and so the extraction of quantitative information from this noise
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distiibution plot is severely limited. However, from knowledge gained using the streak camera 
the relative timing jitter in the range 30Hz to IMHz was estimated to be ~2-3ps.
Marconi Drive
1st HarmonicSPAN lO- OOKHs: SWP 3 _ Osac
CENTER B. 02S3 5AOOGHa: SPAN 1 O, QDKHa;► RSW lOOHss VBW 1 OOHz SWP 3.
50 th  HarmonicCENTER 15. 0743BS05GHZ SPAN 1O.OOHHz►RBW lOOHz VBW 1 oaHac SWP 3. Osao
Figure 5.1 Close-in noise sidebands of (a) (b) 20* and (c) 50* harmonics of theFourier comb derived from the modelocked semiconductor laser, where the RF 
modulation source was a Marconi 2019 frequency synthesiser.
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Figure 5.2 Single sideband noise content of a modelocked InGaAsP semiconductor laser with Marconi 2019 synthesised RF drive source. [The solid line indicates the small signal deviation criterion]
5.4 Optim isation of phase noise performance of the sem iconductor laser 
system
The relatively poor noise performance of the laser pulse sequence detailed above was seen 
to be due mainly to the quality of the current modulation signal applied to the laser. It is perhaps 
worth explaining here that the Marconi synthesiser was not of especially poor quality and it is 
merely the fact that synthesisers in general tend to have inferior noise performance compared with 
fixed frequency crystal oscillators. This arises essentially because an enor signal is required to 
sustain tlie phase-locking between the free-running, tunable, voltage-controlled oscillator and the 
internal crystal oscillator derived frequency reference. Indeed, of all the synthesisers tested the 
Marconi was found to have the lowest phase-noise content.
In an attempt to improve the laser noise performance an inhouse-designed and constructed 
fixed frequency crystal oscillator was employed. The crystal oscillator used had a frequency of 
150MHz and its output power was split into two components. One was used to drive the streak 
camera diagnostic and the other was frequency doubled and amplified before being applied to the 
semiconductor laser. The corresponding noise sidebands measured for this laser configuration are 
shown in figures 5.3(a), (b).
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Figure 5.3 Close-in noise sidebands of 1®^  IQtb and, 60^ *' harmonics of the Fourier comb derived from the modelocked semiconductor laser for (a) lOkHz and (b) 500kHz frequency spans. The RF modulation source to the laser was a ‘home built’ crystal oscillator.
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From this latter assessment it is clearly evident that the noise on the laser pulse train has 
been dramatically improved. It is, however, recognised that some residual noise components 
exist at large frequency offsets from the carrier (see figure 5.3(b)). These were attributable to 
noise on the power supply to the crystal oscillator and were readily removed by improved 
smoothing as confirmed by the data included as figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 (a) High frequency noise components arising from the crystal oscillator power supply, and (b) their subsequent elimination with improved power supply
Single-sideband noise spectra were derived from these measurements as illustrated in 
figure 5.5. The noise associated with the oscillator power supply is shown separately in figure
5.6 for the fundamental and the 7^, 14th, and 60^ harmonics. In the earlier analysis it was stated 
that the phase-noise sidebands increased in power as n^, and so for these harmonics the relative 
power for the four chosen harmonics should be 1:49:196:3600. When transfeiTcd into decibels 
relative to the fundamental noise power the relative values become 0:17:23:36. At the peak of the 
noise sideband around 25kHz the noise powers of the harmonic components were found to be 
0:11:17:30. The increments between the highest thr ee components agree with that of pure phase 
noise. The discrepancy between the first and the seventh harmonics is due to the noise on the 
fundamental being so small that it is buried within the noise floor of the measurement equipment. 
In figure 5.6 the asterisk indicates the extrapolated phase noise level of the fundamental 
component. When the predicted fundamental noise component is added to the noise floor level the 
increase is only some 0.6dB.
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Figure 5.5 Single sideband noise spectra for laser with crystal oscillator drive source.
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These results confhm both the validity of the theoretical development detailed previously, 
and the requirement for high-frequency Fourier component analysis when the phase noise
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becomes very small. It is also evident that the noise floor of the measurement system must be as 
low as possible, otherwise low power noise components can easily be unidentified with 
consequent errors in the calculations to which the timing jitter is deduced.
The phase-noise power spectmm Lj(f) was extracted from the curves of figure 5.5 (see 
figure 5.7) and values for the phase noise could be obtained as described previously. The 
measured values of pulse timing jitter for this laser were; cfj[50Hz,500Hz] = 450fs, 
aj[500Hz,5kHz] = 130fs.
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Figure 5.7 Phase noise spectral density of the modelocked semiconductor laser, where the modulation drive signai was derived from a crystal oscillator.
The insert to figure 5.5 clearly shows the existence of a strong amplitude-noise sideband 
around '-270Hz. The amplitude-noise chaiacter is evident because the increase in noise power 
does not scale with the square of the harmonic number. The origin of this feature was not clear, 
but it could indicate for example a beat between the applied modulation frequency and the cavity­
mode separation. Since the details of the carrier noise (i.e. the phase noise of the internal 
oscillator within the spectrum analyser) were unknown then there is difficulty in quantifying the 
amplitude noise of the laser output. In fact, this technique is not the most amenable to the 
extraction of amplitude noise. A better method would entail some form of envelope detection. 
This can be implemented quite straightforwardly by monitoring the output of the laser using a
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photodiode-oscilloscope combination of suitable bandwidth. Examination of the intensity 
fluctuations for a range of timebase speeds should reveal the pertinent amplitude noise 
information in a more direct manner. For the laser described here this figure was found to be less 
than 1% in the frequency range considered.
On the basis of these measurements it can be seen that by using a crystal oscillator as the 
drive source for the modelocked laser the timing fluctuations of the optical pulse train have been 
reduced to well below Ips. Also, the phase noise imposed on the pulse train from the drive 
oscillator was sufficiently low that some features intrinsic to the laser could be revealed. To 
further improve the phase noise of the laser a Hewlett-Packard crystal oscillator (f=300MHz) was 
used to generate the RF laser drive signal. As expected the phase noise of the laser was reduced 
in accordance with this high purity oscillator (see figure 5.8), and the associated timing jitter 
values from the laser were now reduced to; aj[50Hz,500Hz] = 150fs, aj[500Hz,5kHz] = 60fs.
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Figure 5.8 Phase noise spectral density associated witli the Hewlett-Packard oscillator 
drive to the modelocked laser.
These values are close to tliat expected for the resolution of the measurement system and
hence cannot be considered to be a sufficiently high fidelity result. In fact for a pulse sequence
having a small phase-noise content the result obtained is only an upper bound of the timing jitter.
It can therefore be concluded that this powerful measurement technique can reveal quantitative
timing jitter information with better than lOOfs resolution.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter a versatile technique for the quantitative measurement of timing jitter in 
modelocked pulse sequences has been described. This scheme which involves high-speed 
photodiodes and correspondingly high-bandwidth spectrum analysers, has allowed the 
development of a modelocked semiconductor laser source with greater than xlO improvement in 
the pulse timing jitter as compared to standard synthesiser driven systems. Timing jitter values of 
less than 200fs have been obtained in the frequency range 50-500Hz, and ai*e as low as 60fs in 
the 500-5000Hz regime. These values are the lowest yet reported from any modelocked laser 
configuration and are a dhect consequence of the compact nature of the laser and the stability of 
its drive oscillator. These values imply that such laser sources would be highly desirable for 
various laser timing experiments and in the evolving field of electro-optic sampling of high-speed 
electronic components.
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CHAPTER 6
AMPLIFICATION OF ULTRASHORT PULSES USING AN ERBIUM-DOPED
FIBRE AMPLIFIER
6.1 Introduction
At present the peak pulse powers from modelocked semiconductor lasers are typically 
limited to a few hundred milliwatts. This is obtained with low-ffequency modulated systems such 
as those described previously. Whereas tens of milliwatts is more typical of lasers in which the 
current is modulated at high f r e q u e n c i e s  1^ 0, jn this chapter the amplification of modelocked 
semiconductor laser pulses using optical amplifiers is considered where particular attention is 
given to the erbium-doped fibre ampHfier. Due to the enhanced pulse powers thus produced such 
laser/amplifier systems should find applications as, for example, signal sources for non-linear 
soliton communications systemsl'*!, or as compact probes for electro-optic characterisation of 
ultrafast electronic devices!'*^.
6.2 Optical amplifiers
In this section the characteristics of optical amplifiers will be described where an emphasis 
has been placed on amplification procedures for the 1.5pm spectral region. These amplifiers are 
usually termed as telecommunications amplifiers. Consideration will only be given to the 
characteristics of these amplifiers when used as single-pass or travelling-wave devices because 
although double-pass and regenerative amplifiers exhibit their own particular attributes they are 
more complex and are so far less suited to optical fibre communications systems. The latter 
schemes would perhaps be preferable for certain laboratory applications where complexity can be 
traded against features such as improved power extraction efficiency and saturation 
characteristics.
The operation of an optical amplifier is str aight-forward in that on propagating through the 
device an initially weak optical signal grows in intensity resulting in a larger signal at the amplifier 
output. (The details concerning the actual amplification process will be discussed later since a
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variety of amplifier schemes will be dealt with.) The growth of intensity in the amplifier is 
exponential and can be characterised by the equation;
G = G o e x p ( if ^ )s^at
G is the resultant gain, Gq is the small signal, or unsaturated gain, Ijn and are the intensities 
of tlie input and the output of the amplifier respectively, and Ig^ t is the saturation intensity of the 
amplifier medium. The saturation intensity can be physically inteipreted as the intensity such that 
one photon is incident within the amplification cross-section of each atom per recovery time. 
When high input signals injected into the amplifier, or if the signal inside the amplifier builds up 
to a high level, then the increase in signal intensity no longer grows in an exponential fashion and 
the amplifier is said to be saturated. This provides a useful performance characteristic often 
quoted for amplifiers where, for example, the 3dB saturation output power is defined as the 
output power obtained for a 3dB decrease in the small signal amplifier gain (ie the point at which 
the gain is halved). Such parameters along with details of small signal gain, efficiency, and 
bandwidth will be detailed for each amplifier.
6.2.1 Gain
In a discussion of amplifiers (whether optical or electrical) the gain can often be usefully 
expressed in deciBels (dB) with the conversion from gain to gain in dB being;
GjB (co)= 10 lo g io  G(co)
If L is defined as the length of the amplifier then G(co) can be expressed as;
G(œ) = exp[ coL/c (%"((0))j 
The imaginary part of the atomic susceptibility, %"(o)), includes all the details of the atomic 
lineshape. Using the expression for G(co), tlie function G^b (w) becomes;
GdB W  = 4 .34  loge G(co)
= 4 .34  (coL/c) x"((0)
The power gain measured in dB's has the same lineshape as the atomic susceptibility. Therefore 
measurement of tlie fluorescence spectrum, which also has this shape, will give the gain spectrum 
of the amplifier in dB's, but at least two values of gain must be known to calibrate the gain axis.
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6.2.2 Semiconductor amplifiers
Semiconductor amplifiers are essentially semiconductor lasers with some form of facet 
reflectivity s u p p r e s s i o n f ^ S ,  Since tliis topic was discussed in relation to external cavity lasers in 
chapter 2 only some typical operating parameters will be highlighted here. Internal gain values of 
greater than 25dB have regularly been obtained from semiconductor amplifiers^^^^ and multiple 
amplifier packages have been employed to give fibre-to-fibre gains of >30dBl45 3^3 gain 
bandwidths in excess of 50nm^* and saturation output powers exceeding lOdBml'*^ are also 
typical. The main drawbacks with semiconductor amplifiers relating to theii* use in optical fibre 
systems are; diode/fibre coupling losses (typically in the range 3-5dB, although dependent on 
device structure), polarisation sensitivity, and general alignment sensitivities. All of these 
drawbacks can be overcome by using an amplifying medium which is more compatible with the 
optical fibre transmission medium, and indeed the most desirable optical amplifier is in fibre 
form.
6.2.3 Fibre amplifiers
There are various nonlinear* processes that occur in silica fibres which can be exploited to 
transfer energy from a strong pump field to the transmitted information signal, and hence provide 
optical gain. Two amplifiers based on intrinsic nonlinear processes which involve standard low- 
loss transmission fibres will now be briefly outlined. Subsequently, the details of an alternative 
fibre amplifier type which utilises fibre core doping of laser active ions which provide gain at the 
transmission wavelength will be discussed.
6.2.4 Fibre Raman amplifiers
Raman amplifiers^'*^ utilise the gain created by the scattering of a strong pump beam by 
optical phonons. The resultant broadband Raman gain spectrum for a germano-silicate fibre is 
shown in the figure 6.1, where the pump wavelength was 1pm. (The form of the curve does not 
alter with different pump wavelengths, apart from some rescaling.) Fibres with different core 
dopant compositions can affect the shape of the gain spectrum significantly with Si02-Ge02 
being preferred. These amplifiers can exhibit very large gains (of up to 50dB) and have good 
saturation chai*acteristics (P_3dB>10mW).
Raman amplification can be used to compensate for the intrinsic fibre loss of a
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transmission system, where the whole transmission line is essentially a distributed amplifier 
operating at transparency. Pump light can be injected into the system every few kilometres such 
that the requirement for a high power pump laser is circumventedl^S, Nevertheless, Raman 
amplifiers still require rather high pump powers to compete with alternative optical amplifier 
schemes. Despite this, there is still a considerable research effort being devoted to improved 
Raman amplifier configurations
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Figure 6.1 Raman gain spectrum for germano-silicate optical fibre. [After reference 147.]
6.2.5 Brillouin fibre amplifiers
Brillouin amplification has some similarities wiüi Raman amplification but in this case the 
gain is created by acoustic phonon scattering and this leads to the radically different gain 
characteristics observed. The gain spectrum is narrow (20-150MHz) and exists -12GHz above 
the pump f r e q u e n c y  150, it is required that the pump source must be of very narrow linewidth for 
significant Brillouin scattering. Although the gain can be very large (>30dB) and the pump 
requirements are modest (efficiencies of 4.3dB/mW demonsttated) the restrictive nature of the 
characteristics mentioned above has resulted in limited interest in the Brillouin amplifier as a 
telecommunications amplifier.
6.2.6 Doped-fibre amplifiers
Doped-fibre amplifiersl^l comprise standard fibre which has been doped with a laser 
active atomic species at the preform fabrication stage. By inducing a population inversion of the 
dopant ions with optical pumping gain can be created within the bandwidth of the atomic
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transition, in a similar fashion to any conventional laser material. The two doped-fibre amplifiers 
which are of some interest with respect to optical fibre systems have either neodymiuml52 or 
erbiuml51 dopants and their respective trivalent ionic species exhibit gain at -1.3p,m and around 
1.55]Lim, (ie. the two lowToss windows of silica fibre.) Neodymium-doped fibres are of limited 
use as communications amplifiers (at least when incorporated into silica fibres as will be 
discussed fur ther in chapter 8), and so only erbium-doped fibre amplifiers will be considered in 
the present context.
6.3 The erbium-doped silica optical fibre amplifier
Erbium-doped fibre amplifiers have been a prime topic of optical communications 
research for the past few years. Significant developments have been made in doping and co­
doping techniques thus ensuring good homogeneity and device efficiency can be achievedl53. 
This together with studies relating to optimal pumping wavelengths has enabled gains of up to 
45dBl54 and efficiencies of IldB/mW to be demonstratedl55. The 3dB saturation output power 
can also be large (>10dBm) although this is usually achieved at the expense of efficiency. Such 
features, along with, low noise characteristics, robustness, polarisation insensitivity, the 
capability of semiconductor laser pumping, imply that erbium-doped fibre amplifiers may well 
dominate as the optical amplifier for future telecommunications systems.
There are basically two approaches in designing erbium fibre amplifiers whereby either 
long (>100m)156 or short ('-10m)151 lengths of fibre are employed. The dopant concentration is 
altered such that the total number of dopant ions are essentially constant in both cases. The latter 
approach is more attractive but presents problems relating to the homogeneity of the doping 
profile within the fibre because at high concentrations quenching of laser action can occur due to 
the formation of aggregates. However, this can be prevented by introducing suitable co-dopants, 
eg. AI2O3, into the core during the fabrication of the fibre. More recent developments have 
indicated the possibility of ultralong erbium-doped amplifiers with transparency being obtained 
with pump powers of 1 . 5 m W / k m l 5 7  These distributed amplifiers can only be effectively 
pumped at a wavelength where the intrinsic fibre loss is also very low and this can be realised 
using the 1.48|Lim pump band (see section 6.5.2).
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6.4 Ultrashort pulse amplification using an erbium fibre amplifier
It is of some interest to evaluate the amplification of picosecond duration optical pulses 
with erbium-doped fibre amplifiers, since any introduction of distortions onto a short pulse data 
stream would limit the potential usefulness of the amplifier. To this end an erbium amplifier was 
employed to amplify the ultrashort pulse output from a modelocked InGaAsP laser. Such an 
oscillator/amplifier source would allow for the generation of usefully high-peak power optical 
pulses for implementation in nonlinear transmission systems^58^ for example, as pump sources 
for Kerr switchesl59 and a range of other nonlinear devices. The potential amplification 
achievable would also allow for large fan-out factors for optical clocks in digital optical circuits 
and networks.
The experimental configuration used is shown in figure 6.2. The mode-locked laser 
oscillator is similar to that described previously in section 4.4. The modulation frequency used 
was generally ~600MHz which corresponded to a pulse period of ~1.67ns. Emission from the 
uncoated diode facet was collimated and refocussed into the input arm of a fused-fibre directional 
coupler. This enabled the oscillator launch power and wavelength to be monitored on one output 
port while the other port was fusion spliced to a 3.5 m length of germano-silicate erbium-doped 
fibre. This erbium-doped fibre had a core radius of 2.3p,m, NA=0.24 and a dopant concentration 
of 6xlQ i8 cm"3. The amplified 1.5 p.m signal was demultiplexed from the launched, counter- 
propagating pump by a second dichroic fused-fibre coupler at the amplifier output. A counter- 
propagating pump geometry was employed to increase the saturation output power thereby 
increasing tlie amplification factors obtained with large signal inputs.
The pump source for the fibre amplifier was an acousto-optically mode-locked, 
frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG laser which provided an average power in excess of 500mW at 
532nm. A consequence of the long time constants of the erbium system is that the gain is 
impervious to high frequency pump laser fluctuations, and so the pulsed nature of the Nd:YAG 
laser (figure 6.3) does not effect the fibre amplifier in any way, since only the mean power level 
is of significance. Powers in excess of lOOmW could be launched into the amplifier which 
exhibited small signal gains of >20dB at 1.536p.m. Since tlie amplifier fibre was multimode at the 
pump wavelength of 532nm the gain observed was sensitive to the modal distribution of the
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pump within the fibre, and this was clearly a drawback with this short wavelength pumping 
because it reduced the efficiency of the device. The signal gain was determined by measuring the 
mean power at the amplifier input and output.
A-O Modelocked FrequencyNd:YAG Laser doubler ------- ----------- 1
Se/C laser monitor (-12.8dB)
Erbium-doped fibre, 3mon
Directionalcoupler
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(1.9dB 
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Pump multiplexor (0.4 IdB signal loss)
 ^532nm Pump 
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Figure 6.2. Experimental arrangement for ultrashort pulse amplification.
Figure 6.3 Oscilloscope traces of Nd:YAG pump laser output
The durations of the input 1.536|im modelocked pulses were determined by using an Sl- 
type Photochron IIA streak camera which had a spectral sensitivity extending beyond 1.5pm. The
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amplified pulse train was also simultaneously monitored by the streak camera to deteimine 
whether any pulse reshaping had occurred. The modelocked single-arm external cavity InGaAsP 
laser system produced pulses of duration <10ps (figure 6.4(a)) at a repetition rate of 600MHz and 
at an average power of up to 500|xW. The wavelength of the modelocked pulses was adjusted 
such that it was coincident with the I.536jim spectral peak (4nm FWHM bandwidth, figure 6.5) 
of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier gain characteristic. The laser spectra were observed to be 
stable with a bandwidth of less than 1 nm, a typical example is shown in figure 6.4(b).
Tp = 8.6ps 
"  600MHz
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Figure 6.4 Temporal (a) and spectral (b) char acteristics of pulses from the modelocked laser
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Figure 6.5 Fluorescence spectrum of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier.
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Gain characteristics of the erbium amplifier were recorded by varying the input signal 
power and monitoring the output from the device at a constant pump power (figure 6.6). Because 
the output loss of the amplifier included both a 1.9dB splice loss, which was high due to the 
dissimilar nature of the fibres, and also a 0,4dB loss at the output multiplexor, then this 2,3dB 
figure can be added to the measured values to give the actual fibre gain. The launch monitor 
consisted of a calibrated photodiode/amplifier which directly gave the actual signal power 
launched into the fibre amplifier, and the output power was measured using a power meter. The 
3dB saturation output power for the arrangement was found to be about 7dBm for typical 
launched pump powers in the lOOmW range.
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Input (dBm)Figure 6.6 Gain characteristics of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier. Estimated pump powers were x=100mW, +=50mW.
For input signal powers up to 300|liW (~-5dBm) gain saturation was observed and this
reduced the available gain to 13dB. Associated typical streak profiles of the amplified pulse trains
recorded in this regime are shown in figure 6.7. The output average power was ~6mW which
corresponds to 0.58W peak pulse power when the power in the background subpulse was
subtracted. By comparison of figures 6.4 and 6.7 it can be deduced that, within the resolution (<
5ps) of the streak camera, no profile reshaping of the main pulse occurred during the
amplification process. The subpulse appears to be suppressed but this is more likely to be due to
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the increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements for the higher power pulses.
The capability of the amplifier, despite being strongly saturated, to amplify ultrashort 
pulses without distortion is attributed to the large number of erbium ions in the fibre core 3 x 
It has been demonstrated by Pettitt and coworkers^^® that for pulse repetition rates above 
lOOkHz the gain is unable to 'track' intensity variations of the signal. This is due in part to the 
large total erbium population in the fibre, but also to the slow up-pumping rate from the ground 
state to the upper laser level. A quasi-steady state equilibrium between up-pumping and 
stimulated emission rates determines the population inversion and hence the gain parameters. 
This interpretation applies to these results where the energy in a single output pulse cannot 
significantly deplete the population inversion on the timescale of a single pulse. The amplifier 
therefore saturates according to the mean power level and not the pulse peak power. This linearity 
of the gain is very attractive for use as a telecommunications amplifier.
Direction of propagation
T=10.0ps (8.6ps)
Figure 6.7 Amplified pulse profile with Pav=6mW, Pp(main peak)=0.58W.
To obtain higher peak power pulses the output derived from the specular reflection from 
the grating in the semiconductor laser was used, which when operated under the conditions as 
detailed in chapter 4, produced subpulse-free pulses with durations below lOps. The repetition 
rate was also reduced to 300MHz, therefore since the average output power was ~lmW the 
launched power to the amplifier was effectively doubled but the peak power was actually
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increased by a factor of 8. With increased amplifier pumping improved amplifier gain could be 
obtained and stable average amplified powers of up to 14mW (G~14dB) were measured, 
corresponding to amplified peak pulse powers in excess of 5W (figure 6.8). It is believed that 
these are the highest peak power pulses to be generated from a modelocked semiconductor 
system. Further optimisation of the amplifier in terms of gain and saturation parameters would 
further enhance the pulse peak power generated.
(a)
lOOps
(b)
Figure 6.8 Amplification of clean pulses generated from asymmetric laser configuration. Input (a) 
and output (b) pulses, f^=300MHz, Tp=8ps, Pp==5.8W.
In the experimental configuration used in this work, particular attention was paid to 
increasing the oscillation threshold of the erbium amplifier by using index matching cells on the 
fibre ends. Despite this scheme, at liigh pumping levels with no signal present, the fibre amplifier 
would self-oscillate as indicated by a noisy output spectrum. It was found (due to optimisation of 
the semiconductor launch power and the absence of optical isolation) that the fibre oscillation 
occuiTcd off the diffraction grating in the semiconductor laser cavity. This might at first seem 
detrimental, but again due to the long time constants characteristic of erbium-doped fibre the 
presence of the semiconductor laser signal eliminated the fibre oscillation and only amplification 
took place. Therefore, for the application discussed here where a power amplifier for a 
continuously operating source laser is of interest this self-oscillation is unimportant. Of course,
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for use as a line amplifier for a modulated pulse sti eam which may have long sequences of zeros, 
then self-oscillation ought to be avoided, but would be dependent on the modulation scheme 
employed.
6.5 Semiconductor laser pump sources for erbium:fibre amplifiers
In this work the pump wavelength used to pump the erbium-doped fibre amplifier was 
532nm, derived from a frequency-doubled acousto-optically modelocked Nd:YAG laser 
(modified Series 5(X) Control laser). The 532nm pump band although efficient requires the use of 
a large-frame laser for its generation. This, apart from being costly and inefficient, is useless with 
respect to any potential applications of erbium-doped fibre amplifiers and devices. Therefore it 
would be deshable to use a semiconductor laser as a pump source for erbium-doped fibres and 
with this objective in mind this section is devoted to potential applicability of semiconductor 
lasers as pump sources for erbium-doped fibre devices.
Fortunately, erbium-doped silica fibre has numerous pump bands throughout the visible 
and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectruml^l (see figure 6.9). Three of these 
pump bands can be accessed by already identified semiconductor lasers. These main pump bands 
occur at -807nm, 1470-1490nm, and 980nm.
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Figure 6.9 Absorption spectrum of erbium-doped, silica fibre. [Data provided by Robert Baker of STC Teclinology Ltd]
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6,5.1 807nm sem iconductor pump lasers
The 807nm pump band of erbium-doped amplifiers almost coincides with the wavelength 
that is of particular interest for semiconductor laser pumping of Nd:YAG microlasersl^^. These 
microlasers have received a lot of attention recently because of the significant advances that have 
been made in the manufacture of high-power GaAlAs semiconductor lasers^^^. Thus 
semiconductor pump lasers having CW output powers up to IW are readily available and can 
thus be directly used for the excitation of erbium-doped fibre devices. Only one significant 
difference exists between a pump source for microlasers and fibre amplifiers which is that the 
output must be able to be efficiently coupled into the single-mode optical fibre of the erbium 
amplifier. Consequently, the higher power, multiple-stripe arrays (up to IW) are unattractive, 
giving only -5% coupling efficiency to lensed single-mode fibres. However, studies into 
injection locking and self-injection locking of high power arrays has enabled -40% coupling 
efficiency to single-mode optical fibres to be demonstrated!^'* because of their improved spatial 
beam quality. Also it has been shown that the good beam quality obtained from broad (3-5|xm) 
single-stripe lasers can allow >40% pump coupling efficiency!^^. Although the total output 
power is relatively modest (-200mW) for broad-stripe devices^^^, a factor of four increase in 
total coupled power can be achieved over an array with an output power of 0.5W.
The pumping efficiency of the erbium-fibre amplifier has been shown to be polarisation 
independent!^'^. So fibre integrated polarisation multiplexors can be used to combine the output 
from two high-power semiconductor lasers to enhance the available pump power!^'*. A further 
increase in the pump power will result from using both co- and counter-propagating pump 
sources and an example of such a high-power pumping scheme is illustrated in figure 6.10.
The commercial availability of high-power GaAlAs lasers make this pump source 
extremely attractive, although the existence of significant excited state absorption at ~800nm 
reduces the pumping efficiency and severely limits its applicability. Recently a marked 
improvement has been demonstrated by using long double-core fibres with a slightly higher 
pump wavelength of 820nm!^®. This combination goes some way to circumvent the problem of 
excited state absorption around 800nm.
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Figure 6.10 High power pumping scheme for doped fibre amplifiers. V and H denote vertical and horizontal launch polarisations. By using polarisation beamsplitters the power from many individual lasers can be coupled together to increase the available pump power.
6.5.2 1480nm sem iconductor pump lasers
An alternative absorption band of erbium-doped fibres that is also accessible using 
semiconductor lasers occurs at '-1480nm. This corresponds to in-band pumping (see figure 6.11) 
and occurs within the compositional tuning range of InGaAsP/InP system semiconductor 
lasers^^. Although the InGaAsP/InP system is a less mature technology than its GaAlAs/GaAs 
counterpart, the advances made with GaAlAs devices can be easily transferred to InGaAsP 
devices. Moreover, the extra degree of freedom owing to its quaternary nature generally results in 
higher performance and longer lifetime devices. InGaAsP diode arrays are uncommon, and most 
high power devices are of the broad-stripe type^^^. This is due mainly to the requirement of 
efficient optical coupling into single-mode fibres.
The incomplete inversion that accompanies in-band pumping affects both the maximum 
gain obtainable and also the detailed shape of the gain spectruml^O, So that the spectrum will 
usually be broader and flatter. Another consequence of this pumping scheme is that the noise 
figure of the amplifier must always exceed the absolute value of 3dB which can, however, be 
obtained using other pump bandsl^^.
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Figure 6.11 Ground-state absorption around 1.5jim in an erbium-doped, germano-silicate fibre.
InGaAsP semiconductor lasers are at this time the preferred pump source for erbium-fibre 
devices, because they already satisfy the necessary power, efficiency and lifetime requirements. 
For example, in one experiment^^^ a gain of 46.5dB was achieved with an input pump power of 
133mW within the wavelength range 1.45-1.51jim, supplied by four InGaAsP lasers. The 
measured gain coefficient was 0.76dB/mW and a saturation output power of 10.7dBm was 
obtained. Recently improvements in fibre production has enabled gain coefficients of up to
5dB/mWl55.
6.5.3 980nin sem iconductor pump lasers
It has been shown that the wavelength of 980nm is the most efficient for pumping 
erbium-doped fibres^^^ due to the absence of excited-state absorption at this wavelength, and 
reported efficiencies are as high as 1 IdB/mW^^S. Also recent advances in semiconductor laser 
technology has enabled the realisation of InGaAs laser sources operating within the 900-1 lOOnm 
regionl^^ (ie. the region between GaAlAs and InGaAsP devices). Therefore, semiconductor 
laser oscillation from below SOOnm to around 1600nm is now possible by the compositional 
tuning of only three semiconductor material systems.
The difficulty arising in the case of 980nm lasers is that the active region material cannot, 
as yet be lattice matched to a suitable substrate such that continuous oscillation can take place. By 
using strained-layer superlattices this problem can be overcome. Although there are still 
doubts concerning the potential lifetimes of such strained-layer lasers typical devices operating 
continuously at >80mW output power have been demonstrated to operate for more than 1200
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houis without a marked degradation in performance. It appears probable that these devices will 
fulfil even the most stringent applications lifetime requirement in the near future. It has also been 
claimed that strained layer devices could replace AlGaAs lasers due to the absence of the fast 
defect propagation along the (110) crystal axis which accounts for a significant proportion of 
failures in AlGaAs lasersl'^^. Currently obtainable output power levels of around lOOmW are 
perfectly adequate for most practical erbium-doped fibre based devices. Furtheimore, by using 
multiple pumping geometries, compact, tunable, high output power erbium-fibre lasers can be 
produced, where only modest electrical inputs are required for their operation.
6.6 Soiiton amplification
Amplification of short duration (~250fs) solitonic pulses has been observed in erbium- 
doped fibre amplifiersl^^. In one particular case this led to adiabatic pulse compression to 
produce output solitons of '-60fs by spectral enhancement due to the soiiton self-frequency shift. 
At this time the necessary parameters of this soiiton compressor seem unclear, and whether the 
process can be initiated by 1-lOps pulses appears doubtful. Even so, with correct choice of 
amplifier parameters such that the gain bandwidth is both broad and flat, then pulses with spectial 
bandwidths exceeding 60nm (equivalent to durations of ~40fs) could be amplified.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter amplification of optical signals aiound the l.Sjim spectral region has been 
considered. The discussion was centred on fibre amplifiers and in particulai' the erbium-doped 
fibre amplifier. Amplification of ultrashort pulses from an actively mode-locked semiconductor 
laser was outlined where significant peak output powers were achieved from this 
oscillator/amplifier system. The maximum power was limited by the available launch power to the 
amplifier from the oscillator and also by the low saturation power characteristics of the particular 
fibre used. It was also shown that as a consequence of the long upper-state lifetime and small 
gain cross-section of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier that the gain saturates only as a function of 
the avaiage power and not as peak power. Therefore the amplification process is very linear and 
indeed no pulse shaping was observed as expected. This makes this type of oscillator-amplifier 
scheme very attractive and the further prospect of semiconductor laser pumping of the fibre 
amplifier will further add to its potential convenience, efficiency, and practicality.
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CHAPTER 7 
THE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER MODULATOR
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Direct modulation of laser signals
Many devices have been developed for the purpose of laser signal modulation, and 
according to the effect produced these devices can be categorised as phase or amplitude 
modulators. In the former the frequency of the laser signal is altered in proportion to some 
driving signal, whereas in the latter it is the intensity of the laser signal that is changed. A brief 
account of a few typical laser modulators will now be given. In subsequent sections a novel 
modulator configuration based on a semiconductor laser amplifier will be described.
7.1.2 Phase modulators
A phase modulator is a device which effectively alters its optical path length under the 
influence of an applied electrical signal. The electro-optic (EO) phase modulatorl77 jg 
representative of a phase modulator and is operated in the following manner. An information 
signal is applied to the electrodes of the modulator which induces a change in the refractive index 
of the medium through the electro-optic effect. The refractive index change thus produced is 
directly related to the applied electiic field strength. In this way the information is imposed onto 
the laser signal passing through the device in the form of a time-dependent phase vaiiation of the 
laser frequency which is directly proportional to the amplitude of the applied information signal. 
Phase modulators have regularly been used as laser modelockers, and the term FM modelocking 
is generally used to describe this technique. A phase modulator can also be configured in, for 
example, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer arrangement^'^* to affect amplitude modulation of the 
optical signal.
7.1.3 Amplitude modulators
Amplitude modulators are conceptually simpler than their phase counterpar ts in that a 
variation in the transmission of the device is affected by some externally applied drive signal. A 
representative example of an amplitude modulator is the acousto-optic (AO) modulatorl^^, and a 
schematic representation of a standing-wave device is shown in figure 7.1. When a signal is
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applied to the modulator an acoustic grating is formed which can scatter an incident laser signal 
into various diffraction orders. In effect, therefore, the undeflected beam is effectively attenuated. 
The attenuation is deteimined by the magnitude of the applied signal, and for typical acousto-optic 
modulators can be in excess of 60%. The deflection efficiency decreases with increasing 
modulation frequency, and the high frequency limit is in general less than 200MHz although 
improved transducer technology has permitted relatively efficient operation up to 500MHz to be 
demonstrated^*^. The AO modulator has also been frequently employed as a laser modelocking 
element, and is a standard component in many commercial systems.
(a)
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OUT
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IN OUT
Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of an acousto-optic modulator. Incident and reflected
acoustic waves add (a) constructively to form an index grating hence the undeflected 
beam is attenuated, and (b) destructively giving no resultant change in the optical beam.
7.1.4 The Controlled Amplifier Modulator
EO and AO modulators can be used as internal or external laser signal modulators. The 
modulator which is designated here as ‘the controlled amplifier modulator’, is intended primarily 
for incorporation into laser systems to facilitate more useful laser output properties than can be 
achieved otherwise. The application of the controUed-amplifier-modelocking (C.A.M.) to erbium- 
doped fibre lasers will be discussed in a later section. The principle of this type of modulator can 
be readily described by refening to figure 7.2. The semiconductor amplifier can be regarded as 
part of a laser cavity mirror structure and it is required that, the laser gain medium produces an 
output which falls within the wavelength range of the semiconductor amplifier gain curve. 
Initially, with no current injection, the semiconductor amplifier exhibits large attenuation to the 
fluorescence signal from the inverted laser gain medium.
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On increasing the DC bias applied to the amplifier the signal from the laser medium is 
amplified and retroreflected by the cavity reflector. At some DC bias level the amplifier gain is 
such that the cavity loss is reduced to a value at which laser oscillation can be established. In this 
manner the output from the laser is determined by the gain (and hence the bias level) of the 
semiconductor amplifier. Thus this amplifier configuration can be thought of as a complex mirror 
whose reflectivity is dependent upon the gain present in the amplifier. Therefore if a modulation 
signal is applied to the C.A.M. device at a frequency which is made equal to the laser cavity­
mode separation then a modelocked pulse tiain will be produced. In the following sections the 
properties of such modulators will be examined under various operating parameters.
7.2 Operating characteristics of an InGaAsP modulator.
7.2.1. Direct current drive
The configuration as reproduced schematically in figure 7.3 was constructed to investigate 
the properties of the semiconductor amplifier under various current pumping schemes. The input 
signal source used was a ridge waveguide InGaAsP DFB laser^^^ operating on a single-
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longitudinal mode at 1508nm. Drawn tapered fibre microlenses were employed for optical 
coupling to the semiconductor amplifier. The amplifier was an InGaAsP ridge waveguide device 
with the active region oriented at 7° to the facet normal in order to suppress the internal Fabry- 
Perot resonances. Both facets of the amplifier were coated with an AI2O3 anti-reflection coating to 
reduce the incident reflection loss to '-1%. 
x20
Diffraction
grating
MO C.A.M.outputP3 P4
Semiconductor P3‘ 
amplifier x20MO
K=0.5
DFB Se/C LASER
P2
DFB monitor
Figure 7,3 Experimental configuration of modulating scheme.
The diffraction grating used as a retroreflector limited the system amplification bandwidth 
to '“Inm. However, angular adjustment of the grating allowed tuning over the whole gain 
bandwidth of the InGaAsP amplifier. A broadband device could be constructed by using a high 
reflectivity mirror as the retroreflector, or alternatively the cleaved facet of a single facet 
reflectivity suppressed laser chip could be used. The latter device is particularly simple and 
interesting in view of its negligible modulation frequency sensitivity.
7.2.2. CW perform ance
The compound mirror reflection coefficient R(I) can be found from knowledge of the 
signal power levels at the two available monitor ports, 2 and 4 (as labelled in figure 7.3). The 
signal levels in any arm of the input directional coupler can then be deduced using the following 
set of relationships;
P2 = (1-K)Pi 
P3 = K Pi 
P3' = R (I)K Pl 
P4 = (1-K )R(I)K Pi
K is the cross-coupling coefficient of the directional coupler, and was measured to be 0.52 at
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1508nm. Since P2, and P4 are also measurable quantities the reflectivity function of the 
composite mirror can be evaluated experimentally by applying the relation,
R(I) = 1.92P4/P2
The function R(I) was measured for various amplifier bias current levels and the 
coiTesponding data are included in figure 7.4. [The contribution to the output signal from 
spontaneous emission of the amplifier was also taken into account to ensure meaningful results.] 
The versatility of the device in terms of output signal level is evident, ranging from gains of 
~15dB to very large input signal rejection levels, all possible over a modest current span. It 
should be possible to increase the peak gain value on optimisation of the device parameters, 
namely by using high-saturation, high-gain amplifiersl^^, and by decreasing the retroreflection 
losses.
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Figure 7.4 Effective reflectivity at 1508nm of composite mhror.
If amplifier saturation can be neglected the current-dependent reflection function may also 
be expressed as;
R(I)-2G + Lg
where G is the single-pass fibre-to-fibre gain of the amplifier, and Lg is the lumped value of the 
extended-cavity losses. From measurements of single-pass gain (see figure 7.5) an average value
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of ~4.5dB (~64%) was found for Lg, This value is quite high and is perhaps due to poor 
coupling back into the fibre pigtail on retroreflection from the grating. Also, the presence of two 
counter-propagating signals passing through the amplifier will lead to a reduction of the input 
signal level for the onset of gain saturation. This suggests that at the power levels used here 
negligible gain saturation cannot be assumed. However, a more realistic upper bound on the loss 
factor can be obtained when the effects of self emission saturation due to the homogeneous nature 
of the amplifier gain are considered.
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Figure 7.5 Single-pass fibre-to-fibre gain characteristic at 1508nm of 7°-angled amplifier
From figure 7.6 it is evident that the fluorescent output of the device is substantially 
reduced by the presence of the input DFB signal where the degree of self-emission saturation in 
this particular case is -1/2. Because a constant self-emission had been assumed for the calculation 
of gain, so a knowledge of the degree of saturation is required for a more accurate calculation. 
The self-emission saturation is homogeneous and so the curve of figure 7.7 was obtained by 
monitoring the spectral intensity in a narrow wavelength band centred on 1520nm with and 
without the presence of the input DFB laser signal. From these measurements the R(I) values 
obtained from figure 7.4 were found to be underestimated by l-1.6dB thus implying a more 
realistic value of around 3dB for Lg.
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Figure 7,6 Spectral output of device for (a) no DFB signal present, and (b) with the input signal, 
where the cunent applied to the amplifier was 150mA. The vertical axes are the same for these two spectra. The spectrum (c) is the same as (b) but with the vertical scale changed.
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Figure 7.7 Spontaneous emission suppression at 1520nm. X, no input, +, with optical input from DFB laser.
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7.2.3. Modulated drive current
It is apparent from figure 7.4 that this semiconductor modulator configuration should 
have desirable featuies when used in the intended mode of operation involving modulated drive 
cunent conditions. In this section the modulation characteristics will be outlined for the same 
experimental configuration as that discussed previously. The drive electronics were arranged to 
allow a combination of RF and DC bias current signals to be supplied to the amplifier.
The output signal from port 4 was focussed onto an InGaAs PIN photodiode from which 
the output was fed to a sampling oscilloscope arrangement to allow examination of the output 
optical waveform. The modulation frequency was chosen to be harmonically related to the 
reciprocal transit time of the extended resonator anangement. Hence modulation frequencies of 
312, 624, and 948MHz were used which related directly to the 0.48m external-cavity length. 
Deviations from the above criterion results in the retroreflected signal experiencing different gain 
conditions from the input signal and so significant attenuation and waveform distortion can take 
place. This is an obvious disadvantage of this form of extended modulator design but can be 
alleviated by using different configurations (as is demonstrated in sections 9.4 and 9.5).
7.2.4. Modulation performance
The output signal waveforms were recorded under various drive signal combinations (see 
figure 7.8). With small RF signal levels the output resembles that of the injection signal. On 
increasing the RF component of the drive signal the output becomes more intense and temporally 
narrowed, eventually resulting in a pulse-like output with strong RF pumping. It can thus be 
observed that on a single-pass the device is capable of amplifying and gating to <200ps an 
initially CW input signal (see figure 7.9).
By using low DC cunent levels coupled with large RF signal powers the output 
waveform duration is minimised, and this feature will result in fast ultrashort pulse build-up times 
when used in a mode-locked laser configuration. In figure 7.10 a sequence of oscillogr ams of the 
device output recorded for increasing modulation frequency is reproduced. The drive signals 
were ananged such that the peak intensities were roughly equal in all cases. It can be seen that 
(apart from a somewhat noisy region on the trailing edge of the 312MHz waveform) the
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Figure 7.9 Gain window of C.A.M. device at 624MHz.
I U III312MHz 624MHzn
936MHz
Figure 7.10 Modulation responses at 312, 624, and 936MHz.
The response of the device was recorded with increasing launched power from the DFB 
laser, and a plot of peak output intensity of the resultant modulated waveform is shown in figure 
7.11. For these measurements the modulation frequency was 624MHz and the amplifier was 
biased at 150mA with an applied signal power from the signal generator of -IdBm. It can be 
seen that the peak intensity saturates with increasing input optical signal power. The details of this 
response will be dependent on amplifier properties such as the gain levels present at the signal
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wavelength and the saturation output power level. Optimisation of this characteristic should lead 
to higher output powers from conti'olled amplifier modelocked lasers but this was not attempted 
in this phase of the work.
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Figure 7.11 Peak intensity of output waveform versus input optical power.
7.3 Summary
The modulator described here is based on a semiconductor amplifier which essentially 
tiansfoims a slow sinusoidal modulation signal into a fast pulsed response. This is advantageous 
since the electronic drive circuitry and matching networks can be simplified. Also, for 
modelocked lasers the system performance could be likened to that achieved with the 
synchronous pumping technique^^^ and hence the deleterious features normally associated with 
sinusoidal modulation can be avoided. Moreover, the low input signal power for the onset of the 
nonlinear response to input optical power should aid mode-locked pulse production in low 
average power systems such as fibre lasers. Schemes have been devised for the application of the 
C.A.M. technique to high power laser systems and these will be addressed in a subsequent 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 8 
RARE EARTH, DOPED FIBRE LASERS
8.1 Introduction
A laser type that is receiving an increasing amount of scientific and technological interest 
is that which uses doped-optical fibres as the gain mediumi*^. In general the active medium is a 
single-mode silica optical fibre with a rare-earth element dopant introduced into the fibre core 
regioni^4 during fibre preform production. Vaiious resonator configurations from simple butted 
mirror Fabry-Perot cavities^*^ to more complex wavelength tunable cavities^^^ and ring 
resonators have been constructed using the doped-fibre active medium. In this chapter a review of 
the status of CW fibre lasers will be given with particulai' emphasis being placed on high-power 
laser configurations. In chapter 9 the modelocking of fibre lasers will be described where 
integrated semiconductor modulators have been employed to achieve high peak power ultrashort 
pulses.
The first reported fibre lasers utilised the commonplace neodymium ion dopant resulting 
in laser oscillation at -1.07juim and the 3 level 940nm transition. Oscillation at 1.32pm is not 
possible in doped silica-fibre lasers unlike in, for example, Y AG host crystals. This has been 
identified as being due to signal excited-state-absorptioni^^ (ESA) and has partly been overcome 
by using a fluorozirconate fibre host^*' .^ Other examples of doped-fibre lasers include erbium, at 
1.5pm!®® and 2.7pmi®^, samarium emitting in the red^^®, thulium!**!, holmium!^^ ^nd 
ytterbium!**^. By far the most interesting with respect to optical fibre telecommunications 
applications is the erbium dopant with associated laser emission 1.53pm. Advances in production 
techniques!^"* combined with investigations into operational parameters, such as optimal 
pumping wavelengths!'^^, has enabled researchers to produce a wide variety of efficient high- 
gain amplifiers and laser devices using erbium-doped fibres.
The energy level diagram of the trivalent erbium ion is shown in figure 8.1 (see also 
figure 5.9 in chapter 5). Laser action is possible on the "^113/2 to "*Ii5/2 transition in the silica-fibre 
host. [Oscillation at 2.7-2.8pm on the "*113/2 to 41^/2 transition has been demonstrated!®** for
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erbium in a fluorozirconate fibre host, and thus should be applicable in the important field of 
medical lasers. Also, oscillation at 850 and lp,m have been observed fi'om these lasersi^^.]
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Figure 8.1 Energy level diagram for the trivalent erbium ion.
Whereas many radiative transitions occur in bulk Er^+iglass/crystal media^®^, the 
absence of these in the fibre host indicate the existence of preferential non-radiative decay 
channels which ultimately populate the ^Ii3/2 upper laser leveF^l. The laser transition terminates 
on the ^Ii5/2 ground state of the erbium ion, and so the erbium-doped fibre laser is essentially a 
three-level system. Due to the low intrinsic loss in the 1.5|im spectral region^^ long interaction 
lengths are possible. Also, the optical fields are effectively confined to the small core region of 
the fibre waveguide which allows efficient overlap between the laser signal and the inverted 
population. Therefore the three-level nature of the system does not inhibit low threshold, CW 
laser oscillation as in its bulk counterparts. In fact, the peculiaiities of the fibre waveguide 
geometry make it an ideal host for the incorporation of three-level laser active species. For the 
erbium-doped fibre laser threshold can be achieved at milliwatt absorbed pump powers in suitably 
optimised cavity configurations^^^.
Studies of the absorption and emission spectra of the laser transition have suggested that 
the upper laser manifold is composed of four Stark components with 5-6 such components in the
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gl'ound statel^" .^ The energy and extent of each Stark level is varied and leads to the essentially 
smooth, broad, double-peaked emission spectmm which is characteristic of erbium-doped fibres. 
Variations in the overall shape of the emission spectmm can be produced by altering the fibre 
codopants. For example, alumina-codoped fibre^^* has a smoother spectrum without the marked 
dip between the peaks associated with germania/erbium fibres (see Appendix A). Consequently, 
broadband tunable oscillation should be obtainable from erbium-doped fibre lasers, and in fact 
greater than 60nm has previously been demonstrated^®^. The fibre length is also very important 
in defining the laser tuning characteristics since the laser is three-level and significant reabsorption 
can take place when over-long fibres are used. The peculiarities of the tuning characteristics of 
erbium fibre lasers, and in particular length tuning will be addressed in sections 8.6 and 8.7.
8.2 Low finesse doped fibre lasers
A technologically interesting feature of fibre lasers is that laser oscillation is possible 
without the usual requirement of high reflectivity cavity mirrors. This is possible due to the 
extremely high gains that can be achieved in such laser media using only modest pump 
powers^^* .^ The general cavity configuration employed for such low finesse fibre lasers is shown 
schematically in the figure 8.2(A) where the cleaved fibre end exhibits a Fresnel reflectivity of 
~4% (-14dB) and acts as the output coupling cavity mirror. This cavity loss mainly deteimines 
the gain required for laser oscillation since the other cavity losses will normally not exceed 50% 
(-3dB). To introduce spectral control of the laser output a tuning element can be placed between 
the collimating objective and the back cavity mirror. Alternatively the mirror can be replaced by a 
diffraction grating oriented in autocollimation (figure 8.2(B)), where a standard anti-reflection 
coated microscope objective is used to collimate the beam into the grating-loaded cavity section. 
The objective normally used has a focal length of 14.5mm (working distance of 6.7mm) because 
the numerical apertuie closely matches that of the fibre. With this lens there is appreciable space 
between the fibre and the objective such that angled index-matching cells can be used to suppress 
spurious fibre end reflections. Pumping and output coupling are usually achieved by using a 
dichroic mirror, but this could be readily substituted by a multiplexing fibre directional coupler to 
give the system extra flexibility (as shown in figure 8.2(C)).
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Figure 8.2 Low finesse fibre lasers; (A) standard cavity, (B) grating tunable cavity, and (C) a configuration using fibre multiplexor for input and output coupling
For these high-gain laser configurations the analysis developed by Rigrod^®® can be 
applied to reveal some very interesting features. A derivation of the efficiency of high-gain lasers 
following that of Rigrod will now be outlined.
8.3 Rigrod analysis of high-gain lasers
The analysis presented here is pertinent to the Fabry-Perot laser resonator configuration 
depicted in figure 8.3. However, the same technique can be applied to more complex cavities and 
also any specific features of, say, the gain medium used can be included. The simple arrangement 
that will be considered allows the most general results relevant to the laser configurations of 
figure 8.2 to be obtained.
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Let I+(z) and I_(z) describe the intensities travelling to and from mirror R2 of the laser 
respectively (see figure 8.3). These intensities grow with distance as;
^ ^ = + 2am(z)I+(z)  (8.1)
dl-(z)
dz = -2a„i(z) I.(z)  (8.2)
where a^ is the gain coefficient.
Intensity
^  Output = 13X2
Figure 8.3. Definition of parameters used in the Rigrod analysis. The region between the cavity min ors is assumed to contain a uniform gain medium.
For simplicity and I_ are normalised to the saturation intensity of the medium. The gain
coefficient am(z) at any plane (z) then saturates according to the total intensity at that plane
according to,
am(z) = 1 + I (z)  (3)
where a^Q is the small signal, unsaturated gain coefficient. On combining equations (1) and (2) 
the product of the intensities in the two directions at any plane can be found to be constant;
^(I+ (z) I.(z)) = I + . §  + I _ . ^  = -2am V -  + 2am M - = 0
So at any plane along the laser axis,
I+(z) I_(z) = constant = C,
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Therefore the differential equation for I+(z) can be expressed as,
dl-f(z) _ 2a^0 I+(z)
^  1 + I+(Z)+1I+(z)
This can now be integrated over the length of the laser medium,
l2 L
J{ 1 + ^  + dl+ = 2amoJ dz
II
The same procedure can be applied to the I.(z) wave, and the two equations can then be solved to 
give the expressions;
2amoL = ln{^ }+l2 - Il
2amoL = l n { | ) + l 4 - l 3 - C { ^ - i )
In addition, there are the boundary conditions that Ii = R1I4, and I3 = R2I2, and also the two 
product relations at the end surfaces, namely that I1I4 = I2I3 = C, On combining these relations an 
expression for I2 can be obtained which is a simple function of the mirror reflectivities and the 
small signal gain coefficient;
where r i = *>/^ and r2= • Then useful output intensity from the laser is,
W  = T2I2 = ----- [ InGo - l n ( ^ ) ](l+Û )(l-nr2)
where Gq is the small signal gain. The maximum intensity that can be extracted from such a laser 
medium is,
lavail “  ^^mol-'nilsat “  (b^Oo)Igat 
and hence tlie power extraction efficiency or normalised output intensity can then be found to be;
T . =_Jaut________________ T2 ln(rif2X
lavail ( i ^ ) ( i . r , r 2)
The internal losses could be included in the differential equations for the laser but this 
would create difficulties with the integration and would in any case not significantly alter the end
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result. The general effects of small distributed losses in the cavity are thus best assessed by 
assuming them to be incorporated as part of tlie mirror reflectivity Rj.
The particular features of such lasers can now be discussed on examination of plots of the 
power extraction efficiency versus output coupler reflectivity (see figure 8.4). A few simple 
observations can be made from these graphs. For instance, the trend towards larger output 
coupling required for output power optimisation with increasing single-pass unsaturated gain is 
obvious (figure 8.4(a)). Secondly, for any gain level and output coupling value the output power 
is maximised by using a higher reflectivity mirror Rj (as shown in the figure 8.4(b) and (c)). 
This is basically the usual statement that all the cavity losses apart from the output coupling loss 
should be minimised. Nevertheless, with high output coupling, as the case for ‘mirrorless’ fibre 
lasers, the output power becomes a weak function of the internal mirror reflectivity.
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Figure 8.4 Extraction efficiency versus output coupler transmission for various combinations of 
unsaturated single-pass gain values and internal mirror reflectivities.
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In general it can be seen that with higher values of unsaturated gain then the optimum 
output power occurs for low rather than for high values of output coupler reflectivity. Another 
feature of high-gain lasers is that the higher the unsaturated single-pass gain the less critical the 
output power is with respect to the output coupler reflectivity. For example for the case shown in 
figure 8.4(c), assuming R^=90% then the difference in output power resulting between a 4% and 
the optimum ~37% reflectivity is less than 10%. This is fortunate since it is far easier in practice 
to utilise the Fresnel reflectivity of a cleaved fibre end as the fibre laser mirror than to a use 
butted, bulk dielectric mirror, or to directly apply a coating onto the fibre end. Furthermore, the 
use of a dielectric mirror as an output coupler will only result in the introduction of extra cavity 
loss. Such dielectric coatings can also be cumbersome and prone to damage at the high power 
densities normally encountered.
8.4 High-power, neodymium-doped fibre lasers
As a representative example of a low-finesse, high-gain, fibre laser the configuration of 
figure 8.2(b) was employed with an active fibre doped with neodymium. The fibre had the 
following characteristics; Nd concentration=300ppm, core diameter=5|im, and cutoff wavelength 
-1p.m. Initially a 90% reflectivity plane mirror was used instead of the diffraction grating. As a 
test of the previous analysis a variable attenuator was placed between the objective and the mirror 
which allowed the effective reflectivity of the internal mirror to be varied. The laser output power 
was then recorded for various effective internal minor reflectivities (see figure 8.5). Overlaid on 
the graph is a curve obtained from the Rigrod treatment of such a configuration with a single-pass 
unsaturated gain of 10000 (40dB). The experimental data were corrected at low values of the 
internal mirror reflectivity for the attendant (and often large) ASE component and it can be seen 
the fit is very good. The assumed gain of 40dB is reasonable taking account of the oscillation 
threshold and the degree of pumping above threshold that was used. Thus it can be concluded 
that the high-gain, Nd-doped fibre laser behaves according to that expected from the simple 
Rigrod analysis.
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Figure 8.5 Laser output power versus effective internal reflectivity. Experimental points are indicated by +’s. x’s indicate ASH corrected values
This provides confiimation that by using the cleaved-fibre end as an output coupler of the 
laser is a near-optimum cavity configuration. In the sections that follow the characteristics of low- 
finesse fibre lasers will be detailed. The properties of the neodymium-doped fibre lasers will first 
be outlined, and this will be followed by the corresponding data for erbium-doped fibre lasers.
8.5 High-power, tunable, neodymium-doped fibre lasers
The conversion of pump power into useful Nd-doped laser power is plotted in figure 8.6. 
The slope efficiency was measuied to be 48% by assuming a pump launch efficiency of 65%. 
The coupling efficiency of 65% was assumed by comparison to those obtained using undoped 
fibres of similar dimensions. The deviation from the ideal quantum efficiency of 74% is mainly 
due to the difference in pump and signal mode-field distributions in the active fibre, and also the 
radiative transitions at 920 and 1320nm serve to reduce this value. There is also some evidence of 
excited-state absorption processes which lead to emission at shorter wavelengths and this results 
in a weak ‘whitish’ sidelight.
The measured fluorescence spectrum obtained from the Nd^+:fibre is shown in figure 
8.7(a). As expected, the spectrum is much broader than that obtained with Nd^+xrystal/glass 
lasers^* !^. The broad gain spectrum suggests that a large tuning range should be possible and to 
study this tuning range the mirror was replaced by a diffraction grating (see figure 8.2(b). The 
increased loss introduced by the grating reduced the total output power by -10%. This reduction
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is consistent with the eailier Rigrod analysis on inclusion of the -70% reflectivity of the grating. 
Finally the tuning range was recorded by rotating the grating about its vertical axis (see figure 
8.7(b)).
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Figure 8.6 Output power from a Nd-doped fibre laser pumped at 810nm
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Figure 8.7. (a) Fluorescence spectrum and (b) tuning range of the neodymium-doped fibre laser. The pump power was 1.2W (780mW launched) @ 810nm.
The tuning range is characterised by a rapid increase to high power output at short
wavelengths, a broad plateau region, then a gradual decrease in power to longer wavelengths. In
total a tuning range of 57nm was obtained. The fluctuations within the plateau region have been
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identified as originating from the effects of the inherent birefringence of the active fibre^^^. 
When the grating was blocked significant channelling was observed on the amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) spectrum. On manipulation of the fibre position the internal polarisation state 
could be altered, and this caused variations in the details of the channelling. Specific manipulation 
resulted in an unmodulated ASE spectrum, and under these conditions a flat laser tuning curve 
was obtained. Hence for optimal performance some foim of fibre polarisation c o n t r o l l e r i ^ s  
should be included in this type of laser.
An integrated fibre-grating device^® was also incorporated as the Nd^+ifibre laser internal 
mirror (see section 2.8.2 in chapter 2). The fibre grating had a reflectivity of >90% and a 
bandwidth of less than Inm centred on lOBOnm. This reflector restored the output power 
decrease which occurred for the bulk grating, and figure 8.8 summarises the laser output 
characteristics for all of the Ndrfibre laser cavity configurations considered.
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Figure 8,8. Power transfer characteristics Nd^+:fibre lasers where the internal reflector was (a) 
diffraction grating (T]g=44%), (b) a 90% reflective mirror (T|g=48%), and (c) an 
mtegrated fibre grating (T|g=51%).
Further experiments were undertaken using a cavity with a highly reflecting internal
mirror and a 50m length of doped fibre to maximise pump absorption. The excess unpumped
portion of fibre was essentially transparent to the generated laser signal apart from a small
additional loss due to intrinsic fibre absorption. This configuration did not significantly alter the
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laser performance although the increased pumping level of -'2.25W (1.5W launched) enabled an 
output power of >800mW to be obtained. An interesting feature of this laser was that >100mW 
output power could be obtained over a pump wavelength tuning range of some 130nm (720- 
850nm). This range included five obvious peaks with another existing below 720nm. The longest 
wavelength used (850nm) was due to the optics-related tuning range of the TiiSapphire pump 
laser, and would be expected to increase significantly from examination of the fibre absorption 
spectrum.
8.6 High-power, tunable, erbium-doped fibre lasers.
The high-power Nd^+ifibre laser described in section 8.5 is a representative example of a 
four-level laser system. Now the operational characteristics of similarly configured three-level 
erbium-doped fibre lasers will be detailed. Again the laser cavity of figure 8.2(b) that afforded 
frequency tunability was used for high-power operation of the erbium-doped fibre laser. The 
diffraction grating used in this case had a blaze wavelength of 1.6pm and an efficiency of 
approximately 80%. The pump light was coupled into the doped fibre using a xlO microscope 
objective which was anti-reflection coated for the pump wavelength of 980nm. The dichroic 
mirror used to allow access to the generated laser signal was a highly reflecting mirror at 1.5pm 
which had a high transmissivity around 1.0pm.
8.6.1 Erbium-doped, germanosilicate fibre lasers
The fibre used initially was of the germanosilicate type^®^  ^ This fibre had a high 
germania doping in its core for which the radius could be reduced and the numerical aperture 
increased whilst still maintaining single-mode propagation at the laser wavelengtli. The values of 
erbium concentration, core radius, core/cladding refractive index difference (An), and numerical 
aperture of this fibre were dxlOl^cnr^ (300ppm), 2.3pm, 20x10*3, and 0.24 respectively. These 
features are desirable for fibre amplifier configurations but not necessarily so for the high-power 
fibre laser configurations considered here.
The fluorescence spectrum of germanosilicate erbium-doped fibres has two distinct peaks 
centred on 1536 and 1552nm (see figure A.5). These peaks clearly dominate the laser tuning 
spectmm (see figure 8.9(a)) for a laser incorporating a 5m length of active fibre used. The tuning 
range was obtained for a pump power (measured just before the launch objective) of 300mW.
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The laser tuning range was continuous and extended from 1528 to 1560nm. The FWHM of the 
two peaks were Snm and 15nm respectively. With stronger pumping, tuning to longer 
wavelengths could be achieved. However, this was limited because of gain saturation due to 
competition from amplified-spontaneous-emission (ASE). When the laser is tuned to long 
wavelengths the ASE output at ~1536nm increases and eventually dominates to the extent that 
further tuning is inhibited. In contrast, the tuning to shorter wavelengths is limited by the large 
ground state absorption and does not usually extend much below 1530nm.
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(a ) (b)Figure 8.9 (a) Tuning range and (b) power transfer characteristics of the 5m long erbium- doped/germania fibre laser.
Included in figure 8.9 is the fibre laser output power versus pump power characteristic for 
the same laser. The measured slope efficiency was 22.3% in the low pump power region. The 
coupling coefficient to the fibre was estimated to be 65%, again by comparison to similar 
undoped fibres. The slope efficiency quoted here (and in all other cases) is related to the launched 
pump power and not the absorbed power. This was considered a more practical measure of the 
laser efficiency in such a three-level laser system. The curve obtained is far from being the 
expected straight line but is composed of two distinct regions each of which can be accurately 
fitted to straight lines. This was believed to be due to the changing mode quality of the argon ion 
laser used to pump the titanium sapphire laser. At low current levels the argon laser beam was in
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a single transverse mode (TEMqo) but the mode quality deteriorated markedly at high plasma 
currents. This affected the Tirsapphire laser beam quality with a corresponding compromise in the 
coupling efficiency to the erbium fibre laser.
The maximum output power achieved was 78mW for -750mW incident pump power. A 
longer fibre length would have been required to increase pump absorption so that the output 
power could have been optimised. Due to the small core and the shape of the gain spectrum the 
potential for high output powers and wide tuning range is limited with this type of fibre-laser 
design. Therefore attention will now be paid to a system which is capable of dramatic 
improvements on the results obtained here.
8.6.2 Erbium-doped, aluminosilicate fibre lasers
Recently erbium-doped fibres have been fabricated with an alumina codoped core 
region^04 instead of the more usual germania codoping. The power transfer characteristic for an 
erbium-doped aluminosilicate fibre laser comprising 5m of active fibre in the grating tuned cavity 
configuration is shown in the figure 8.10. [The fibre parameters were; erbium 
concentration=6xlQi8cm-3 (300ppm), An=7xlO"3, r=4.4pm, mode-field radius 5.3|xm.] The 
slope efficiency was measured to be 32% (for an assumed 85% coupling efficiency), and output 
powers of up to 300mW for a pump power of ~1W (850mW launched) were readily obtained 
from this laser. The threshold for laser oscillation occurred for 23mW of incident pump power. 
The output was very stable and alignment tolerance into the large core fibre was more relaxed. 
Also the problem of damage to the fibre end which often occurred with small core germania fibres 
was not observed with the alumino-silicate counterpart even when high power beams of up to 3W 
were ‘walked’ across the fibre end. Consequently, with this laser system improvements in 
efficiency by a factor of ~3 over the previously described system have been described. The 
primary reason for this is simply that the fibre core cross-section is now larger.
The alumina codoping only influences the system when the laser tuning range is 
considered. The tuning cuiwe from this laser that is shown in figure 8.12 follows closely the 
shape of the fluorescence spectrum obtained from the same fibre, and is in marked contr ast to that
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of germania codoped fibres. The tunable output extended from 1512 to 1578nm with an almost 
flat region from 1528-1563nm.
Because a significant amount of the pump radiation was not absorbed within the fibre the 
5m length of active fibre was replaced by a 20m length of identical fibre. With this laser a 
maximum output power of VOOmW (see figure 8.10) was obtained for 1.65W incident pump 
power (1.4W launched). The slope efficiency increased to 52% and the laser thieshold was found 
to be 43mW. The laser tuning range of the 20m laser is shown in figure 8.11 where an almost flat 
cuiwe extending over 72nm from 1528 to 1600nm was obtained. The tuning range was now 
limited at long wavelengths by ASE generated around 1540nm which restricts the gain and 
inhibits oscillation in this low gain region. Similar effects occur when tuning to shorter 
wavelengths where higher laser thresholds exist due to the larger ground-state absorption. The 
whole tuning curve is thus shifted to longer wavelengths and this would continue to do so with 
further increase in the length of the active fibre.
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Figure 8.10 Power transfer characteristics for low-doped, high-power, erbium-doped fibre 
lasers for (a) 20m and (b) 5m aluminosilicate and (c) 5m germanosilicate host fibres.
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Figure 8.11 Tuning ranges of low doped erbium fibre lasers. A-alumina codoped, G-germania codoped. (hicident power of SOOmW in all cases)
It follows from these observations that optimised short wavelength lasers would have 
short fibre lengths, whereas optimised long wavelength lasers will be long. These characteristics 
are typical of any three-level laser system which exhibits a spectral shift in its absorption and 
emission bands. This is because at longer wavelengths the laser behaviour becomes progressively 
more like that of a four-level system. In this longer wavelength region the gain becomes 
essentially dependent on absorbed power and not on the fibre length due to the absence of 
reabsorption within the laser band. This quasi-four-level nature can be accentuated by cooling the 
laser fibre, for example to 0°C by immersing the fibre in water and then freezing using dry ice 
(see figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.12 Enhanced output efficiency by cooling the quasi-four level erbiumifibre laser.
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Although by far the most efficient pump wavelength for erbium-doped fibre devices is 
980nm, the pump wavelength around 800nm is also easily accessible using the broadly tunable 
Ti: sapphire laser system. Therefore, in passing, the power transfer characteristics were recorded 
for pumping within the 800nm band (see figure 8.13). Despite the severe excited-state-absorption 
(ESA) p r o b l e m ^ O S  erbiumifibre lasers are capable of producing output powers in excess of 
0.25W around 1.54jim when pumped with up to 2.5W at 810nm. The green sidelight emission 
that usually accompanies the ESA also becomes quite intense at such high pumping levels.
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Figuie 8.13 Output power characteristic of a 20m erbiumifibre laser pumped at -810nm
8.7 Length tuning of erbium fibre lasers
In an attempt to maximise the tuning range of the erbium fibre laser the technique of 
‘length-tuning’ was employed^^^. The active fibre used in this series of measurements had an 
erbium dopant concentration of 2500ppm which was approximately eight times larger than that of 
the fibres used previously. The reason for this was to reduce the total length of laser fibre used. 
Therefore the longest laser which consisted of 30m of highly-doped fibre corresponds to a 240m 
length of the previously described low-doped fibre. Thus no difference would be expected in the 
power transfer and tuning curves of these more heavily doped lasers as compared to their low- 
doped counterpai'ts (as long as the length-dopant concentration product is constant).
The laser configuration used previously was again employed where the power transfer 
characteristics and the laser tuning ranges (see figure 8.14 and 8.15) were obtained for lasers
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incorporating 0.5, 2, and 7.5m lengths of active fibre. Also included in figuie 8.15 is the tuning 
range obtained for a laser with a 30m length of this highly doped erbium fibre where the crosses 
indicate a region of self-Q-swiching (this will be discussed in section 8.8.3). :
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Figure 8.14 Power transfer characteristics for high-doped, erbium fibre lasers. The pump coupling efficiency was -80% in tliis case.
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Figure 8.15 Tuning ranges for highly doped erbium fibre lasers, Ppump=800mW. x’s on the 30m 
curve indicate the region of self Q-switching
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On comparison of figure 8.14 with 8.10 it is evident that the lasers incorporating the more 
heavily doped fibre are only -70% as efficient as those using the lower dopant concentration. The 
reason for this is that at high dopant concentrations aggregates of laser active ions are formed 
during fibre fabrication^^? Thus an excited ion can exchange energy with a neighbouring ion 
and this then acts as a non-radiative decay channel for the inverted population. Care must 
therefore be taken in preparing doped-fibres to ensure a homogeneous distribution of dopant 
ions. However, the potential tuning range of these fibre lasers is not compromised due to this 
failing. Indeed a lOOnm total tuning range was obtained (see figure 8.15) using only three fibre 
lengtlis. The tuning range was -70nm for the 2m laser, and in excess of 60nm for the 7.5m laser. 
Furthermore it is interesting to note that the highest output power was obtained around 1580nm. 
This is because with this particular laser length (7.5m) all the pump radiation is absorbed in the 
fibre. Also at this wavelength the laser system behaves more like a four-level system and so the 
unpumped, or lightly pumped section at the end of the fibre does not absorb a significant fraction 
of the laser radiation, ASE within the high-gain regions at lower wavelengths (<1550nm) does 
not impose a limit to the long wavelength tuning due to the presence of the large ground-state 
absolution of the unpumped section of fibre. A clearer understanding of this technique can be 
gained on examination of the fluorescence spectra of these fibres, and Appendix A is dedicated to 
a consideration of this topic.
8.8 Long erbium-doped fibre lasers
8.8.1 Optimal pumping wavelengths for overlong fibres.
The technique of increasing the fibre length such that the laser tuning range can be 
enhanced leads to a variety of interesting observations all of which have their explanation in the 
form of the ground state absorption present. Firstly, when oscillation threshold is attained the 
fibre slope efficiency was essentially constant and independent of the laser wavelength since all 
the pump power is absorbed, but to minimise the laser threshold it was necessary to tune the 
pump laser away from the absorption peak at 980nm. For example, for a 30m long laser the 
minimum threshold occurs at 948nm, some 32nm from the peak of the absorption (see figure 
8.16). Since the Tiisapphire laser could not be tuned above 995nm (due to the available pump 
power and the bandwidth of the laser optics) the wavelength of the minimum threshold on the
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long wavelength tail of the absorption could not be established, but it can be assumed that one is 
present, as is evident for the 7.5m laser.
The shift in the optimum pump wavelength indicates that the laser prefers an inversion to 
be established over a large portion of its length. Since at the wavelength of peak absorption the 
pump is extinguished in the first few metres and so the majority of the fibre is unpumped and 
absorbing at the laser wavelength due to the residual ground-state absoiption (GSA). [If the fibre 
was cooled to eliminate the long wavelength GSA then the above phenomena would not be as 
apparent]. Therefore a long moderate inversion level is more desirable than a short length high 
inversion witli a long length of significant signal absorption.
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Figure 8.16 Threshold power versus pump wavelength for 2m, 7.5m and 30m erbium-doped fibre lasers. [HD; High dopant concentration of 2500ppm.]
8.8.2 Observation of optical bistability in erbium-doped fibre lasers
On tuning the pump laser away from the wavelength of minimum tlireshold towards the 
absorption peak the threshold increases dramatically and a hysteresis is observed around this 
threshold (hence the double points in figure 8,16). This phenomenon was evident with both 7,5 
and 30m lasers (see figure 8.17), The degree of bistability was dependent on the pump 
wavelength, the effect increasing with tuning towards line centre and was accompanied by a
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marked threshold increase. A mechanism will now be suggested for this type of bistable 
operation.
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Figure 8.17 Power transfer characteristic of a 30m laser for Àp=957nm. Insert: Detail of 
threshold region for a 7.5m laser (lp=980nm)
For a long laser pumped close to the absorption peak a large inversion is created at the 
beginning of the fibre, whereas the end of the fibre is unpumped and exhibits absorption at the 
laser wavelength. Therefore the laser can be considered as two essentially distinct parts (this 
represents a gross over simplification but should not significantly alter the physical interpretation 
involved). This situation of an inhomogeneously pumped laser is shown in figure 8.18. Section 1 
presents large gain since it is highly pumped and hence fluoresces strongly. The fluorescence is 
coupled into section 2 and is reabsorbed thereby reducing the GSA.
When the gain in section 1 is increased through external pumping such that it equals the 
loss of the unpumped section the laser begins to oscillate. And the increase in intensity at the laser 
wavelength reduces the ground state absorption of section 2. The decrease in the cavity loss leads 
to a further increase in the laser output which in turn reduces the loss. This avalanche process is 
repeated until the saturable loss component of section 2 is bleached. As this sequence of events 
occurs rapidly the output is observed to undergo a light jump from a low intensity fluorescent 
signal to a higher power laser emission. The details of this process are illustrated in figure
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8.19(b) on a plot of total cavity gain versus pump power (where the assumption that the gain is 
linear with pump power is used). Included in figure 8.19 is a similar plot of the characteristics of 
a traditional laser, and also a sketch of the (probable) loss function of section 2 versus laser 
intensity.
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Figure 8.18 Inhomogeneously pumped fibre laser.
With increasing pump power the laser output follows the curve relating to a traditional 
laser witli a loss equal to Lu^ sat» At threshold the process described above forces the output to 
jump onto the trajectory relating to that of a laser with The output is then linear with
further increases in pump power. As the pump power is reduced from a high level the output 
decreases linearly until the intracavity intensity reaches I2 (as indicated in figure 9.19(c). At this 
point the avalanche process previously described is repeated but this time in reverse. That is, as
the intensity decreases the loss increases, which further reduces the intracavity flux Thus the
laser is abruptly switched off.
The magnitude of the hysteresis loop can then be described in terms of the difference 
between the unsaturated and saturated loss components (AL) of section 2 of the laser cavity, and 
the value of the saturation intensity 1% (see figure 8.20). It is clear that larger regions of 
unpumped fibre result in larger values of AL and hence more exaggerated hysteresis, and also the 
light jump will be correspondingly larger. Using a simple geometric argument it can be shown for
the situation described here that: Ii=r\AL, I2=T| ^  therefore implying that 1^=212 and P2= -^ ^ ^ .
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Figure 8.19 Characteristics of (a) a traditional laser, and (b) a laser exhibiting saturable absorption optical bistability, (c) Loss characteristic for (b).
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Figure 8.20 Magnitude of hysteresis.
Further work is still required to obtain the timescales involved in switching between the 
two output states, but due to the influence of the upper-state lifetime (-8ms) of the erbium system 
such values would be expected to be quite long.
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8.8.3 Self Q-switching
The longest oscillation wavelengths were obtained using the 30m length of fibre in the 
laser. At wavelengths above 1612nm the output of the laser consisted of a sequence of pulses. 
This pulse sequence was very stable as evidenced in figures 8.21(a) and (b), where the duration 
of the pulses was typically 8p.s (see figure 8.21(c)) with a 90ps interpulse separation. On close 
examination a modulation is apparent on the pulses, and the measured period was about 300ns. 
This modulation can be identified as mode-beating between the longitudinal cavity modes which 
are separated by 3.3MHz, with this corresponding to a round-trip time of 300ns. The interpulse 
separation was observed to decrease with increased pumping in a similar way to the spiking 
oscillations associated with laser tum-on^^.
Figure 8.21 Oscillograms of self Q-switched laser behaviour at 1616nm from a 30m erbium fibrelaser. Fav=75mW.
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This effect can be explained in the following way. A rapid build-up of the laser signal 
occurs due to saturation of the residual giound-state absorption present at the long wavelength tail 
of the gain spectrum. The optical pulse produced forces the laser to turn off due to a depletion of 
the inverted population. The whole process is repeated after a characteristic time when the laser 
has recovered sufficiently. This time constant will be similar to that which controls spiking and 
relaxation oscillations. With stronger pumping the pulse build-up is faster and thus the delay to 
the next pulse is accordingly reduced.
The CW tuning range of the erbium:fibre laser system studied here is limited by the onset 
of this self-driven Q-switching. Although this phenomenon may be avoided by using different 
cavity configuiations, and in particular those employing bidirectional pumping geometties. The 
enhancement in the peak power of the laser was only a factor of about ten for the situation 
described above. Therefore an attempt to obtain higher peak power pulses from erbium-doped 
fibre lasers using a more conventional form of Q-switching will now be described.
8.9 High power pulse generation using mechanical Q-switching
The long upper-state lifetime (-8ms, see Appendix A) of the erbium ion in the silica-fibre 
host implies that large energy storage is possible since there is little radiative decay within a 
characteristic time determined by this lifetime. This would allow a large inversion to be 
established leading to high peak power pulses through the process of Q-switching. Q- 
switching^OS jg the technique where initially the cavity losses are made very high (ie. low cavity 
‘Q’), and hence a large inversion can be created before laser threshold is achieved. The loss is 
then reduced to a low value rapidly (high Q state), and the laser output that results is in the foim 
of a giant pulse. The cavity Q can be switched by various methods where one of the simplest 
involves a mechanical chopper wheel.
Q-switching of fibre lasers has led to pulses of 200ns duration and 8.8W peak power at 
1.08pm, and 70ns pulses of a few watts peak power at 900nm, both from a neodymium fibre 
laser209. Tunable erbium-doped fibre lasers with 32ns pulses of 120W peak power have also 
been demonstrated using an acousto-optic Q-switch^l®.
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Because the duration and hence peak power of Q-switched pulses are deteimined by the 
ratio of the inversion established in the low Q-state to that of the high Q-state (commonly referred 
to as ‘r ’), it was decided to use a mechanical chopper as the Q-switch since a larger initial 
population inversion could be maintained. The cavity configuration employed was as illustrated in 
figuie 8.22. The chopper was inserted to traverse the beam where it is focussed to a small spot by 
the pail* of intracavity microscope objectives, thus minimising the opening time of the Q-switch 
and hence inhibiting multiple-pulsing. When the chopper was at full speed the opening time was 
estimated to be aiound 200ns, The chopping rate used was 400Hz (period= 2.5ms), and the 
chopping window was reduced to about 30ps by using a -1mm slit. The chopping rate was well 
in excess of the upper laser level lifetime tlierefore the average output power of the Q-switched 
laser would be expected to be equal to the CW output power. However, this was not the case for 
this laser where the average CW power was 80mW for 250mW pump power, and the average Q- 
switched power was only 14.7mW. The effective decrease in the upper-state lifetime is attributed 
to lifetime shortening due to amplified spontaneous emission.
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Figu
re 8.22 Mechanically Q-switched, erbium-doped fibre laser.
A plot of the pulse duration and peak power as a function of wavelength is shown in 
figure 8.23, for a pump power of 250mW (ie. r=5). The shortest pulse duiation of 120ns was 
recorded at 1560nm but the maximum in the peak power did not coincide with the minimum in 
the pulse duiation. The results obtained are shown again in figure 8.24 along with the CW power 
tuning curve of the laser with 800mW pump for comparison. The Q-switched peak power is 
some three orders of magnitude greater than the average CW power even though the CW laser is 
pumped more than three times higher.
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Figure 8.23 Puise duration and peak power as a function of wavelength for a 7.5m Q-switched erbium fibre laser, Ppnmp=^50mW (threshold=50mW, r=5).
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Figure 8.24 Tuning range of a Q-switched 7.5m erbium fibre laser for Ppump=^50mW, and CW 
tuning curve for Ppump=800mW.
On increasing the pump power to 750mW the Q-switched pulse durations at 1575nm
decreased to 90ns with an average power of 29mW which conesponded to a peak pulse power of
805W (73pJ). By tuning the laser to 1560nm the pulse duration was further reduced to 78ns with
25mW average output power and so the peak power was 800W (see figure 8.25(a) and (b)). The
pulse energy was calculated to be approximately 62jj,J at this operating point.
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Figure 8.25 Oscillogram of output of the 7.5m Q-switched fibre laser; (a) 78ns duration pulses
with a peak power of 800W, X,=1560nm. (b) Longer term oscillogram of the 50pJ Q- 
switched pulses at a repetition rate of 400Hz.
The observed pulse asymmetry of the Q-switched output pulses is attributable to the very 
large initial inversion, where the risetime of the leading edge is mainly governed by the inversion 
parameter r. The trailing edge of the pulse is determined by a time constant equivalent to the 
cavity decay rate which in this case was -25ns. In a similar laser which had a 30m length of 
active fibre, and a correspondingly longer cavity decay rate, the pulse did indeed have a longer 
tail with a characteristic decay of around 100ns (see figure 8.26).
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Figure 8.26 Output pulses from 30m Q-switched fibre laser, TpwHM^^bns.
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Figure 8.27 shows three spectra of the Q-switched laser tuned to different wavelength 
regions. The spectrum of figure 8.27(b) also shows the ASE spectrum when the cavity was 
blocked. Therefore as the laser was tuned to longer wavelengths the ASE component of the 
output are larger such that the inversion was reduced and the pulsewidth increased. It is believed 
that it is the effect of the ASE that determines the wavelength where the shortest pulses are 
obtained, and hence this is not necessarily the wavelength of maximum output power, as 
indicated in figure 8.24 above.
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Figure 8.27 Spectra of the tunable, Q-switched, erbium-doped fibre laser (L=7.5m)
This laser source represents a significant improvement in peak power from previously 
developed Q-switched and/or modelocked erbium-doped fibre lasers. Indeed, the peak output 
power level of 800W is the highest yet reported for any fibre laser device. It is expected that this 
figure could be significantly improved tlrrough decreasing the fibre length. The result of this
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would be twofold; firstly the shorter cavity would emit shorter pulses with the extent of the 
trailing edge being reduced. The threshold pump power for the onset of multiple pulsing would 
also be increased due to the reduced ASE build-up within the laser. The large hold-off possible 
with the mechanical chopper is attractive, however, the opening time will always be limited. A 
Pockels effect modulator^!! featuring both good hold-off and speed could therefore represent the 
ideal candidate for the laser Q-switch. Using such techniques the potential of an order of 
magnitude improvement in the Q-switched laser performance seems likely.
8.10 Summary
A low-finesse, neodymium-doped fibre laser has been shown to be adequately described 
by a simple high-gain laser analysis developed by W.W. Rigrod. These lasers utilise a simple 
cavity geometry and are capable of high power operation. It is believed that the value of SOOmW 
output power obtained is the highest yet reported value for Nd:fibre lasers. Furthermore by using 
a diffraction grating as a tuning element an essentially flat tuning range of 57nm has been 
demonstrated. The inherent stability of the fibre format should allow these lasers to compete with 
miniature diode-pumped rod lasers
The same cavity geometry was applied to erbium-doped fibres. Output powers of up to 
700mW were obtained and again this represents the highest output power levels yet reported for a 
1.5pm single-mode fibre laser. An enlarged tuning range of erbium-doped fibre lasers has been 
exploited using a ‘length tuning’ procedure. Where a total tuning range of lOOnm from 1520- 
1620nm has been obtained from only three different lengths of fibre. The limit to the long 
wavelength tuning was 1620nm which is well above the previously reported longest wavelength 
of 16O3nm^06_
A variety of nonlinear phenomena have also been shown to result from very long 
erbium:fibre lasers, namely self-Q-switching and optical bistability. A tunable, Q-switched, 
erbium-doped fibre laser was constructed using a mechanical chopper as the Q-switch. This laser 
produced stable pulses of 78ns duration with unprecedented peak powers in excess of 800W 
(~60-70pJ). The peak power value obtained is the highest yet reported from any doped fibre 
device to date. Such a laser sour ce could be applicable witliin the field of medical lasers due to the 
large water absorption present at this wavelength^l^.
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CHAPTER 9
CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER MODELOCKED LASERS
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter a modelocking technique utilising the semiconductor modulator principle 
which was detailed in chapter 7 will be described. This has been applied to fibre lasers similar to 
those discussed in chapter 8. In the first section the CW operating characteristics of an erbium- 
doped fibre laser configuration controlled via the current applied to an intracavity semiconductor 
amplifier is discussed. In the subsequent sections the modelocking performance of this, and of 
more refined configurations are outlined.
9.2 The electrically controlled erbium-doped fibre laser
The fibre laser configuration incorporating a semiconductor amplifier as shown in figure
9.1 was constructed. The cavity consisted of a 3.5m length of germano-silicate, erbium-doped 
fibre which was spliced at both ends to fibre directional couplers. One coupler allowed optical 
pumping (at A,=532nm) of the active fibre whereas the coupling coefficient of the other was 3dB 
at the signal wavelength of ~1.53|xm. A xlO microscope objective and a 63% reflecting plane 
mirror terminated one end of the laser cavity. A tunable semiconductor amplifier mirror 
arrangement similai* to that discussed in chapter 7 was used to complete tlie configuration.
/-I 11 j vr- 3.5m erbium-dopedControlled amplifiermodulator
Output
3dB coupler m u % o r
Figure 9.1 Fibre laser configuration witli a semiconductor amplifier incorporated into one cavity mirror.
The output power from the 63% reflecting miiror was recorded as a function of the DC 
current applied to the amplifier. The curve obtained (see figure 9.2) was as expected apart from a
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peculiar feature around the laser threshold current. This feature could only be removed by a 
misalignment that increased the laser tlireshold. To find the source of this effect the diffraction 
grating was removed and the output through the diode was directed onto a monochromator.
I
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Figure 9.2 Output characteristics of the diode-current controlled fibre laser.
From the fluorescence spectra obtained (see figure 9.3) it became evident that the origin of 
this feature was due to amplification of the 1.55jLim fluorescence peak from the erbium-doped 
fibre. At low currents the peak gain of the semiconductor amplifier is provided around 1.55)im. 
The gain peak shifts progressively to shorter wavelengths with increasing current thereby 
allowing amplification of the fluorescence peak at 1.536|im. The emission at 1.536)J.m then 
dominates at the expense of the weaker 1.55|im signal. Consequently, the feature observed in 
figure 9.2 can be explained as the onset of laser oscillation at 1.55|im. Since the gain at this 
wavelength is fixed with respect to that at 1.536p.m the gain of the semiconductor amplifier solely 
defines the output wavelength. This is consistent with tlie observation that the 1.55|im emission 
was absent for high threshold currents because gain saturation due to the 1.536|im signal reduces 
the gain at 1.55jJ.m below its oscillation threshold. Also in a similar way the output at high 
injection currents only consists of the 1.536|im signal, as evidenced in figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.3 Fluorescence spectra obtained with increasing current applied to the semiconductor amplifier
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Figure 9.4 Laser output for (a) grating cavity blocked, and (b) unblocked.
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The output power from the laser was roughly an order of magnitude higher than the 
equivalent laser configuration not having the erbium-doped fibre section (pQ^t'-S-SmW). 
Therefore the laser discussed here effectively combines the controllability of the semiconductor 
amplifier with the higher output power capability and low-noise features of the erbium-doped 
fibre laser.
9.3 Modelocking of erb ium  fibre lasers
The erbium fibre laser has the potential of producing iiltiashort pulses owing to its very 
large bandwidth. Although due to the relatively long upper-state lifetime (see section A.4) and 
small stimulated emission cross-section modelocking of erbium fibre lasers is not as 
straightforwaid as with other laser systems. For instance, the modelocking technique of 
synchronous pumping is not applicable because the laser is impervious to pump fluctuations at 
frequencies above -lOOkHz. This is unfortunate since a frequently used, and efficient pump 
source is the frequency-doubled modelocked Nd:YAG laser. Also, the laser gain saturates with 
the mean power level in the fibre and not over the duration of a single pulse so no pulse shaping 
due to gain saturation can be expected.
There are also difficulties encountered with acousto-optic modelocking of the ‘mirrorless’ 
laser configuration, because the laser signal is insensitive to the internal mirror reflection 
coefficient (see figure 8.5 in chapter 8), and so the effective modulation deptii of the modulator is 
very much reduced and the resultant pulsewidth is very long. The modulation deptii can be 
increased by attenuating the signal incident on the modelocker and this does lead to somewhat 
shorter pulses but at the expense of reduced output power. Even though reasonably short pulses 
(~200ps) can be produced by this technique it does not lead to a proper exploitation of the 
inherent chaiacteristics of this laser medium. Therefore different techniques must be employed to 
produce shorter pulses from erbium-doped fibre lasers. In general it can be said that for 
modelocking erbium fibre lasers either a pulse-shaping nonlinearity must be included in the 
resonator or a technique that accesses the intrinsic nonlinearity of the fibre host must be used. In 
the subsequent sections of this chapter such techniques will be assessed witli particular emphasis 
on the use of tiie nonlinear controlled-amplifier modulator discussed in chapter 7.
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9.3.1 The controlled amplifier modelocked erbium-doped fibre laser
The fibre laser incorporating the semiconductor amplifier modulator of figure 9.1 was 
operated in the modelocked regime by applying a radio-frequency component to the drive current 
of the modulator. Since the resonant frequency of the modulator was known to be a multiple of 
~312MHz the only other criterion requiring consideration was the length of the erbium fibre 
cavity section. By applying a 312MHz RP signal onto a subthreshold DC bias current the 
position of the 63% reflecting output mirror was translated until a pulsed output was observed. 
An InGaAs PIN photodetector/sampling oscilloscope arrangement was employed to monitor the 
output from the laser during the alignment procedure. The duration of the pulses were minimised 
by adjustments of the electrical drive signals and the relative positions of both cavity mirrors such 
that the pulses collided within the semiconductor amplifier which enhanced the degree of gain 
saturation produced. A typical example of the output pulses produced from this laser is illustrated 
by the oscillograms in figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5 Output pulses from the modelocked laser at 1^=312.6624MHz
It was evident that the resultant pulse durations were significantly less than the resolution 
limit of the sampling oscilloscope and so a synchronously operating steak camera system was 
employed for complementary pulse analysis. In figure 9.6 the intensity profile recorded using the 
streak camera is reproduced for typical modelocked pulses from this laser configuration. The 
measured pulse duration was 6.9ps and the average output power was usually around 4mW (for
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approximately lOOmW launched pump power at 532nm). The peak power of the pulses were 
thus consistently in;the region of 1.4-1,8W. The fact that no subpulsing is evident in this laser is 
due to the enhanced peak power of the intracavity pulses which can sufficiently saturate the 
available gain present in the semiconductor amplifier such that no gain recovery or re-emission is 
possible. lOOps
I------------------------ - --------- -H
T=8.5ps (6.9ps)
Figme 9.6 Streak intensity profiles of modelocked laser pulses.
The laser performance varied slightly with modulation frequency. With negative detuning 
the pulse peak diminished until a signal resembling the modulation response of the amplifier was 
produced. Witli positive frequency detuning the pulsewidth slowly increased until at 312.76MHz 
(that is lOOkHz above the optimum frequency) the output suddenly behaved as indicated in figure 
9.7. Although this output is difficult to interpret from the sampling oscilloscope data, it appears 
that the laser is pulsing with a duration somewhat greater than lOOps, but this is also rapidly 
turning on and off. As no other diagnostic was available to give additional direct insights the 
following explanation is put forward. When the intracavity pulse steadily phase-lags the detuned 
modulation signal applied to the semiconductor amplifier a situation arises where the gain thus 
created has dissipated due to fluorescent emission or CW oscillation. The pulse then experiences 
loss on propagation through the amplifier and is effectively extinguished. Another pulse can then 
build up, and will be extinguished after a characteristic time, and the whole process of creation 
and anniliilation of pulses can then be repeated.
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Figure 9.7 Output pulse profile characteristic at ~100kHz positive frequency detuning.
For these results the DC component of the bias signal was kept small, and in some 
instances was reduced to zero. It was found that the output pulses were not particularly sensitive 
to this parameter, but it became apparent that the best quality pulses were generated when the 
measured direct current level (as monitored by a milliammeter) was at a specific value. The 
current indicated by the ammeter gives a measure both of the direct current applied from the 
power supply and of the rectified component of the RF modulation signal during its negative 
excursion. For the amplifier chips used in this work this value was between 50-55mA and varied 
little with modulation frequency or the pumping conditions of the erbium-doped fibre. As the 
modulation frequency was increased, and the RF power coupled to the amplifier decreased (due 
to imperfect impedance matching) so the applied DC current had to be increased accordingly to 
sustain the current criterion.
The modulation frequency applied to the modulator was then doubled to 625MHz, and 
again clean output pulses were produced with no evidence of the subpulsing associated with the 
passive fibre cavity configurations discussed in chapter 3 (see figure 9.8). From streak camera 
measurements the pulse duration was found to be 8ps as illustrated in figure 9.9. On 
deconvolution of the temporal resolution of the streak camera system a value of 6.2ps was 
obtained. Under these conditions the output power was 3.5mW and the peak pulse power was 
calculated to be 0.9W. The spectrum of the laser was measured to have a FWHM bandwidth of 
l.Onm. For the corresponding duration-bandwidth product of -0.8 this implies that appreciable 
chirp existed across the pulse envelope. This is not too surprising given that the primary pulse
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shaping effect is gain saturation within the semiconductor amplifier which causes a frequency 
chirp due to the carrier density dependant refractive index of the medium. And indeed the AvAt 
product is typical of conventional modelocked semiconductor laser systems. The peaks on the 
laser spectrum are separated by ~0.66nm which is commensurate with the value obtained for the 
Fabry-Perot resonances of the amplifier subcavity. The modulation depth is low due to the use of 
the angled-ridge amplifier, although weak reflections from the surface of the microlensed fibres 
would act to exacerbate the spectral modulation.
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Figure 9.8 Oscillograms of modelocked output pulse sequence at a 625MHz repetition frequency. I---------------------- 1
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Figure 9.9 Streak intensity profiles of modelocked laser pulses at a 624.79MHz repetition frequency. (Insert: spectrum of the laser output).
These optimised pulses were again directed onto the InGaAs PIN photodetector and as
illustrated in figure 9.10 the pulse duration was sufficiently short that the oscillogram effectively
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shows the impulse response of this measurement equipment. Again with a positive modulation 
frequency detuning, which in this case was llOkHz, a sustained dropout mode of operation 
could be accessed (see figure 9.11). Two states could be clearly resolved; one being of a single 
pulse of ~75ps duration and the other was of low intensity with multiple peaks. This observation 
agrees with the explanation previously proposed, and the clarity of the two states suggests that 
the transition from one to the other is very fast although no technique was available to further 
examine this effect.
Figure 9.10 Impulse response of the InGaAs PIN photodetector/sampling oscilloscope arrangement obtained on illumination with optimised laser pulses.
Figure 9.11 ‘Dropout’ mode for 1 lOkHz positive detuning from the optimum frequency
After initial laser alignment and subsequent coupling to the streak camera system an 
output state as shown in figure 9.12 was frequently observed. This streak record indicates an
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output consisting of two pulses of unequal intensity and separated by '-ISOps. In all observations 
the trailing pulse intensity never exceeded that of the leading, or main pulse.
lo o p s lOOps
Figure 9.12 (a) Double pulse output, (b) Optimised output pulse.
The existence of a double pulse output was a feature of the long modelocked erbium fibre 
lasers investigated by Schlager et al^^^. They found that the two pulses were in orthogonal 
polarisation states and the time delay was simply due to the polarisation dispersion of the fibre 
cavity. In most instances the trailing pulse could be extinguished by affecting the polarisation 
state within the laser cavity. In very long (>lkm) laser cavities the two pulses were of roughly 
equal intensity and a single pulse output could not be produced. In the laser detailed in this work 
the secondary pulse only existed when the cavity alignment was poor, and by optimisation of the 
pulse duration the trailing pulse could be easily extinguished. This was mainly due to the different 
gains of the amplifier for the two polarisation states, and also because as the first pulse becomes 
sufficiently intense the amplifier gain is depleted and any secondary pulses present will be 
severely attenuated.
9.3.2 Amplitude noise suppression in C.A.M. erbium-doped fibre lasers
The beam derived from the Nd:YAG pump laser was quite noisy (see oscillograms of 
figure 9,13) so an investigation of the amplitude noise properties of both the pump laser and tlie 
erbium-doped fibre laser was undertaken. The oscillograms of figure 9.14 summarise the results 
of noise measurements on both the pump (bottom trace) and the erbium:fibre laser (top trace).
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The bottom right trace indicates the background level for the two laser signals. Therefore it is 
evident that on very long timescales the erbium:fibre laser follows that of the pump laser but 
suppresses the magnitude of the fluctuations. Alternatively on timescales shorter than ~20|is the 
erbiumifibre laser does not respond to fluctuations of the pump intensity. Or in other words, 
fluctuations of the pump intensity of frequency greater than -50kHz are not coupled onto the 
erbium: fibre laser output,
(a)
Figure 9.13 Nd:YAG pump laser noise for (a) 20ps/div (b)10ns/div.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.14 Modelocked erbium fibre laser (top trace) and pump laser output noise (lower trace) for (a) 0.5s/div, (b)100ms/div, (c) lOms/div, (d) 2ms/div, and (e) 20p.s/div. The oscillogram (0 indicates the zero level for both laser signals.
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This suppression of pump laser noise is attractive and is due mainly to the long upper 
state lifetime and the small cross-section of the laser active erbium ion. A large reservoir of 
inverted ions can therefore be maintained and the fluctuations of the pump laser cannot couple 
effectively to the signal field through the population inversion. The quality of the pump laser is 
thereby relaxed for these laser systems.
9.4 Actively modelocked erbium-doped fibre ring laser
The cavity configuration discussed previously utilised the coherent collision of 
counterpropagating pulses within the semiconductor amplifier to enhance the gain saturation, and 
hence minimise the output modelocked pulse durations. This was achieved by iterative 
adjustments of the modulation frequency and the resonator length at each side of the modulator. A 
more obvious configuration which automatically satisfies this condition is a ring resonator and so 
such a cavity was constructed as detailed in figure 9.15,
3dB coupler I at 1.53 pm5m
Erbium-doped fibre à Output
InGaAsPsemiconductoramplifier
Pump
Pumpmultiplexor
Figure 9.15 C.A.M. erbium-doped fibre ring laser
The pump multiplexor allowed efficient coupling of the pump radiation into the erbium- 
doped fibre, but was of low loss at the operating wavelength of the ring laser. The erbium fibre 
was again 5m long and identical in composition to that used in the linear cavity arrangement
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described in section 9.2. The output coupling fibre directional coupler was 3dB around 1.54pm 
and was configured such that the un-absorbed pump radiation exited the cavity before reaching 
the semiconductor amplifier. The ring laser output was chosen to be the portion of the beam 
which had just propagated through the erbium-doped section rather than that from the 
semiconductor device. This output was more intense since it had just undergone amplification, 
whereas the other beam intensity was smaller due to the coupling losses experienced on 
propagating through the semiconductor modulator cavity section. The pump wavelength used in 
this experiment was 980nm and was derived from an argon ion laser pumped titaniumisapphire 
laser. This wavelength is particularly efficient for erbium-doped fibres since no pump excited- 
state-absorption exists and the quantum defect is reduced compared to the other efficient pump 
band at 532nm. Pump powers between 50-100mW could be effectively coupled into the erbium- 
doped fibre section of the ring laser.
With only direct current applied to the semiconductor amplifier the laser output was 
coupled onto an InGaAs PIN photodetector. On application of an RF drive component the 
modulation frequency was adjusted until a pulsed output was observed using the sampling 
oscilloscope. An example of the pulsed laser output is shown in figure 9.16(a). In this manner a 
number of resonant frequencies of the laser were obtained which were separated by 21.25MHz. 
The corresponding cavity length and round-trip time were therefore 9.5m and -47ns respectively. 
The frequency of ~615MHz (29^ harmonic) was used in all further measurements since this was 
within tlie frequency range of the streak camera system used.
The output pulse sequence from the laser was directed onto the streak camera via a 
calibrated optical delay line which was adjusted to provide a temporal separation of 66ps between 
the pulses travelling in the two arms. An optimised-resolution limited streak intensity profile of 
the pulses from the ring laser configuration is included as figure 9.16(b). Although the minimum 
pulse duration could not be determined from these measurements it was evident that the pulses 
were extremely stable, and that negligible interpulse noise was present on the pulse train.
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66ps
(a)
T =6.2ps
Figure 9.16 Output pulses from the modelocked ring laser as monitored by (a) an InGaAs PIN 
photodiode/sampling oscilloscope arrangement, and (b) by the streak camera.
The average output power at 1536.5nm was 6mW with fluctuations of less than 5%. The 
pump laser stability was ~10% over a time of 50ms (see figure 9.17(a)). This is not typical of the 
output from the titanium:sapphire laser, and it was found that the source of the instability was 
feedback of pump radiation from the fibre laser arrangement. (The inclusion of an optical isolator 
would eliminate this source of pump laser noise but such a device was not available during the 
course of this work.) As previously described the damping effect of the long upper-state lifetime 
of the erbium system influences the fibre laser such that the output exhibits a reduced ampUtude- 
noise content as is evident in figures 9.17(b) and (c). During a period of 50ms the intensity 
fluctuations were measured to be less than 3%, and <6% over a 5s interval. Hence the noisy 
pump does not prove to be a serious problem, and with the potential advantages of semiconductor 
laser pump sources an exceptionally low-noise laser source could be realised (see section 6.5 in 
chapter 6).
The modulation frequency detuning characteristics of the modelocked ring laser were 
recorded and are detailed in figure 9.18. The crosses indicate the measured streak durations and 
the dashed line represents the true pulse durations obtained after deconvolution of the 
instrumental function of the streak camera system. Sub-lOps pulse durations could therefore be 
obtained over a frequency range of > 15kHz. Again positive frequency detuning from the
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optimum modelocking frequency is characterised by a slow, but steadily increasing pulse 
duration. The pulse duration increased much more rapidly on negative detuning, with a fivefold 
pulse broadening occuring for only 3kHz of detuning.
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Figure 9.17 (a) Titanium:sapphire pump laser stability (5ms/div), and modelocked ring laser stability for timescales of (b) 5ms/div, and (c) 0.5s/div.
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Figure 9.18 Frequency detuning characteristics of the modelocked ring laser
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The modulation frequency giving the shortest pulse duration could only be confirmed by 
using the increased temporal resolution provided by the streak camera. Examination of the output 
laser spectrum can also provide a useful indication of the required operating parameters (see 
figure 9.19). The spectrum of figure 9.19(a) was obtained before final optimisation using the 
streak camera. The bandwidth was ~1.5nm and the corresponding pulse duration was in the 
range 15-20ps. Note the strong modulation features which are indicative of a subcavity within the 
laser resonator. The modulation period of ~0.7nm is commensurate with that expected for the 
semiconductor amplifier which had a length of 500|xm. After detailed cavity alignment to obtain 
the shortest duration pulses the spectrum was transformed to that shown in figure 9.19(b). The 
bandwidth increased to 2nm and the output power was improved by roughly a factor of two. For 
this reduced pulse duration the effect of the subcavity is decreased and so there is minimal 
interference between the main pulse and any reflected components within the subcavity. This 
would imply that the pulse duration is below 4ps as obtained from the deconvolved streak camera
AVR 10
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Figure 9.19 Modelocked ring laser spectrum (a) before, and (b) after optimisation using the 
streak camera.
To obtain an unambiguous value for the duration of the pulses from the modelocked ring 
laser a diagnostic with better temporal resolution was therefore required. To this end an 
autocorrelator utilising second harmonic generation in a 2mm crystal of lithium niobate was 
employed. (At 1.5|im the temporal resolution of the system is better than lOOfs.) Using this 
technique the second-order autoconelation function of the modelocked pulse train was obtained 
(see figure 9.20). The 3:1 contrast ratio implied good modelocking and by assuming a hyperbolic 
secant squared (sech^) pulse intensity profile a pulse duration of 3.5ps was deduced. (Also
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included in figure 9.20 is the average output power level. Note that this trace is inverted, with the 
ground level being the top line of the oscillogram).
A
Figure 9.20 Autocorrelation function of the modelocked erbium fibre ring laser
In the autocorrelation process the intensity fluctuations of the average power of the pulse 
train are highlighted so a low-level signal averaging of the autocorrelator data was justified. The 
uncorrupted autocorrelation function of the modelocked pulses could thus be obtained (see figure 
9.21(b)). Indeed the noise was of such low frequency that only four accummulations were 
generally required to yield the function. In this way a pulse duration of 3.4ps was consistently 
obtained. For the measured average power of 6mW the corresponding peak pulse power was 
found to be 2.9W. The associated output spectrum is shown in figure 9.21(a) and hence the 
duration-bandwidth product of 0.86 was calculated.
I ( 2 cû) A (b) Pave=6mW
fn,=615.74MHz
Pp=2.9W
AVE=4AVR20m
Tp =  3 .4p s
10m
1.54151-5365
Figure 9.21 (a) Spectral and (b) temporal details of the output from the modelocked ring laser.
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Again these results, in terms of pulse duration, are not far removed from that obtained for 
a modelocked semiconductor laser system with a passive fibre external cavity. Moreover, the 
frequency chirping due to gain saturation witliin the semiconductor amplifier still appeared to be 
dominating the features of the output pulses.
9.5 Modelocked ‘mirrorless’ hybrid InGaAsP/erbium-doped fibre laser
The principle of controlled amplifier modelocking was extended to include the attractive 
‘m inorless’ doped fibre lasers which were detailed in the previous chapter. The laser 
configuration was particularly simple and included only the semiconductor modulator, a 5m 
length of germano-silicate, erbium-doped fibre and a fibre directional coupler (see figure 9.22). A 
directional coupler conveniently allowed coupling of the semiconductor amplifier to the active 
fibre and also provided access for optical pumping. In this configuration the pump beam was 
directed away from the modulator thereby alleviating the risk of damage to the facet of the 
semiconductor amplifier.
The semiconductor modulator used here was based on a buried heterostructure laser 
which had an antireflection coating applied to one facet. The reflectivity of the coated facet was 
approximately 1.2x10"^, This modulator scheme does not impose any restrictions on the 
modulation frequency used to modelock the laser, and hence it is ideal for the miiTorless fibre 
laser geometry.
InGaAsPamplifier
PUMP
Pump 
multiplexor
Erbium-dopedfibre
Œ 1
xlOMO
Output
Figure 9.22 Hybrid InGaAsP/erbium-doped fibre laser geometry.
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A combination of DC and RF modulation signals was supplied to the semiconductor 
modulator and a photodetector/oscilloscope was used to examine the laser output. At a resonant 
frequency of ~640MHz a typical example of the output pulses as monitored on a sampling 
oscilloscope is shown in figure 9.23. A more detailed examination of the modelocked laser output 
was obtained using the streak camera system described previously. The streak intensity records 
obtained suggested a pulse duration of lOps, which when corrected for the system resolution 
became 8.7ps (see figure 9.24(a)). The pulse peak power was 1.98W at the highest average 
power of 1 ImW. Spectral measurements of the laser output indicated an oscillation bandwidth of 
0.54nm which implies that the duration-bandwidth product was 0.59.
1BBS
Figure 9.23 Modelocked output from a ‘mirrorless’ laser
66ps
(b)
X(nm)
Figure 9.24 Temporal (a) and spectral (b) output from the hybrid laser configuration.
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Altliough this laser emits longer pulses the performance can be considered superior to the 
ring laser for the following reasons, (i) This simple cavity design results in a very straightforward 
alignment procedure, (ii) the pumping geometry allows higher pumping levels to be maintained 
without tlie fear of damage to the semiconductor modulator. Incident pump powers of up to 
200mW at À=980nm were used in this experiment where the launch efficiency was estimated to 
be >65%. With such pumping the average modelocked output was as high as llm W  as illustrated 
in figure 9.25. This output power is comparable with the 20mW obtained under the same 
pumping conditions from a similar grating-tuned CW fibre laser configuration (see section 8.6.1 
in chapter 8). (iii) Since the facet reflectivity was only 10“^  there was a significant spectral 
modulation of the semiconductor amplifier gain spectrum. In this case this proved advantageous 
since it provided a degree (although weak) of limitation on the oscillating laser bandwidth^ For 
this reason, a clean unmodulated spectrum which basically consists of one Fabry-Perot mode of 
the semiconductor modulator subcavity was obtained (see figure 9.24(b)). Because of the weak 
nature of this effect the spectrum was difficult to stabilise but through judicious combinations of 
the drive signal components tlie spectrum could be stabilised. Improved spectral selectivity could 
be induced by using a modulator with a larger gain ripple, but this would of course compromise 
the minimum pulse duration achievable.
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Figure 9.25 Output power characteristic of the modelocked mirrorless laser
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9.6 Application of CAM to other laser types
To extend the applicability of the C.A.M. technique cavity configurations must be 
designed that allow ultrashort pulse generation from higher power lasers. One such arrangement 
is to use a cavity configuration similar to that used by Foster et al^l^ to modelock the HeNe 
laser. Recently such laser configurations have received a lot of interest where the secondary 
resonator contains a nonlinear element^l^, and this approach has been successfully demonstrated 
using an InGaAsP semiconductor amplifier in conjunction with a KC1:T1 colour-centre laser^l^. 
Although the amplifier was driven with direct current only it is believed that the addition of an RF 
component should extend the operational parameters of this laser. In particular, high frequency 
pulse sequences could be accessed due to the high-speed capability of the semiconductor 
amplifier where shorter and more compact cavity configurations could be used.
In principle, the C.A.M. technique could be applied to any laser medium where the 
emission falls within the gain bandwidth of the semiconductor amplifier. A few typical examples 
are indicated in Table 9.1. Since the advent of the semiconductor laser new materials have been 
investigated and developed to extend the wavelength coverage attainable, and although particular 
emphasis has been paid to near-infrared lasers from 0.7-1.6jim significant advances have been 
made in the demonstration of visible and far-infrared semiconductor lasers.
TABLE 1 Some potential C.A.M. laser systems
LASER MEDIA SEMICONDUCTOR AMPLIFIER WAVELENGTH tfimi 
KChTl InGaAsP 1.45-1.57
Ti:Al203 GaAlAs 0.80-0.87
InGaAs/GaAs strained layer 0.9-1.1
Nd:YAG InGaAs/GaAs strained layer 1.064
InGaAsP . 1.32
9.7 Sum m ary
Various erbium-doped fibre laser configurations have been modelocked using an 
intracavity InGaAsP semiconductor amplifier modulator. This technique has been designated 
‘controlled amplifier modelocking’ (C.A.M.). The modulation frequencies used in this work
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were compatible with those used in chapters 3 and 4 for modelocked passive fibre extemal-cavity 
semiconductor lasers therefore a direct comparison could be drawn between the two system 
approaches. It was clearly evident that significant improvements in average output power, peak 
pulse power, and pulse quality have been achieved using this C.A.M. technique.
Both ring and ‘mirrorless’ fibre cavity arrangements were investigated and this illustrates 
the degree of flexibility in resonator design afforded by using such high gain laser media. Pulse 
durations ranging from 3.5-lOps were produced at peak power levels around 2W. The amplitude 
noise performance of these lasers was also investigated revealing that the transfer of pump laser 
noise to the modelocked laser was minimal above -50kHz, and significantly suppressed at lower 
frequencies. This feature relaxes the specification required of the pump laser for low-noise 
performance of the modelocked laser.
Higher power modelocked lasers could be configured using the C.A.M. technique by 
applying the popular coupled resonator approach. Alternatively, by employing higher power 
handling amplifiers the simpler linear and ring lasers described here could easily be extended to 
higher output power levels.
The modelocking technique described in this chapter utilises gain saturation of the 
semiconductor amplifier as the principal pulse-shaping nonlinearity. A different method that 
accesses the intrinsic nonlinearity of the optical fibre could also be applied as demonstrated by 
Kafka and Baer^^^, and Smith et al^l*. By invoking the solitonic pulse-shaping mechanism 
similar pulse durations to those produced in this work have been readily achievable. It is 
proposed that by utilising the high-speed capability and short pulse gain-switching characteristics 
of a semiconductor laser with a stable, high power, erbium-doped fibre regenerative amplifier 
system that such soliton generation could be obtained in a rather straightforward manner. In this 
system a short (<50ps) gain switched pulse derived from a solitary semiconductor laser is 
injected into a highly-pumped, ‘miirorless’, erbium-doped fibre laser. Selective amplification and 
subsequent solitonic pulse-shaping would then transfoim the output to a frequency tunable stream 
of high power ultrashort pulses.
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CHAPTER 10 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Modelocked semiconductor lasers
In this thesis the experimental appraisal of active modelocking of InGaAsP semiconductor 
lasers emitting at 1.5|i,m has been described. Various cavity configurations have been employed 
with particular emphasis being given to optical fibre-based external resonators. External fibre 
cavities allow excellent mode control to be obtained without seriously compromising the inherent 
compactness of the semiconductor laser.
The problem of subpulsing in modelocked semiconductor lasers that have been current 
modulated at low frequencies has been addressed. Two techniques have been devised and 
evaluated for the generation of subpulse-free picosecond pulses from these lasers. The first 
method effectively reduces the temporal extent of the gain window produced by the externally 
applied modulation signal by a judicious combination of both RF and DC current levels. It has 
been shown that by combining a large RF signal with a small, or indeed zero direct cunent 
injection level that the induced gain window reduction leads to the desired subpulse suppression. 
As an alternative approach, subpulse elimination has been affected through a completely distinct 
mechanism in assymetric external-cavity configurations. In this type of configuration the large- 
scale pulse envelope shaping processes are quite distinct because the intracavity pulse undergoes 
two transits through the gain medium. It has been proposed that this leads to an attenuating region 
being established close to the internal semiconductor laser facet. The pulses exiting the laser 
cavity from either end therefore undergo different shaping processes and thus under certain 
conditions of a high DC current component subpulse elimination can be achieved. The presence 
of significant frequency chirp within the pulses generated by semiconductor lasers requires 
further study since shorter pulses could be accessed tlirough its compensation, and also this 
would result in a highly desirable digital optical source.
The phase-noise content of an asymmetric-cavity modelocked laser was measured to 
follow that of the oscillator from which the modulation signal was derived. By employing low 
phase noise crystal oscillators the rms timing jitter of the laser could be reduced to 150fs in the 
range 50-500Hz and 60fs between 500-5000Hz. These performance figures represent the best
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obtained to date for any modelocked laser system, and provide evidence of the potential for 
modelocked semiconductor lasers in, for example, electro-optic sampling of integrated optical 
components. An enlarged range of applicability can therefore be envisaged for these low-phase 
noise, discrete pulse, modelocked laser sources although the low (<lmW) average output power 
may represent a serious drawback at present.
Amplification of output from the modelocked lasers using an erbium-doped fibre amplifier 
was also demonstrated, and peak pulse powers in excess of 5W were readily obtained. With the 
technological advances made since this work was undertaken scope exists for markedly 
improving upon the results obtained here. It was also pointed out that the long upper-state lifetime 
and the small gain cross section of the active fibre results in a variety of attractive features, 
namely (i) suppression of amplitude fluctuations of the pump laser, (ii) low crosstalk between 
different channels in a wavelength multiplexed communication system, and (iii) negligible gain 
saturation on a timescale of a single pulse (the gain saturates with the mean power level in the 
amplifier). All these observations confirm the very good linearity of the erbiumrfibre amplifier 
system.
10.2 The Controlled-Amplifier Modulator
A new modelocking technique was developed called ‘Controlled-Amplifier Modelocking’ 
and has been applied in the generation of ultrashort pulses from erbium-doped fibre lasers. The 
flexibility in resonator design afforded by the high gain erbium-doped fibre medium resulted in 
the construction of very simple modelocked lasers without the usual requirement of high 
reflectivity cavity mirrors. The stability and quality of the -4ps pulses obtained at enhanced 
average power levels by these lasers compares favourably with the modelocked 
oscillator/amplifier configurations used in earlier work.
This scheme represents the first example of active modelocking using a modulator 
possessing optical gain. The contrast ratio between the on and off states can be very high ranging 
from >10dB gain to being highly attenuating for the two states respectively. The on-state gain 
will be reduced due to gain saturation by the high peak power of the intracavity pulses, and this 
serves as the primary pulse shaping nonlinearity in the case of the erbium fibre lasers discussed in 
chapter 9. It is proposed that the CAM technique could be applicable to many other laser systems
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affecting more desirable output pulse properties than would otherwise be produced. Furthermore, 
by employing a semiconductor amplifier in a nonlinear external-cavity arrangement it has been 
shown by Grant et al that -200fs pulses can be obtained from a KChTl laser. Therefore much 
scope still exists for generating ultrashort laser pulses by incorporating semiconductor laser 
amplifiers into other laser systems. In particular two semiconductor laser amplifiers could be 
employed where one represents the gain medium of an external-cavity laser with the other being 
used within a separate, but coupled external resonator. A study of this type of system would 
initially entail bulk or optical fibre cavity arrangements with a view to the construction of 
monolithically integrated versions.
10.3 Ultra-high repetition rate lasers
The techniques for laser modelocking described in this thesis should apply equally well in 
lasers designed to access a higher repetition frequency output. The method of harmonic 
modelocking (used extensively in this work) can be applied to increase the output pulse frequency 
or alternatively the laser cavity length can be reduced. A fairly familiar query is ‘can the output of 
the solitary diode laser chip be modelocked?’ For active modelocking this would require 
modulation frequencies between 80-120GHz for most standard laser lengths, or ~40GHz for a 
longer -1mm laser. Alternatively, integrated extended-cavity lasers employing, for instance, 
distributed Bragg reflectors^^^ could be utilised although it is uncertain as to how long the total 
length can be made.
Microwave modulation at frequencies of lO’s of GHz presents some problems not only in 
teims of cost but in the coupling of the signal to the laser. One suggestion would be to mount the 
laser in a resonant microwave cavity to which the output from a Gunn-diode oscillator^^® (itself 
in a resonant cavity) using a suitable waveguide. In this way the impedance matching problem is 
remote to the laser and by simply adjusting the resonator size would be sufficient to maximise the 
coupling. Also, the effects of contact impedance is circumvented. It still remains to be seen 
whether sufficient microwave power can be coupled into the laser in this manner and indeed if it 
is possible to establish modelocking.
Recently a modelocked semiconductor laser has been demonstrated where the pulse 
duration was 2.4ps and the repetition frequency was 108GHz^^l. This was achieved through
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saturable absorption passive modelocking using a two-section multiple quantum well laser. By 
combining tiiese two approaches a hybrid modelocked laser system could be developed where the 
microwave modulation would introduce improved phase-noise performance due to the 
stabilisation of the repetition frequency. Also the average output power could be significantly 
increased over that of the pure passive modelocking case.
Another attractive method of achieving a high repetition source would be to time-division 
multiplex the output from an array of lower frequency modelocked lasers (alternatively the 
multiplexing could be performed in the wavelength domain. The outcome is essentially the same, 
although in communications systems the WDM technique is probably preferable.) Fibre 
directional couplers and erbiumrfibre amplifiers could be employed to combine these lasers (each 
operated at a few gigahertz) to produce a high frequency pulse stream. For optical 
communications applications the multiplexing approach is desirable since the individual pulse 
streams could be encoded before multiplexing to alleviate the use of very high speed modulators.
10.4 E rbium -doped fibre amplifiers
The applicability and practicality of erbium-doped fibre amplifiers is becoming 
dramatically improved due to the availability of semiconductor laser pump sources. At present
1.48pm InGaAsP pump lasers are commercially available with fibre-coupled output powers as 
high as 50mW. It is believed that these powers will increase significantly and also that 980nm 
lasers of similar, and probably higher powers^^^ ^ ill be commercially available in the near 
future. Such amplifier units when coupled to integrated modelocked lasers sources should 
provide compact low budget sources for optical telecommunications systems. Indeed such a 
source has been employed in a >12000km soliton propagation experiment at 2.4Gbit/s where the 
loss of the transmission line was compensated by discrete erbium amplifier packages^^^.
One interesting application of erbium-doped fibre amplifiers which still requires further 
study is that of a soliton pre-amplifier. Here the output from a modelocked laser is launched into 
the amplifier and adiabatic soliton compression occurs due to the presence of gain. This topic has 
been studied by Nakazawa et alf?6 but the full operating range of this device has yet to be 
determined, in view of the basic simplicity of this scheme its implementation may provide the 
most convenient, and perhaps the only, route to the femtosecond pulse regime using fibre
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integrated devices,
10.5 Erbium-doped fibre lasers
The study of continuous-wave rare-earth doped fibre lasers (see chapter 8) has shown that 
highly efficient laser oscillation can be achieved for a number of different active dopants. The 
main emphasis was on the erbium-doped silica optical fibre system although some data were 
presented for their neodymium counterparts, and output powers of up to 700 and 800mW were 
obtained respectively from these two systems. The potential tuning range of the erbium-doped 
fibre laser was demonstrated to extend from 1510nm to 1620nm, [the long wavelength tuning 
limit obtained was -17nm greater than previously reported results] and was obtained by 
employing a length-tuning technique. As with erbium-doped fibre amplifiers the potential of fibre 
lasers will be greatly improved on incorporation of semiconductor laser pump sources. Here the 
pump power requirements are increased and in most cases greater than any single semiconductor 
laser. Therefore some form of pump beam combining is necessary to produce high power pump 
modules. Schemes to couple the output of two semiconductor lasers have been implemented (see 
6.5) using fibre-based polarisation beamsplitters. By using two injection-locked pump lasers^24 
the coherently combined output could be converted back to a linear polarisation state, and this is 
then suitable from combining with the output from an identical pump unit. Through coherent 
beam combining the output power from many individual pump lasers could be added until the 
required total power is achieved. Also due to the low locking power necessary many individual 
lasers could be injection locked from one moderate power, mode stabilised laser.
The effect of co^dopants on the fluorescence spectrum (and also the laser tuning range) 
was investigated. The system containing an alumina codopant was found to dramatically extend 
and smooth the fluorescence features compared to those of the germania codopant. For this and 
other related work it can be concluded that alumina codoped erbium-doped fibres are preferable 
for most potential applications. Nevertheless, for high gain, high numerical aperture amplifiers 
the most advanced erbium-doped fibres currently available utilise the dual codopant system of 
alumina/germania. Basically the alumina defines the spectral properties with the germania being 
added to reduce the core size whilst still maintaining a high fidelity single-mode waveguide.
By using long fibre lengths to obtain enhanced wavelength tuning a number of nonlinear
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effects became apparent. The first was self Q-switching which occurred at wavelengths between 
1614 and 1620nm and so the CW tuning range was limited to <1614nm. It is believed that this 
self pulsation was related to saturation of the residual ground-state-absorption (GSA) in the 
unpumped section of the (quasi-four level) erbium-doped fibre. The repetition frequency was 
clearly related to the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser but the exact mechanism for this 
effect remains the subject of further study. Another phenomenon also originating, we believe, in 
the effect of residual GSA of an unpumped section of the fibre was optical bistability. This was 
revealed as a hysteresis loop around the oscillation threshold of these relatively long lasers. From 
experimental observations an explanation based upon saturable absorption in an 
inhomogeneously pumped laser was advanced. Again further study of this phenomenon is 
required to justify this proposed mechanism. In particular, investigation of the effect at different 
oscillation wavelengths would be expected to change the form of the hysteresis feature due to the 
variation in the GSA with wavelength. Also, the practicality of this device requires some study 
with reference to the speed of the effect and if scaling to lower operating powers is possible.
Finally, the technique of Q-switching to produce high peak power pulses of -tens of 
nanoseconds duration was applied to the low finesse erbium fibre laser. For this purpose a 
mechanical chopper was inserted into the laser cavity at the focal point of two microscope 
objectives such that the opening time of the switch was minimised. In this way pulses with 
durations of <80ns and peak powers of up to 800W were obtained. [The maximum pulse 
energies obtained were -73|iJ.] These extracavity peak powers represent the highest yet reported 
from any fibre laser device. Further improvements in the Q-switch opening timeshould enable 
shorter, higher peak power pulses to be generated.
The presence of the first overtone of the hydroxyl ion resonance at -1.4|im225 [the 
fundamental stretching vibration peak occurs at -2.72pm] leads to significant absorption in the 
body around the emission wavelengths of erbium fibre lasers. Therefore Q-switched erbium fibre 
lasers could be effectively employed in the field of medical lasers^^^, where the flexible nature of 
the fibre host lends itself to insertion into the body for internal microsurgery purposes. The 
2.8pm emission observed from erbium-doped fluorozirconate fibre lasers^^6 further extends the 
potential of fibre lasers in biomedical applications.
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APPENDIX A
ERBIUM-DOPED FIBRE FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS 
A .l Fluorescence spectra
To demonstrate the effects that the ground state absorption (GSA) has on the erbium- 
doped fibre gain spectrum when the laser length is increased, an experiment involving the set-up 
shown in figure A .l was carried out. Fluorescence spectra were recorded using a computer- 
controlled scanning monochromator for two different Im long erbium-doped fibre samples. One 
fibre was an alumina codoped fibre with a high erbium concentration (2500ppm), whereas the 
other was codoped with germania and had a lower erbium doping concentration of 300ppm.
In figure A.2(a), (b) the spectral progression of the active fibre fluorescence is reproduced 
for a range of pump powers. These cui-ves clearly indicate the effects of the GSA on the 
fluorescence output and hence the gain of the fibre. The output of the GeOg codoped fibre 
saturates much more quickly because the erbium concentration is some 8 times less than in the 
AI2O3 codoped sample. By normalising these spectra (see figure A.3) the differences can be 
dramatically portrayed. If the optical coupling efficiency of the pump radiation is considered to be 
equal in both cases tlien the two data sets can be compared, in terms of length of fibre that is 
pumped, by dividing tlie pump power in figure A.3(a) by a factor of -18. This factor takes into 
account both the relative dopant concentration and the differences in fibre core radii.
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Figure A.l. Experimental configmation.
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Figure A.2(a) Spectral progression for the germania co-doped fibre sample
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Figure A.2(b). As A.2(a) but for the alumina co-doped fibre sample
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Figure A.3 Specti'a of figures A.2 after normalisation, (a) gemiania co-doped, (b) alumina co­doped
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In figure A.4 the fluorescence power saturation is shown for the Ge02 fibre sample. Note 
the emergence of the peak at -1520nm which occurs for very high pumping levels due to the 
saturation of the large GS A in this spectral region. This feature would be evident at lower pump 
powers if either a very short fibre was used or if the sidelight spectrum was monitored. Since this 
was not practical, this feature only becomes apparent at high pump levels such that complete 
inversion of the full fibre length was obtained.
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0.00IBOO 1080 1600
Figure A.4(a) Fluorescence spectia of Ge02 co-doped fibre sample with high pumping
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Figure A.4(b) Saturation of fluorescence output of the Ge02 codoped fibre sample, 
for ^ =980nm.
Although in these figures the variable parameter was the pump power, since the shape is 
solely dependent on the residual GSA (which varies with 1) then similar results would be
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obtained by varying the fibre length and using a constant pump intensity^O^. it is this effect 
which primarily determines the shape of the laser tuning curves observed in practice as described 
in chapter 8.
A.2 Fibre laser length tuning
The laser tuning range is related to the power gain spectrum (in dB’s) which in turn has 
the same shape as tlie fluorescence spectrum. For long fibre lasers the tuning is shifted to longer 
wavelengths, and since all the pump power is absorbed in the first few metres then the laser has 
high efficiency. At these long wavelengtlis the GSA is small so moderately overlong fibres can be 
tolerated. However, the oscillation threshold is increased because the gain-per-metre at such 
wavelengtlis is quite low.
For short fibre lasers the tuning curve is essentially that of the high pump (or saturated) 
fluorescence spectra of figure A.2, since only at these wavelengths does the fibre have sufficient 
gain-per-metre to permit oscillation. Here the threshold is low but complete pumping of the total 
fibre length is essential since the GSA is also very large and thus considerable pump power can 
exit the fibre unabsorbed. Thus the laser efficiency is reduced and consequently the output power 
is limited.
Fibre lasers of intermediate length exhibit a steady shift to longer wavelengths with 
increasing length and the laser efficiency also increases and saturates when complete pump 
absorption is obtained. Further length increases enable the long wavelength tail of the gain 
spectrum to be exploited since the higher gain region at shorter wavelengths experience increasing 
GSA and this inhibits gain clamping due to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). By exploiting 
tliis teclinique a total laser tuning range exceeding lOOnm has been demonstrated usmg three fibre 
lengths (see section 8.7).
A.3 Saturated fluorescence spectra in AI2 O3  and GeOi fibre media
Saturated fluorescence spectra of both alumina and germania codoped fibre samples are 
shown in figure A.5. There is a clear* short wavelength shift of the main peak in the alumina 
spectrum, and also the curve is also much smoother and broader than its germania counterpart.
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On close examination structure within the emission band of the Ge02 trace can be resolved, and 
the long wavelength tail is seen to be compromised.
O.B
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Figure A.5 Saturated fluorescence spectra of the two doped fibre samples. (Traces have been normalised)
A.4. Fluorescence lifetime of erbium-doped fibres
The fluorescence decay of the germania codoped fibre was obtained by chopping the input 
pump beam using a mechanical chopper. The fluorescence output is shown in figure A.6 for the 
pump wavelengths of 810 and 980nm. The 980nm-related trace can be accurately fitted to an 
exponential function with a 1/e time of 7.8ms. As a consequence of the large excited state 
absorption (ESA) at -810nm the corresponding fluorescence decay is non-exponentiaP®^ a  
non-exponential decay is typical of laser media with significant pump ESA because this results in 
a delay in the emission of a fi:action of the inverted atoms. Smce these atoms are further excited 
into high energy levels and must undergo a series of non-radiative decays before being available 
to decay radiatively from the upper laser level (see figure A.7). The decay will tend towards the 
exponential form in a time dependent upon the non-radiative decay processes involved. The 
absence of this phenomena for the 980nm pump band confirms the absence of ESA at this pump 
wavelength.
The green emission (broad-band around 547nm) which accompanies ~800nm pumping 
was observed to increase during the pumping cycle, because the population inversion steadily 
increases in this period and the probability for ESA increases. Also, the decay time for the green 
emission was found to be very fast (limited by detector bandwidth to <20jJ.s).
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Figuie A.6 Fluorescence decay of erbium-doped fibre
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Figure A.7 Fluorescence delay via pump ESA. Relaxation of excited state to pump level (transition (a)) may involve many energy levels.
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